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Abstract 
The electric field gradient (EFG) is one of the rnost important clues to invesｭ
tigate the electronic structure of solids. The EFG refiects a non-spherical charge 
distribution around the nucleus , therefore , it provides us precise information on inｭ
teractions of the probe atom with the host matrix, i.e. , the EFG is a unique probe 
to in vestigate a chemical bonding in solids. In particular, a systematic study on the 
EFGs at impurities in solids is a candidate for a study on the electronic structure of 
impurities , because recent developments ofαb initio lnethods for the band structure 
calculation of solids provide us a sound basis to discuss about origin of EFGs of 
impurities. Such a method will give insight not only for the electronic structure 
of impurities but also for the lattice location of impurities implanted into a solids 
by comparing theoretical predictions of EFGs with experimental measurements. In 
spite of its importance, the determination of the implantation site of impurities has 
been a di伍cult problem because of rather complicated experimental procedures. 
The present approach has possibility to be a new transparent way to work-? the 
lattice location problem. 
On the other hand , once such 五rst principle method of the EFG calculations 
are established and its precision is guaranteed, it becomes possible to determine a 
nuclear quadrupole moment directly from its electric quadrupole coupling constant 
in solids by using a calculated EFG. In the α b initio method , al substances are 
treated in the same framework. This universality make such procedure to determine 
the quadrupole moment to be a very fiexible one. 
One of the purpose of the present study is to develop a method ofαb initio 
EFG calculation of impurities and to elucidate the origin of the EFGs at impurity 
sites. To achieve it ，五rst the EFGs in pure HCP rnetals were investigated. The 
electronic structure of the system was calculated sel:f consistently by the Korringaｭ
Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method based on the local density approximation (LDA) of 
the spin-density functional theory and the EFG was calculated directly from the 
electron density distribution without further approximations except the muffin tin 
approximation for the shape of the respective atornic potentials. As a result , it 
was found that the present method could reproduce the experirnental EFGs in pure 
HCP metals within the error of 20%. Next , the EFGs at irnpurities of the typical 
elernents in Zn and Cd were studied systematically. Simulating the irnpurity system 
by the super cel method , the EFGs were calculated within the same procedure. As 
a result , the systematic variation of the EFGs at impurity sites was explained from 
the view points of the hybridyzation of the p-orbitals between impurities and the 
host atorns. 
To establish reliability of the present method for al kinds of substances , it is 
indispensable to investigate the EFGs of impurities in ionic crystals. In the present 
study, we focussed on a Ti02 in the rutile structure. In order to make up for a lack of 
the systernatic experirnental measurements , we rneasured the quadrupole coupling 
constants of several transition metals such as 45Sc, 49Ti and 93Nb in a Ti02 single 
crystal by the Pulsed Fourier-transformed NMR (FT-N:NIR) technique. Besides the 
present ~esults of the EFGs at Sc, Ti and Nb , the EFGs at Cd and Ta irnpurities 
were known. For these systems , the present method were also applied. Taking adｭ
vantage of the super cel method , local lattice relaxations were included when the 
EFGs were calculated. However , the essential point to reproduce the experirnental 
EFGs at impurity sites was to simulate the charge states of impurities , i.e. , the diaｭ
rnagnetic situation of the impurities , which was observable in experiments , rnust be 
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reproduced. Taking into these points into account , finally the EFGs were predicted 
within the error of 20%. 
Also , in order to enforce such systematic understanding , the hyperfine interacｭ
tions of 12N (17f二 1+ ， T1 /2 = 11 ms) and 190 (1作= 5(2+ , T1/2 = 27 sec) in Ti02 
were precisely measured by utilizing the ﾟ-NMR (NQR) technique. It was found 
that there were two distinct implantation sites for both of 12N and 190. These exｭ
perimental results give us a good opportunity to apply our method to investigate 
lattice locations of light impurities. For 12N , the oxygen substitutional site and 
the octahedral like interstitial site were suggested by comparing the experimental 
EFGs with the theoretical predidions. On the other hand, it was found that the 
main fraction of 190 was implanted into the oxygen substitutional site ヲ however ，
the other implantation site was left unknown. The substitutional implantation site 
of 190 was also con五rmed experimentally. From the present knowledge of the imｭ
plantation site of the oxygen isotope, the nuclear quadrupole moments of 190 and 
130 (17f = 3/2- , T1/2 = 8.6 ms) were determined. 
The other purpose of the present study is to apply the present method for a 
nuclear study, i.e. , the determination of the nuclear quadrupole moments. First , it 
is tried to determine the nuclear quadrupole moment of the 247 ke V exi ted state of 
11 Cd from its quadrupole coupling constants in various HCP metals by referring to 
calculated EFGs. The two di:ferent quadrupole moments were r鑵orted for 111Cd* 
(1π= 5/2+ , T1/2 = 84 ns) in spite of its importance as a PAC probe. By the 
present study, its quadrupole moment is determined reliably to be 0.78 土 0.16
mb. This approach was also employed to determine the quadrupole moments of 
-ﾟemitting 27Si (1π = 5/2+ ,T 1 / 2 = 4.1s) and 39Ca (I7f = 3/2+ ,T1 / 2 = 0.86s) 
which are of importance from the view points of the study on the nuclear shell 
structure. Recently the electric quadrupole coupling constants of 27Si and 39Ca in 
Ab03 single crystal and CaC03 single crystal, respectively, were measured. By 
comparing the theoretical predictions on the EFGs, the quadrupole moment of 27Si 
and 39Ca were derived to be 61 土 14 mb and 36 土 4 nlb , respectively, which were 
comparable with the OXBASH predictions of 60 mb and 26 mb , respectively. Since 
in the present study the quadrupole moments of 27Si and 39Ca were determined, it 
becomes possible to use these nuclei as probes to investigate hyperfine interactions. 
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1 Introduction 
The knowledge of the charge distribution is one of the Inost important points to obtain 
basic understandings for the properties of solids. The electric field gradient (EFG) sensiｭ
tively reflects a non-spherical charge distribution around a nucleus , so we can investigate 
local electronic structures of solids through the EFGs. In particular, the EFGs at imｭ
purities provide us a unique tool to study on the nature of chemical bonding between 
impurities and host atoms. 
To reach the detailed understandings of the electronic structure of an impurity, the 
EFG have been measured by various techniques , and large amount of data on electric 
quadrupole interactions of impurities were collected [1ト [3]. There are several experimental 
techniques to observe a quadr叩ole interaction [1 , 3, 4]. In addition to the usual nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) and nuclear quadrupole resonance (NQR) techniques , the 
methods with utilizing an unstable nucleus as a probe have been developed_ 号nd form a 
五eld of nuclear solid state physics. The noble techniques for nuclear physics allow us to 
get information on the hyperfine interactions through observing nuclear radiations , for 
examples Mふssbauer effect , perturbed angular correlati∞ (PAC) techniques and so on 
However, the lack of the proper probes prevent us from systematic investigations of the 
hyper五ne interactions especially of light impurities. Ow]ng to the. recent development of 
the experiments utilizing radioactive nuclear beams ぅ it becomes possible to use short-lived 
-ﾟemitting nuclei as a probe to study the electronic struc:ture of solids. In our laboratory, 
such light ﾟ-NMR probes have been developed and applied to study the internal fields of 
Fe, Ni, Pt , and so on [5ト[10]. However, a study on an ionic substance is at its star吋もi凶n
point [11リl卜. 
In the present study, to understand the EFGs of impurities in ionic crystals, the hyｭ
perfine interactions of 170 , 45SC, 49Ti and 93Nb in a Ti02 single crystal were measured by 
the Pulsed Fourier-Transformed NMR (FT-NMR) technique, and the EFGs at the subｭ
stitutional site were precisely investigated. The EFGs at Ti and 0 site in pure Ti02 were 
consistent with the previous measurements of by Gabathler et al. [12] and Kanert et al 
[13]. With the previous data by Wenzel et al. [14] and Adams et αl. [15] on the EFGs at 
Cd and Ta sites in Ti02 by the PAC technique, we can discuss the EFGs of impurities in 
Ti02 systematically. Also , the hyper五ne interactions of 12N (17r = 1+ , T1/2 = 11 ms) and 
190 (190 (1π= 5/2+ , T1/2 = 27 sec) in Ti02 single crystal were investigated. For both of 
them, two distinct implantation sites were discovered. For these two implantation sites, 
the electric quadrupole coupling constants of 12N and 190 were determined. The main 
fraction of 190 in Ti02 was determined to be the oxygen substitutional site. With this 
knowledge on the implantation sites of 190 , we derived the quadrupole momenも of 190 
for the first time by referring to the coupling constant of 170 in Ti O2 ・ This study of the 
implantation sites for the oxygen isotope in Ti02 also allows us to derive the quadrupole 
moment of 13 0 , which is of particular interest from the view point of the nuclear shell 
structure. 
On the other hand う inspite of large amount of experimental data, the origin of the EFGs 
is not so clear, because discussions were based on rather ambiguous model calculations. 
For example, the model calculation such as the Sternheimer theory is usually used to 
obtain and analyze EFG values [1 , 3, 16, 17]. In this model the EFG isoriginated from the 
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array of ions which are regarded as point charges (qlαt:tice)' The EFG will be created also 
by the non-spherical unfilled orbitals of the electrons as in the rare-earths (qloω). These 
EFGs polarize valence electrons and generate an additional EFGs which are described by 
S ternheimer factors γ∞ and R respecti vely. U sually γ∞ and R are about in the ranges of 
10 <ーγ∞く 80 ， -0.2 < R く 0.2. Thus the resulting EFG in this model is written as , 
q = (1 -Î∞ )qlattice + (1-R)q{ocα 1. 
This model has two ambiguous parameters. One of them is a value of a point charge at 
a lattice point. We do not know any rigorous de五nitions or criteria to decide the charge 
state of the atom in solids. Itcan be taken arbitrarily by choosing its atomic sphere as 
you like. The other is the Sternheimer factors. It is usually evaluated from the atomic 
calculations by the perturbation theory. However, the atomic potential will be modi五ed
in solids and the changes of the potential depend also on the host materials. Although 
the Sternheimer theory is useful to get rough estimations of EFG values , it dる色s not have 
su伍cient prediction power for the precise EFG. For a reliable prediction of th-e EFG , we 
must calculate the charge distribution in solids from the 五rst principles without relying 
on any models , though i七 is a difficult many body problem. 
In the last two decades , such first principles calculation becomes realistic for the elecｭ
tronic structure of solids, partly because of the development of computers and computing 
techniques , but mainly because of the success of the local density approximation (LDA) in 
the framework of the density functional theory [18]. The density functional prescription 
for a many body system was proposed by Kohn and Sham [19] based on the Hohenbergｭ
Kohn theorem [20]. For a ground stateヲ this theory reduces the many body problem to 
the one electron equations in an effective potential det.ermined self consistently. 1も can be 
dealt with the ordinary band structure calculation techniques if the exchange correlation 
term is evaluated by the LDA. As was described in the book by Moruzzi , Janak and 
Williams [21] , it was found that the LDA calculation gave the values in good agreement 
with experimental values in the lattice constant and so on for the most of elements in the 
periodic table. 
The band calculation based on the LDA was applied to the calculation of the hyper五ne
五elds by Akai et α l. [22ト[29] and independently by J?ich group [30]-[35]. Akai et αl. 
calculated self consistently the hyperfine field and spin-lattice relaxation time of impurity 
nuclei in ferro magnetic Fe, and explained the systematic variation of the hyperfine field 
from the view point of the theory proposed by Katayama, Terakura and Kanamori [36ト
[4] in which the sd hybridyzation between the impurity and host atom had an important 
role. 
According to the EFGs , recently Blaha and Schwarz gave a discussion on EFGs through 
the 五rst principles calculations , and succeeded in explaining the EFGs in various pure sysｭ
tems [45ト[67]. They applied the LDA to the EFG calculation with using the FLAPW 
(full-potentiallinearized-augmented-plane-wave) method. They calculated EFGs in variｭ
ous metals and compounds , some of which have magnetic properties, and obtained good 
agreement with experiments. By analyzing calculated results , they found out followings. 
• The main contribution for the total EFG is anisotropy of the density distribution 
in the p-orbitals. 
• The contributions from the array of ions are small. 
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• The contributions from deeply bound states are negligible. 
It was shown that the semi-empirical model calculations う which tried to calculate EFGs 
from the lattice summations and additional shielding factors , had the wrong starting point. 
Now the calculation for a more complex system with irnpurities is not only interesting 
but also realistic [68ト [84]. However, on a system with impurities , few calculations have 
been performed, and only impurities in metals were discussed [4 , 69, 78 , 79] 
In the present study，もo elucidate the origin of the EFGs of impurities in solids and to 
provide a systematic understanding on it , anαb init卲 :method to calculate the electric 
field gradients (EFGs) were developed. Working not only on pure substances but also 
on systems with impurities, more advanced knowledge and standard view points will be 
given. The outline of the presenも calculation is as followings. The electronic structure of 
the system was calculated by the Korri時a-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method [21 ], [80ト[83]
with the LDA in the muffin tin approximation. We utilized the band structure calculation 
package developed by Akai [84 , 85]. The sy批m with ﾏ1npurities were simur抗ed by the 
super-cell method [68ト[71 ]， [79]. Once a self consistent charge distribution is obtained 
for a super-cell, it is straight forward to derive an EFG from a charge distribution. A 
detailed explanation will be given in the latter section. 
We calculated the EFGs in several substances includ.ing the impurity systems. Here 
we clarify our aims of the present calculations. The most simple crystal structure with 
well defined EFG is the hexagonal closed packed (HCP) structure. For almost al the 
HCP metals , EFGs at the host atomic site were measured. So, we calculated EFGs in 
al of pure HCP metals except for the lanthanoides and predicted values were compared 
with the experimental data to check the reliability of the present method. The cases 
of impurity systems in the HCP metals are interesting to observe clear systematics of 
variations of EFGs. For such a purpose, EFGs at sp-impurity sites in Zn and Cd are 
calculated and was compared wiもh the experimental data. For typical examples on the 
EFG calculations in compounds , we picked up an ionic substance Ti02 ・ Not only the 
EFGs in pure Ti02 but also もhe EFGs at several transition metal impurities i. e. , Sc, Nb , 
Cd and Ta in Ti02 were calculated. There was no reliable calculation on the EFG at an 
impurity site in an ionic crystal until now. By comparing theoretical predictions with the 
experimental measurements , predictability of the present method is discussed. 
The present method of the EFG calculation was also applied to determine the lattice 
locations of the implanted nuclei. Generally, the lattice location of impurities is not 
obvious, so it has been an important problem to decide where it is. However, it is not so 
easy and needs complicated experimental procedures [7, 86]. In the super cel calculation, 
it is also possible to calculate the EFG at an interstitial impurity site [69]. Therefore, 
if the EFG at the impurity nucleus was known , the present EFG calculation can be 
used to determine the location of もhe impurity. This procedure was employed to the 
determination of the locations of light impurities 0 and N in a Ti02 whose hyper五ne
interactions yYere investigated experimentally in the present study. For both of them 
two different implanもation sites were discovered in Ti0 2 ・ By comparing the experimental 
EFGs with the theoretical ones, we tried to determine which sites they were implanted 
in. One of them was proposed to be the substitutional s.ite of 0 , and the other to be もhe
octahedral like interstitial site. 
Another application is a determination of a nuclear quadrupole moment. We can deduce 
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a nuclear quadrupole moment from its quadrupole coupling constant in a substance by 
referring to a calculated EFG. One of the recent topics on such a trial is the determination 
of the quadrupole moment of the 14 keV exited state of 57良市 (171: = 3/2- , T1/2 = 98ns) 
[87]. Two distinct values of qωdrupole moment of 0.08 土 8 b and 0.209 土 5 b were reported 
for 57Fe* in spite of its importance as a M?sbauer probe. Dufek et al. performed the 
first principles calculations based on the FLAPW method within the framework of the 
LDA ヲ and calculated EFGs for a various compounds ?ntaining Fe. Comparing them with 
the experimental electric quadr叩ole coupling constants , they obtained Qe7F♂) = 0.16 
b which is twice as large as the previously sugge批d value of Qe7F♂) = 0.082 b by 
Duff, Mi如a and Das [8]. Recently Hagelberg and Das re-examined the Hartree-Fock 
calculations by Duff et al. and derived the quadrupole moment of 57F♂ to be 0.11 b , which 
got somewhat closer to the FLAPW result [89]. The calculations by Dufek et al. were 
on the pure systems. If we can go with the impurity system along the same procedure, 
experiments to determine nuclear quadrupole moments , in particular for uns_tψle nuclei , 
will have great possibilities. To examine whether it is realistic or not , we try to determine 
the quadr叩ole moment of the 247 keV exited state of 11lCd (171: = 5/2ペ T1 / 2 = 84ns) , 
which is a well known PAC probe. Also for 11 Cd* , three different Q moments were 
reported. Q(111Cdつ was derived to be + 1. 5 土 0 .4 b by Rosenblum and Steyert [90]. On 
the other hand Ernst et al. [91] and Herzog et al. [92] reported it to be +0.83 土 0 . 13 b and 
IQI = 0.77 土 0 . 12 was given by Raghavan et al. [93 , 94]. It is of particuar interest which 
quadrupole moment the present calculation support which quadrupole moment. Also , the 
quadrupole moments of short-lived ﾟ-emitting nuclei 吋i (1π= 5/2+ , T1/2 = 4.1s) and 
39Ca (1π= 3/2+ , T1/2 = 0.86s) were determined by the same procedure. Recently, the 
electric quadrupole coupling constants of 27Si and 39Ca respectively in Ab03 and CaC03 
were determined by the ﾟ-NMR technique. In these cases , it is impossible or 七00 di伍cult
to determine experimentally the EFGs at their implanted sites , so the present procedure 
is almost only way. 
This thesis is organized as follows. In section 2, the theory of hyper五ne interactions are 
summarized. The details of the EFG calculation based on the αb initio band structure 
calculation are described in section 3. The NMR measurements of the quadrupole effects 
are explained in section 4 and 5. The results of the calculations are shown and compared 
with the experiments , and the systematics are discussed in section 6 and 7. A discussion 
on the lattice location is given in section 8 and a topic on the determination of the 
quadrupole moment is in section 9. In section 10, reliability of the present method is 
discussed. Lastly, a brief summary of the present study is given in section 11. 
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2 Hyperfine Interactions 
The hyper五ne interaction describes the interaction between electrons and the nuclear 
multipole moments. 
In atoms , molecules and solids , electrons interact with nuclei and with the other elecｭ
trons through the electromagnetic interaction. However, the electronic structures in them 
are 111ainly determined by the electromagnetic interactions between a point spinless nuｭ
cleus and electrons, here the electronic structure means the density distributions of elecｭ
trons in space, energy or momentum. Actually there are higher rank of the interaction 
because of 五nite extent of the nucleus and because of the nuclear spin and the electron 
spin. For example, in atoms the coupling of electron spin with its orbital angular moｭ
mentum leads to the 五ne structure in electronic energy levels. In solids , where the orbital 
momentum is frozen , the interaction of nuclear dipole rnoment with the (external or 10-
ca1) magnetic fie1d and the interaction of nuclear quadr叩ole moment witk lhe electric 
五e1d gradient become important. These 1ead to the hyperfine structure in nuclear energy 
1evels. Typically the magnitude of the magnetic dipole term and the electric quadrupo1e 
term is in the region of the radio frequency and can be detected by the nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) technique [95 , 96]. 
Generally, the interaction energy W between the electronic system and the nuclear 
system is written in the form of 
W = WM+WE 
L r JnJe 7 7 r Pη( = 一今 l 一一三dυηdυε + I 一三dυηdve .
C必 J r J T' 
in ,e are the current density distributions , and Pn ,e are the charge density distributions 
of nucleons and e1ectrons , respectively. Schwartz put the interaction Hamiltonian in the 
form of the scalar product of two tensor operators by the multipo1e expansion [97] as , 
H=ZTjk)Tjk)? 
k=O 
here Tjpare the spherical tensor ope凶ors for a nuclea.r and an e1ectronic subsystems , 
respectively. There exist electric mu1tipoles for even k and magnetic ones for odd k because 
of the inversion symmetry of the nuclear wave functions. For the nuclear subsystem, T~k) 
usually written in terms of nuclear spin operator 1. The aIlgu1ar momentum algebra shows 
that k 三 21 ， because (T~k)) α (Im lykq llm) α (k1; qr叫ん1; 1m) , i.e ・， 1,1, k must make a 
triangle. Here Yk
q is the spherica1 harmonic of rank k, and 爪 q are the magnetic quantum 
numbers and (k1; qr叫ん1;1m) is the Clebsh-Gordon coeffilcient. Therefore, a nucleus with 
I 三 1 has a quadrupo1e moment. For the e1ectronic subsystem, the energy of the hyperfine 
interactions is so small that they are calcu1ated by the first order perturbation theory, 
'l .e. , 
(T;) = (宙01寸 Iwo ) ，
where Wo is the unperturbed wave function of もhe electronic system. Wo will be calculated 
in the framework of the 10cal density approximation in the density functiona1 もheory. In 
the following section, the energy of the hyper五ne intera.ction is derived. In the present 
study we do not dea1 with もhe hyper五ne fie1d (interna1 magnetic fie1d) , but i も is a1so 
mentioned for comp1ete knowledge on もhe hyperfine interaction. 
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2.1 Hyperfine Field 
Intuitively it is recognized that the magnetic dipole moments caused by the spin and 
orbital angular momentum of electron produce a magnetic 五eld at the nucleus , so the 
nuclear magnetic dipole moment interacts with it. The term of k = 1 represents such 
a magnetic interaction. It is decomposed to three contributions according to its origin, 
i. e. , the Fermi contact term, the dipolar term and the orbital term. They are obtained 
from the explicit expression of TP) as was given in the paper of Schwarz, but in rather 
complicated way because of the vector nature of the currents j. So we take the easier 
way in which the motion of electron in the nuclear dipole 五eld is considered. 
The vector potential A generated by the nuclear magnetic moment μηis ， 
A 
TH
門一
qp
x
一qV
×
μ
一マ
The vector potential A satisfies the condition; V A = O. The magnetic field H due to the 
nuclear magnetic moment is obtained by H = V x A. The interaction of the electron 
with this magnetic f?ld is described by the Hamiltonian H , 
二L(p+fA)2+geμBσマ xA
Lrηc 
包土p2 + 三一(pA + Ap) + geμBσマ x A , 
2mL '2mc 
here σis the angular momentum of the electron and 9'e ぅ μB are the electron g-factor and 
the Bohr magneton. The perturbation term H' by the nuclear 五eld is written as 
H 
H' = ネ(pA+Ap)+山河川
Here, the relation ? = r x p ， μB = e?/2mc leads もhe f?st term to 
μnI 
z(pA+Ap)=gdE37 
With the relation of V x (マ x B) = マ(マB) -V2 B , the second term is transformed to 
σVxA σて7 x V x どz
T [;1;; (σマ)(μηV) 一一(σvn ) "Vr2 1 一一一(σVn )V2 一
一吉(肌)+二川
where the Poisson equation V2(1/r) = -4付(r) is used. Finally, the hyperfine f?ld Hゅ
which is defined by 
H' = -μNHhj ， 
is obtained to be 
1 rσ3(σr)rl Hhj = --;;-geμBσ8( r) 十三geμBI τ- R |ーがeμB 一τ ・v Z I rv r" I Z rv 
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The 五rst term is the Fermi contact field , the second one is the dipolar field and the last 
one is the orbital 五eld.
If the system has cubic symmetry and the magnetic field is along the z-axis , the Ferrni 
contact term is only 五nite contribution to the hyperfine f?ld. Calculating the expectation 
value of the Fermi contact field for the ground state, the hyperfine field is , 
(Hhf) = 与ω /(J (内(刊ーん(川 dE ，
here, Pσ(γ ; E) is the electron density distribution. 
2.2 Electric Field Gradient 
In the case of the electric interaction , the multipole expansion of the ch.a:rge density 
distributions Pn , Pe is effective. The expansion of the Green's function is written as 
=叩 1 品川(r') ì[m(r) ぅIr -r'l ば 21+ 1 円ー
where r<(r>) denotes the smaller (the larger) value of r = Irland r'= Ir'l. 
This expression leads to the expression of "V  Eimmediately in terms of the multipoles 
as 
where, 
WE 
/ Pn(rn)Pe(re) 7
Irη-rel -
QL' 九
乞(一)mQr~ーへ
Q釘ア = 直f介川川川pん以州山山九バJ仇川(ケhrn川 )Tぺ;
巧~m =店fん(re)r;(件 1)川)dυe
U sually the electric 五eld gradient tensor is defined by the second derivatives of the 
Coulomb potential at the nucleus in the Cartesian coordinate. 
δ2V(rπ)1 = ~ ~L'~ ~'n/ I , (i ,j = x, y , z)δアiδrj Irn=o 
It is more appropriate to de五ne the EFG as a traceless tensor because a potential caused 
by s-electron does not interacも with the nuclear quadrupole moment. Therefore, the 
standard de五nition of the EFG is 
/δ2V(rn ) 1 {' T"'12 T T ( ~~ ¥ ¥ 1 
= ¥ ~ a;i ~'r ~ ) -i ?j V~ V ( rn) ) I 。
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V( Tn) isproduced by the electron distribution. To calculate the EFG directly，五rst the 
l/T term is expanded 
九?
? f ん(TeLdυ
ITη-Tel 
fztT和m(Tn)}{m*(叫ん (Te)dυE 
Z店山川
I 4π r Pe(Te) V 2l-~ 1 J τiZ7r(h)due where 巧m _ 
Then calculating the second derivative and r n • 0, 
θ2V(Tn )1 て~ /4πm 82 =わ日V-一一ぺy;m(川θrni θ川 |π=oTV5Jθrni8r九j
so , 
Vzz - 2V乙
Vyy ニ ル2VJ 一品2
Vxx = 品-2-vJ-伊
竹Y=-dzγ+ ~iV;2 
VyZ = φ片'_~i見
防x = 品14vJ
are obtained. 
On the other hand , the nuclear moment are de五ned as 
Qij = J同rirj - ði州
As the same manner with the EFG , Qij is written as 
QYY=-br- 弘一μ
Qxx=dQ52-QL-dQL 
QXY = ー ル2+djQ!?
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QyZ = ートで-h
Qzx=GQ21-GQ:-
and the relation with the nuclear quadrupole moment Q is 
eQ = J Pn(rn)(3z2 - ρ)九
= Qzz ・
In the principal coordinate in which the EFG tensor is di.agonalized , the electric quadrupole 
interaction energy is calculated as 
WE = Q弘-2+Qild+Q52L7
=与IzzQzz + 土(Vxx 一昨y)(Qxx -Qyy) 生 12
U sing the identical operator of Q ij , 
司lム
?γ'i ??円九υ? ?-勺?I勺I勺
qd
一qL???
Q
てe一ri一つム??一一ハ〕可
we get 
WE= eQ |VM3IZ 一門 +l(Vxx 一昨y)(1! -1:)1 41(21-1) L' .ú.ú\~-Li - / I 2¥'.1'¥.."" 'II/¥-+ -/J
In the conventional notation , the coordinate axis is de:fined so that 
円セzl 三円今yl 三円イ~xl ，
are satisfied. Because of the Laplace equation L:i Vii = 0, we can describe the EFG tensor 
by the electric field gradient q and the asymmetry paranleterηas [98], 
q 
η 
Y
一
f一V
一一一Fz
hX
一
1
vmb
一
U sing this notation the interaction energy is given as , 
的 =Jそ 1)[3IZ-hj川ーだl]
2.3 High Field Limit 
N ow, the the hyper五ne interaction is expressed in terms of もhenuclear multipole moments 
and the magnetic 五eldand the electric field gradient. The Hamiltonian of the system under 
the external field Ho , which is parallel to the z axis of the (xyz) coordinate 五xed in space, 
H = HM+HE 
-g内HoIz+eqQ 13IZ-hlη(1! -1:)1 ' 41(21 -1) L-Li - '2'1¥-+ -'J 
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Figure 1: The Euler angles which describes the principal coordinate of 
the EFG. 
where the principal coordinate of the EFG tensor is (XYZ). Under a high magnetic field , 
the electric quadrupole interaction is treated as a perturbation to the magnetic interaction. 
Here, the nuclear magnetic sub levels are calculated by the perturbation theory. 
In general , (xyz) does not coincide with (XY Z) and the relation of them are described 
by the Euler angles (()，ゆ) as shown in 五g. 1. Rotating the angular momentum operator 
fx ,y,z de五ned in the (XY Z) coordinate to the (xyz) coordinate, the electric qωdrupole 
interaction Hamiltonian is written in the terms of 1x ，ν ，.z as 
(~c勺 -l+ηぺ∞ωS
+(子 sin 2() 一 2S討in2() c∞os 2ゆ十 i2sin 0S討in 2ゆ引) (1+lz + 1zl+) ¥4 4 T " 2 ノ
+(js凶ー:トS司ωi
+G 山+ ~ (c∞Oん1) ωゆトド一→tヲ小←:トトC∞ωO
+(:山+ ~ (coん 1)ωぃ;ω
eqQ 
41 (21 -1) 
HE 
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where, 
eqQ 
41(21-1) 
~(31~ -1(1 + 1) 
+A (1+lz + 1z1+) 
+β (1_lz + 1zl_) 
+C (尽)
+ﾐ (r:) 
~ = (~co内 -l+ 可 s山ωペ
'2 2 J 
A = Gふ;トS凶一 :ト討i凶ωゆ肘川+れt号小←←;トトトS幻叩ω1I
β= Gωo ートin 2()ωゅ -tjsi110ωゅ)
c = G山+ ~ (c山+hM-fωωゅ)
1) = G山+ ~ (c山+い2引ヲ cos ()ωゅ)
Then , the interaction energy is calculated by the perturbation theory. 
Em 
ES) 
E5)+Et)+Eg)+ ・ ・
(mIHlm) 
(mIHMlm) 
-gμNHom 
E~) = (mIHQlm) 
eqQ (3 cos2 () -1 可 sin2() cos 2州 (r， 2 T f T , 1¥¥ !v'-"'u ",V _._ + '/ UiJ.J. ~ '-"''-'LJ'f/ ) 3m2 _ 1(1 + ) 
41(21-1) ¥ 2 2 ) ¥_. -¥-' -/j 
ES!) = γ(mIHQln)(η IHQlmL= 
m zzEm-Eη 
I -IAI2((2m -1)2(1 -m + 1)(1 + m)) l 
eqQ ¥2 I +1β1 2 ((2m + 1)2(1 十 m+1)(1-m)) I 一一一( )| | μNHO ¥41(21 -1) J I -~ICI2((1 -m + 2)(1 + m -1)(1 -m + 1)(1 + m)) I 
L +~IÐI2((1 + m + 2)(1 -m -1)(1 + m + 1)(1 -m)) J 
The intervals between the neighboring energy levels are equal under もhe magnetic field 
only, but are uneven under the perturbation by the electric quadrupole interaction. The 
energy shift by the quadrupole interaction depends only on the absolute values of the 
magnetic quantum number Iml at もhe 五rst order pertl山ation. The interval between the 
neighboring energy levels, or the transition frequencies a.re, 
Vm~m+1 = (Em -Em+1 )/ ん
3eqQ(2m+l) 
41(21 -l)h 
eqQ ¥2 I (-4(12 -6m2) -4(1 -6m) + 9)IA12 I +一()1 2l
VL ¥41(21 -l)hJ l +(2(12 -3m2) + 2(1 -3m) -3)IC12 J 
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Therefore, the NMR resonance appears only at the Larmor frequency lJL = 9μNHO/ h if
there is no quadrupole interaction. The quadrupole interaction causes split of the NMR 
resonance line. According to the nuclear spin 1, we obtain 21 resonances in the NMR 
spectrum under the quadrupole interaction. It ? noted that the frequency separations 
between the resonance lines are equal at the 五rst order perturbation calculation. When 
1 ishalf integer, the transition frequency between m = -1/2 and m = 1/2 is not affected 
at the 五rst order, because E~) depends only on Iml 
To understand the quadrupole effect on the nuclear energy levels , let us consider the 
rnost sirnple ca民 the nuclear spin 1 = 1 in the symmetric field gradient (η= 0) whose 
Vz z axis is along the external 五eld Ho. The energy levels are then given by the 五rst order 
calculation as 
ι = -gf1NHom + 千 (3m2 -2)
8uppose Q > 0 and q > 0 ヲ then eqQ / h > O. 80 , the energy of m = 0 state shifts downｭ
wards and the energy of Iml = 1 states shifts upwards from the perturbation calculations 
as shown in 五g. 2. The de白山ion of Q shows tl川 Q > 0 (Q < 0) means a prolate (oblate) 
deformation of the nucleus. And as will be shown in Section 5, q > 0 (q く 0) means tha t 
the electrons around the nucleus distribute densely in the xy-plane (z-axis). Now , the 
energy shifts of the levels is reasonable, because m = 0 means that the positive nuclear 
charge distribution get closer to the negative electron distribution and Iml = 1 means the 
positive charge get away from the negative charge distribution as shown in 五g.2. 80, corn由
paring with the case of uniform electron distribution , the quadrupole interaction lowers 
the energy of the m = 0 state and raises もhose of the Iml = 1 states. In the cases of the 
other combinations of the sign of Q and q, the respective energy shift is understood in 
the same manner. 
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Figure 2: The energy shifts by the electric qu.adrupole interaction. 
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3 Calculation Principles and Methods 
The overview of the band structure calculation used in t;he present study and the derivation 
of the EFG from the charge distribution are given. More detailed explanation on the 
density functional theory and the local density approximation will be given in appendix. 
3.1 Band Structure Calculation 
To deal with a system which consists of N rv 1023 scatterer, we have to introduce some 
approximations. U sually, the coordinates of nuclei are 五xed at lattice points by the 
adiabatic approximation. For a periodic system such as a crystal, the Bloch 'stheorem 
tells us that we can get ful information about an electronic structure of a whole crystal 
by solving a problem only about a unit cel [9]. In spite of these facts , it 悶ms to be 
impossible to get N -electron wave function 並 (rl ， r2γ. ， rN) , N rv 100. To go ahead we 
need a prescription to reduce a many-body problem to a one-electron problem. 
In the well known Hartree-Fock proced ure ヲ the N-body wave function is approximated 
to the Slater's determinant of one-electron orbitals. This leads to the N differential 
equations that are related each other through the exchange term (Fock term). The conｭ
五guration mixing permits us to take the correlation effect into account. However , it is 
difficult to execute this scheme rigorously for a solid state. 
In 1965, Kohn and Sham presented an effective scheme to treat a many electron sysｭ
tem [19]. Their prescription is based on the Hohe山erg-Kohn theorem [20]. This theｭ
orem tels us that we can regard a density of electron as a basic variable. Introducｭ
ing a non-interacting many electron system K.-S. derived the self-consistent equations 
which described interacting many electrons. With the local density approximation for the 
exchange-correlation potential, it became possible to calculate the electronic structure of 
solids from the 五凶 principles [18] 
In the density functional theory, the electron density is given as , 
p(r) = 玄|仇(r) 12 , 
in terms of the one electron wave functions 仇.ψi satis五es the one electron Schrるdinger
equation in an effective potential Vef f (r) 
-V?ψi(r) + にff( r)仇 (r) 二: ιψi(r). 
The effective potential describes the interactions with nuclei , the electron-electron interacｭ
tions in the Hartree approximation and the rest , i. e. , the exchange-correlation potential. 
Z九 r p( r') にff(r) = -2 '2二 +2/ 一一~dv'+ 1ケc(r);: Ir -Rnl 1-} Ir -r'l 
If the exchange correlation potential \公c is given exactly in a explicit form, the Kohnｭ
Sham equations are solved strictly by an iteration p:rocedure and the entire knowledge 
for a many body sys もem is obtained. Several approx:imations to Vxc were proposed up 
to now. Most of them are based on the local density approximation (LDA) which was 
proposed by Kohn and Sham. In the LDA , we regard an inhomogeneous electron as a 
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homogeneous one in local, i. e. 
Exc [p] 見 fμ山)dυ ， so , 
εxc(p) むc[p] 勾 εxc(p)+pーァー.
。ρ
We can get the exchange correlation energy per electron εxc(p) for an interacting homoｭ
geneous electron gas. Various approximations of εxc(p) were suggested, e.g ヲ the explicit 
form for spin-less case were given by Hedin and Lundqvist [100]. For a spin polarized 
case, von Barth and Hedin [101] developed the local spiln density approximation (LSD) 
and proposed the spin polarized exchange correlation energy function εxc(p+ ， P一) ， where 
p+ and p-are the spin up and down components of the total electron density p, l. e. ヲ
p= ρ+ + p-. Recently, Vosko , Wilk and Nusair [102] proposed new formula with refe凶ng
to the Monte Carlo results by Ceperley and Adler [103]. Here the expression hy. von Barth 
and Hedin is given. We employ this expression with the parameterization after Moruzzi , 
Janak and Williams (lVIJW) [21]in our present calculations. The form by von Barth et al. 
lS as , 
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-0.91633/rs , 
21/3ε乞 and
(1 + x 3) ln(1 + 1 / x)-X 2 +竺 1
2 3 
G(x) 
The constants Cp , Cj， ηαndr f are chosen to 白 εxc to that of the homogeneous electron 
gas. We use 
Cp = 0.045 , cf = 匂/2 ，
Tp=21?Tf=24/3Tp 
after Moruzzi et al. [21]. 
One of the focus of the band structure calculation is to solve a one-electron Schrるdinger
equation. Under the periodic boundary condition, the electron states ゆ(r) satisfy the 
Bloch 'stheorem, 
ψk(r + α) = eikα九 (r ), 
where αis any translation vector and k isthe wave number of the electron. The eigenvalue 
problem for these states are e伍ciently solved by Korri時a， Kohn and Rostoker [80ト [83].
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Figure 3: KKR method. 
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This method is called the KKR method after their names. They derived the secular 
equation of 
det 1 -tL(E)gLU(E; k)1 = 0, 
where g is geometrical structure constants and t isa scattering t-matrix and L denotes 
( l ぅ m ) . Roots of this equation determine a dispersion relation E = E (k ) ヲ i . e. ， the band 
sもructure. Intuitively, the KKR method constructs wave functions by superposition as 
illustrated in 五g. 3 [9]. In solid, electrons are scattered multiply by the array of the 
mu伍n tin potentials. Scattering by each potential is completely described by the tｭ
matrix, while periodicity of the potentials is written in the structure constant g. Wave 
functions scattered by each t matrix are superposed by using the structure constant. The 
particular points of the KKR method are the followings. 
• The geometrical structure constant which describe a type of the lattictt (fcc, bcc, 
hcpγ ・・) is independent of a potential at the lattice site. Therefore, it musも calculate
only once for each lattice type. 
• The atomic potential appears only through the scattering t-rnatrix (or equivalently 
the logarithmic derivative at the surface of the atomic sphe民) • 
• The separation between the geometrical factors and the characters of the atomic 
potentials leads to a unique application for an impurity problem. 
• The small dimension of もhe KKR secular matrix guarantees its fast computation. 
The most important quantity is the density distribution of electrons. It is directly obｭ
tained from the crystal Green's function. The KKR method constructs the crystal Green's 
function G (r・，r'; E) in the cel centered representation under the mu伍ntin approximation. 
The potential in the crystal is approximated to the array of the muffin tin potentials [9] 
such as 
V(r) 巴 V(Rm+ rm) 
乞 υ(rm ) ，
m 
w here Rm is a vector denotes the m-th lat tice poin t and r m is restricted in the m-th 
Wigner-Seitz cel as shown in 五g . 4. V( r) is a spherical symmetric potential within the 
muffin tin sphere with radius RMT and is constant in the interstitial region. 
V ( r) = V ( r) for r く RMrT ，
O. for r > R!vJT. 
The cel ce凶ered representation [22 ヲ 31 ， 104 ， 105] of C; is given as 
G(r ,r';E) G(凡+九九 ， r~ +Rη) 
-iVEómη I: YL(r)H1m (ア> ; E) R? ( r< ; E)五(〆)
L 
+乞五(r)Ri(r ; E)GLL， R{;(〆 ; E)九，(r') , 
L.L' 
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Figure 4: The mu伍n-tin potential. 
where 五 are the real spherical harmonics , L = (l, m) denotes the angular momenｭ
tum quantum number and R" Hr are the regular and irregular solutions of the radial 
Schrるdinger equation at the nーもh site. Ri and Hr are defined as the linear combinations 
of the spherical Bessel and spherical Hankel functions. 
R?(r; E) 
Hr(r; E) 
jl(ゾあ)+品川)hP)(ゾあ)
hP)(VEr) , 
here, t, isthe scattering t-matrix which describes the single site scattering at the n-th 
site. The charge density p = Li 'lþ;仇 is obtained from. the imaginary part of the crystal 
Green's function as 
p = 廿ImG(r ，r; E~)dE 
The self consistent Kohn-Sham equations are solved by an iteration procedure as ilｭ
lustrated in 五g . 5. Starting from a proper charge distribution , which is produced by 
superposing atornic charge densities for instance, we can reach to a self consistent soluｭ
tion finally i:q.dependent of the starting condition. A given input charge density leads to 
an effective one electron potential which is given already. Under this effective potential, 
the new charge density p' is calculated by the KKR method. Generally, the obtained p' is 
different from p (from which the potential is constr旧民d) ， therefore, the whole procedure 
is repeated un til the difference becomes small enough. Practicallyぅ it is important to conｭ
struct a new input from previous outputs by an e伍cient way to attain a self-consistency 
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[-v2 + Veff(r)]'I(r) = E'I'(r) 
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_. " 
dv' 
Figure 5: The schematic f?wchart of the band structure calculation. 
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as fast as possible. A simple minded construction such as 
pp+1=PUt 
usually leads to a divergence behavior because of severe charge oscillation. A contracted 
charge density leads to a rather repulsive potential and then this repulsive potential pushes 
out the charge density too much. This causes a too attractive potential and electrons 
rushes inward. The following simple mixing scheme is one of the solutions , 
pp+1=αPNt + (1 ー α)pp.
The more e伍cient scheme, which applied the Chebychev acceleration technique to the self 
consistent iteration , was proposed by Akai and Dederichs [106]. The detail of this scheme 
is given in appendix. 
3.2 EFG Calculation 
In the muffin tin approximation , the Coulomb potential is divided into two parts [107 , 108], 
i. e. the contribution from the charge density in the mu伍n tin sphere and the contribution 
from the assembly of ions at the lattice points as illustrated in 五g. 6. 
Contribution from the lattice points 
Contribution from the valence elE~ctrons 
ム
イ
Figure 6: Origin of the electric field gradients. 
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V(rπ) f ん (re) JυI ~ zi dVe + L i lh-TE|wu t lh-R| 
VMT + V lat , 
where Zi is the total charge in the respective spheres. 
The contribution of Vlαt to the EFG is calculated straightforwardly by the Ewalt 's
method [99], which enables to converge a following sumlnation fast. 
7了 1 .-. _'n'l'> e_g2/4η2 ..-. 1 
- -τEJeV7122+ 玄 -eTfc(ヮIR -rnl) , i|Tn-Rt|υc リ g g/4可 tlfL-hl
where Vc isa volume of a. unit cell ，可 is an arbitrary consta.nt and er f c isthe error function 
de五ned as -"r 
げfc(め=ゑ 100 〆ds
When the uni t cel has atoms more than one ぅ contributions . from respective atoms are 
sumrned up at the j-th site as ヲ
L7lぺTη) L2二 lZz l 
"( IRk -rn + lj-1:1 
ニゴ9.C
芋 ε e♂グ川川i匂似ωg似(1めlLjfバA一Jムlム旬i
υc 9 :J 
ヲう 1 寸 erfc(η IRk 十 lj-li-ni)?γ IRk+1j-1i-rnl 
ZIRk-h+lj-L| 
where vector li denotes the position of the i-th atom in the unit cel as shown in fig. 7. 
The second derivative of Vlat is calculated directly frorIl above expression of the sum of 
the Coulomb potential as , 
ふm (界 IRk+ 1]1_1; -rl) Ir=o 
_...2乙-字乞ωmeig(lj -li)午
νc 9 ~ 
( 一6nm . In +判 +1んj 一ム)ル以m孔(Rk ) e肘r、fμc(付川7η引?パ|川Rk+1j-1il)
IRk+1j-1iI3 I IRk+1j-1iI5 ) 
+2勾22=J|占R凡k川+
\ゾ/π IRk+ lj 一 l川zパ|戸4 
+12-e一η!Rk+L-lィ 1 2 X 一一 一一
IRk + lj-lil y!i'1 
+-m+2η(Rk + lj叫Rk + lj-li) 
IRk+lj-1il' IRk+lj -l?t I 
(Rk + lj-li)m(Rk + lj-li)η|
? ??
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Figure 7: The lattice contributions to the EFG. 
The electron density distribution in each mu伍n tin sphere is calculated from the imagｭ
inary part of the Crystal Green's function [2] 
ん(T)=-jImffG(ワ;E)dE
In the KKR-Green's function formalism, the crystal Green's function is doubly expanded 
by the eigenfunctions in each cel as shown in the previous section. Including the single 
site contribution [85] , 
バ(T)=-hzffrhE)η(ァ)名(E)R~(r ， E)川)dE
" L.L' V 
Consequently, the diagonal elements of J GLL,dE are the population of the respective 
orbitals. As shown in section 2, the Coulomb potential is expanded into the multipoles , 
and the EFG is determined by the 1 = 2 term. 
ず = 仔J E_乎芸ヂ]r
=仔芸術MJ d吋'叫 R7円子l' (γ ;E)似
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here, CrPr' M is the Gaunt coe伍cient de五ned by 
CMM=frηfyrdQ 
(2l' + 1)(2L + 1)(L lVIl' , rn'llm)(LOl'OllO). 4π (2l + 1)
These integrals are performed numerically and the ¥!ij components are calculated by the 
formulae given in section 2. Because of the selection rule of the Clebsh-Gordon coe伍­
cients ういう l') = (1 ,1) , (2 ,2) , (2 , 0) , (0 ,2). . . terms , which are called pp , dd, sd contributions 
respectively, are remained [48 , 54]. 
To show the origin of the EFG ぅ now let the energy dependence of R( r・) neglected , then 
the pp , dd contribution to 九o term are 
η = J存子三ζζrν，夕ダC勾;針r川d命命?子FP二λレ1ゾ'(E町附)
仔5PドC勾;れr円川Pm(占) p +5 czm d m ( 占)d 
vpp + Vdd 
vpp 伎は(px 十九) -pz) (占 )p
Vdd α ((dX2一川勾)-j(dw+dM)-ι
Nowヲ it is clear that the anisotropic charge distribution around the nucleus creaもes the 
EFG , and the relation between the sign of the EFG and the population di:ference is also 
evident. 
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4 ß-Nお1R Detection of 12N and 190 in Ti02 
For the study of the EFGs of light impurities in Ti02, the quadrupole coupling constants 
of 12N (I1r = 1ペ T1 /2 二 11 ms) and 190 (I1r = 5/2+ ,T1 / 2 = 27 sec) in a Ti02 single 
crystal (rutile structure，問五g. 8). The conventional ﾟ-NMR method was utilized for 
the experiments on 12N [11 ], while the ﾟ-NQR [109] m.ethod were used for 19 0 , which is a 
modi五ed -ﾟNMR technique to observe a quadrupole splitting of a resonance line e伍ciently.
The quadrupole moment of 12N has already determined to be 9.8土 0.9 mb by Minamisono 
et α1. [109], however, the quadrupole moment of 190 has not been determined. 80, at 
the first stage the quadrupole moment of 190 was determined , then information on the 
field gradient is derived. In 8ection 8 their implantation sites in Ti02 are discussed by 
comparing the experimental EFGs with EFG calculations for plausible sites. 
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Figure 8: The crystal structure of Ti02 (Rutile). The de五nition of the 
principal axis of the EFG is also given. 
The rutile (Ti02) structure [110, 57] is tetragonal with metal atoms (Ti) located at 
(0 ,0,0) , (1/2 , 1/2 ヲ 1/2) and anions (0) located at (1 土叫 l 土民 0) ， (1/2 土叫 1/2 平 u ， 1/2)
with the internal coordinate parameter u=0.3053. The Ti atoms are surrounded by a 
slightly distorted octahedron of oxygen atoms. The metal positions are identical by a 900 
rotation around the crystal c axis followed by the (1/2 ,1/2,1/2) translation. Considering 
this crystal symmetry, the principal axes of the EFG tensor are such as shown in 五g.8
for pure Ti02 ・ In the figureヲ the directions of 乃z ， Vj'y , \公x are shown for Ti site. The 
direction of Vzz was determined from the NMR experiment on Ti explained later', however, 
there is no way to distinguish (110) from (lﾏO) experimentally. 80, the direction of 昨y
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and"う(x are assumed to be the same as the theoretical predictions presented later. 
4.1 12N in Ti02 
The 12N nuclei were produced via the lOB(3He, n)12N reaction. The incident 3He beam of 
3.0 MeV was extracted from the Van de Graaff accelerator. The 12N nuclei ejected at the 
recoil angle of 20 土 80 relative to もhe incident beam were selected to obtain the optimum 
nuclear polarization along the reaction normal. The polarized 12N nuclei were implanted 
into a catcher of a single crystal Ti02 placed under a strong external field of 7.3 kOe 
parallel to the polarization. The ﾟ-ray asymmetry was detected by two plastic scintillation 
counter telescopes placed above and below the catcher relative to the polarization. After 
a beam-on production time of 10 ms , the ﾟ-rays were detected during 20 ms. During 
5 ms between the beam time and the counting time, an rf magnetic 五eld was applied 
perpendicular to the polarization for a spin manipulation. The present expモrimental set 
up for ﾟ-NMR detection is schematically shown in 五g. 9. The angular distribution of 
-ﾟrays emitted from an ensemble of polarized nuclei as a function of the electron ejection 
angle ()de五ned relative to the direction of the polarization P is given as , 
W(()) = 1 + APcos() , 
where A isthe asymmetry parameter. The ratio of the ﾟ-ray counts in the upper counter 
to that in the lower counter for the rf-on cycle was norrnalized by that of the rf-off cycle 
to obtain the ﾟ-ray asymmetry change as , 
(u/d) 。ム =η- 1 ~ 2A(九η --Poff ) ，(u/ d)of f 
where Pon and POf f are the nuclear polarization detected during the counting sections in 
the rf-on and rf-off cycles , respectively. By mapping the ﾟ-ray asymmetry change as a 
function of the rf frequency，もhe NMR spectra were observed. 
The ﾟ-NMR spectra of 12N were obtained for two cases as shown in fig.10. In the 
first step, the crystal c-axis was set parallel to the external field. With this set up , we 
found two sets of quadrupole splittings in the spectrum as denoted by the closed triangles 
in fig.10. This result suggests two different implantation sites for 12N in Ti02 ・ In the 
second 批p ， we observed the ﾟ-NMR spectrum with the crystal (110) axis set parallel to 
the external field to obtain complete knowledge on these EFG tensors. Considering the 
crystal symrnetry of the Ti02, two sets of quadrupole splittings have to be observed for 
each site in this set up. They are shown in fig.10 for respective sites by the open circles. 
In the figures , the dotted curves and the solid curves are the best fitted Gaussians. From 
these analyses, the quadrupole coupling constants for site 1 and site 2 were deduced 
to be +469 士 5 kHz and +2888 土 12 kHz , respectively. The asymmetry parameters , 
η= 0.37 土 0.02 and η= 0.038 土 0 . 005 were determined for site 1 and site 2, respectively. 
For each site, the splitting widもh in the case of Ho/ / c-axis was middle. This means 
that the ~今y component for each site is along the c-axis. The results are summarized in 
もable 1 with the experimental EFGs deduced based on the quadrupole moment of 12N of 
+9.8 士 0.9 mb [109]. 
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Table 1: The electric coupling constants of 12 N and the electric 五eld gradients at N site 
in Ti0 2 ・ The EFGs was derived with the Q (12N)=+9.8土0.9 mb 
site 1 site 2 
eqQ/ ん (MHz) +469土5 +2888土 12
0.37土0.02 0β38土0.005η 
q(1019y /m2) +198土14
Vyy / /c
+1220土85
Vyy / /c
4.2 190 in Ti02 
The production of polarized 190 nuclei was carried out by use of the 180( d , p )190 nuclear 
reaction. An incident beam of deuteron with an energy of 3.25 Me Y extract'ed from the 
Yan de Graaff accelerator at the Osaka University was used for the production. The 
deuteron beam was used to bombard a TiO~8 t凶ar昭get which waωs produced by ox幻id出lZ討ln
a 0.5 rnm thick titanium お似i日1 with 1四80 [111]. The recoil angle of 190 was selected to 
be 40 土 80 • A Ti02 crystal was used as an implantation medium and was placed in an 
external magnetic field of 8 kOe to maintain the polarization and to detect ﾟ-NQR of 190. 
The experimental set up is schematically shown in 五g. 9. Under the electric quadrupole 
interactions , 21 resonance lines are observed as explained in section 2. For 1 = 5/2 case, 
their frequencies 1/m are 
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The polarization change induced by one of the resonance lines 1ノm in the conventional 
-ﾟNMR detection is about 1/44 of the initial polarization, which is estimated with the 
assumption of a negligible initial spin alignment. Therefore, for the e伍cient detection of 
the resonance lines perturbed under もhe electric quadrupole interactions, the ﾟ-NQR techｭ
nique were employed. The ﾟ-NQR technique is illustrated in 五g. 11. In this technique, 
magnetic resonances were observed as a function of νs ， which is the separation of the tranｭ
sition frequencies between the magnetic sub-states m and m 土1. The five 1ノm calcula ted 
from 1/s are applied simultaneously during one rf time. At the right coupling frequency 
the initial polarization is completely destroyed and the fUl NMR effect of -2Pof f is obｭ
served. Therefore, a ﾟ-NQR spectrum is directly detected with the maximum e伍clency as 
a function of the coupling frequency. For a more effective measurement , we can utilize the 
AFP technique. The sequential application of 五ve modulated rf with a proper intensity 
in a correct order makes it possible to achieve the inverted population of the initial one. 
80, we can get the NMR effect of 8APof f at the maximum. We determined the Larmor 
frequency 1/L in Ti02 by observing the transition between m = 1/2 and m = -1/2 which 
was free from the electric quadrupole interaction at the 五rst order perturbation theory. 
With the measured νL ， we calculated the five frequencies corresponding to a trial 1/s ・
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Figure 11: Schematic explanation on the ﾟr-NQR technique. 
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The V s is a function of noも on1y the coupling constant eqQ / h but a1so the asyrnmetry 
parameter ワ， a1 of which must be determined experimenta11y. It depends a1so on the 
orientation of the principa1 axes of the EFG re1ative to the externa1 五e1d. 80, to get a 
comp1ete know 1edge on the EFGう we have to measure the ﾟ-NQR spectra at 1east at two 
different crysta1 orientations. For the 五rst tria1 , the c axis of the crysta1 was set para11e1 
to the magnetic 五e1d. Under this set up , two EFGs for the two identica1 oxygen sites is 
equivalent. We performed ﾟ-NQR with monochromatic RF 五e1ds with their amplitude 
H1 of 0.3 Oe and the duration time of 30 msec. The obtained spectrum is shown in 五g.12.
Two peaks were found corresponding to two imp1antation sites for oxygen atoms. We 
ana1yzed the spectrum assuming Gaussian type line shapes. The solid line is the best 
fit to the data. We derived two split frequencies り 1) = 2.64 土 0.19 kHz (site 1) and 
P=6.31 土 0.12 kHz (site 2) for these two resona叩ncα正eう
In the next step , the crysta1 (110) axis was set para11e1 to the externa1 五e1d. In this 
setup , two resonance lines are observed for each oxygen site. Considering th_at the main 
component of EFG (q) is in the direction of the (110) axis , two resonances in the ﾟ-NQR 
spectrum for an imp1antation site will be observed at vQ and vQ 一九・ Therefore ， we wi11 
have four resonances in the ﾟ-NQR spectrum for the two different sites. We employed 
the AFP technique for the ﾟ-NQR measurement. R，F 五e1ds with H1 of 3 Oe and the 
duration time of 100 ms , and the frequency modu1ation width of 土 10kHz were applied. 
Fig.12 shows the obtained ﾟ-NQR spectrum. Because of the sma11 V~l) and vP) , each 
resonance peak at vQ could not be reso1ved from that at 均一九 to form one broad line. 
The Gaussian type 1ine shape was assumed for each resonances and used to 五t the data. 
The solid line in 五g)2 is the best 五t. Contributions from each resonances are shown by 
the dashed lines 必) = 3 l. 9 土 0.5 kHz and vg) = 52 土 1 kHz were extracted for each 
resonances from the spectrum. 
The 7] for the 五rst peak at 10wer frequency is calculated to be 0.836 土 0.008 from V~l) 
and vg) This is in good ag悶ment with the η= 0.， 831 土 O 附 derived from 山 FT­
NMR experimen t for the s山stitutiona1 site of 0 [112]. Therefore, we assign り1) and 
vg) to the signa1s from oxygen atoms in the oxygenωstitutio叫 sites. The electric 
quadrupo1e coup1ing constant leqQ / hlof 190 in the Ti02 at the oxygen s山stitutional
site was thus obtained to be 213 土 2 kHz. For the other imp1antation site, leqQ / hland 
ηwere determined to be 350 土 9 kHz and 0.760 土 0.009 ， respective1y. It is suggested 
that the second implantation site is an interstitial site in Ti02 from the analogy of the 
experimental results on 12N in Ti0 2 ・
Now , we can derive the quadrupole moment of 190 ,. Using もhe known quadrupo1e moｭ
ment of 170 [113], we extracted EFG at the oxygen s山stitutional site from the coupling 
constant , which had been measured by the FT-NMR_ on 170. Therefore, we can derive 
the quadrupo1e moment of 190 nuclei from leqQ/ hl at the oxygen sゆstit凶onal site. As 
a result , the quadrupo1e moment of 190 is determined to be 3.7 土 0 .4 mb. U sing the 
obtained quadrupo1e moment of 190 , the EFG at the interstitia1 site was derived to be 
390土40 X 1019 V/m2. 
The present results on the implantation site of 0 isotope are a1so important to deterｭ
mine the quadrupole moment of 130 (1π= 3/2一 ， T1 / 2 = 8.6 ms). The ﾟ-NQR spectrum 
had already been measured for 130 in Ti02 by Tanigaki et al. [114]. The ﾟ-NQR was 
detected as a function of ムf which was de五ned as a half of the quadrupo1e split もing or 
the deviation from the Larmor frequency. Typical spectrum is shown in fig.13. As shown 
in the figure , the obtained spectrum is similar to that for 190. Unfortunate1y，もhe peak 
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Table 2: The electric coupling constants of 0 isotopes and the elecもnc 五eld gradients at 0 
site in Ti02 ・ The EFGs was derived with the IQ (1 70)1= '26土3 mb , and IQ (190)1=3.7土0 .4
mb 
site 1 site 2 
o substitutional 
170 
eqQ I h(kHz) 1512土4
η 0.831土0.007
IQI (mb) 26土3
Iql(1019y 1m2) 240土30
Vxx Ilc 
190 
eqQ I h(kHz) 213土2 350土9
η 0.836土0.008 0.760土0.009
IQI (mb) 3.7土 0 .4
Iql(1019y 1m2) (240土30) 390土40
Vxlc Vxxl ド
130 
eqQ I h(kHz) 1070土60
可 (390土40)
IQI (mb) 11土 1
at the lower frequency side of the spectrum which corresponds to the substitutional site 
was not complete, and the experiment was not perfonmed in the different direction of 
the crystal. However, we could derive the electric quadrupole coupling constant at site 
2 by using the TJ measured by the 190. From the analysis of the spectrum, leqQ I hlwas 
obtained to be 1070 土 60 kHz. Then , comparing the coupling constants of 190 and 130 
at site 2, we can derive the quadrupole moment of 130 to be 11 土 1 mb wi th using the 
presently determined Q (190)=3.7土0 .4 mb 
The results are summarized in table. 2 
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5 FT-NMR of 45Sc , 49Ti, 93Nb and 170 in Ti02 
For further systematic investigation of EFG in Ti02 ・， we have measured EFGs for 45SC, 
49Ti , 93Nb and 170 in Ti02 by the Pulsed FT-NMR technique [95 , 96]. In this section, 
experimental results are summarized. 
First , the principle of the FT-NMR is explained (f?.14). In the FT-NMR method, a 
pulse magnetic 五eld is used. In the thermal equilibrium under a high external magnetic 
field , a small magnetization is induced in a nuclear spin ensemble by the consequence of the 
nuclear para-magnetism. This magnetization is fallen down by the pulse field and reach 
to the xy-plane which is perpendicular to the external field. Then , the magnetization 
precesses around the external 五eld . So, during a relaxation time of the magnetization we 
can detect the nuclear induction by a pickup coil which is often the same one used to 
apply the pulse magnetic 五eld. This nuclear induction is recorded and compiled to the 
NMR specもrum by the Fourier transformation. 
ヒhermal equibrium 
ハU?
三二
~一一一__..pulse Hl 
free induc 七 ion decay 
Figure 14: The principle of the FT-NMR. 
The Ti02 sample containing 45SC was prepared by n偆ing a proper amount of 45SC203 
powder and Ti02 material before single crystal was synthesized [115]. The sample with 
93Nb was commercially available [115]. The concentr飩Ltion of “ Sc and 93Nb in Ti02 were 
0.5 atomic % and 0.05 atomic %, respectively. The signals from 49Ti whose natural 
abundance was 5.5 % were detected withouも enrichrnent of the isotope. 170 is the only 
stable oxygen isotope which has a 五nite electric quadrupole moment , however its natural 
abundance is only 0.04% so the NMR signals of 170 is almost undetectable. Therefore, 
we synthesized a Ti02 single crystal which was enricﾌled in 170 up to 5 atomic %. 
The m =土i ←→干~ transition frequencies were observed for 45Sc(I = 7/2) , 49Ti(I = 
7/2) , 93Nb(I = 9/2) and 170. These transition frequencies are not changed by the 
quadrupole interaction in the first order. However, the second order perturbation calｭ
culation shows a sizable shifts in the transition frequencies as shown in section 2. This 
shifts depends on the orientation of the crystal relative to the external magnetic 五eld Ho. 
So by observing the transition frequencies as a function of もhe rotating angle of the crystal 
around the axis vertical to the external field , we can determine the quadrupole coupling 
constant eqQ / h and the asymmetry parameter η. 
For the pure Ti02 crystal and Nb doped crystal the (110) axis was placed close to 
the rotation axis. For the Sc doped Ti02 crystal and for the 170 enriched crystal the 
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Figure 15: Sumrnary of experimental parameters of the pulse sequence 
for the present FT-NMR measurements. 
crystallographic α-axis and c-axis were set so, respecも ively. The crystals were rotated 
around the axis perpendicular to Ho. FT-NMR measurements were performed by a simple 
one pulse sequence. Parameters of the pulse sequence is summarized in fig.15. From 
the analyses , we extracted the quadr叩ole coupling constant eqQ / h and the asymrnetry 
parameter 可， as well as the exact direction of the crystal axes. 
For Sc in the Ti02 , the experiments were performed under two different external magｭ
netic field of 70 kOe and 94 kOe to separate out the effect of the anisotropic chemiｭ
cal shift [96]. The observed transition frequencies are shown in fig.16 as a function of 
crystal orientation. Two signals were observed because the unit cell had two geometｭ
rically different sites for the metal atoms. The shape of the rotation pattern at the 
two different external magnetic field slightly differs froIll each other. It is because of an 
anisotropic chemical shift. The solid curves are the theoretical one bes七五tted to the data 
in which the anisotropic chemical shift was taken into account. As a result , the electric 
quadrupole coupling constant leqQ / hl= 1 1. 02 土 0.01 (MHz) and the asymmetry paramｭ
eter 可= 0.983 土 0.003 were derived. It was found もhat the 昨y component of EFGs was 
along the c-axis. 
For 93Nb , the NMR was detected under the external 五eld of 70 kOe. However, we can 
separate out the anisotropic chemical shift effects from the angular dependence of the 
frequency shift. The observed NMR frequencies are shown in 五g.17 with the theoretical 
curves best fitted to the data. For 93Nb, leqQ / hl= 49.83 土 0.13 (MHz) and η= 0 .463 土
0.007 were derived. It was found that the Vzz component of EFGs was along the c-axis. 
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For 49Tし the NMR was detected under the external 五eld of 94 kOe. Because of the 
low Larmor frequency, the perturbation due to the anisotropy of the chemical shift was 
negligible. In 五g.l 7, the NMR frequencies of 49Ti are shown as a function of the rotation 
angle. JeqQ / hJ= 14.00 土 0.03 (MHz) and 可= 0.192 土 0.008 were derived. They are 
consistent with the previous measurements by Kanert et αl. [13] and Gabathuler et al 
[12] 
For 170 , the NMR was measured at the external 五elds of 70 kOe and 94 kOe. As shown 
ln 五g. 18, it was found that the effect of the anisotropic chemical shift dominated the 
electric quadrupole effect in this case, so it was impossi ble to extract a precise electric 
quadrupole coupling constant from these spectra. Therefore, we measured the transition 
frequencies between m =土1/2 and m =土3/2 as a function of the rotation angle of 
the crystal under the external 五eld of 70 kOe as shown in 五g. 18. These transitions are 
subjecもed to the electric quadrupole effect at the :first order of the perturbation theory, so 
it is possible to derive the quadrupole effect precisely. However , a rather wid~)ine width 
of these resonances makes a measurement itself di伍cult. It is why that this transitions 
were not measured in the other cases. In the analysis う五rst the chemical shift anisotropy 
was extracted from the rotation patterns of m =土1/2 ←→干1/2 transitions at the 五elds
of 70 and 94 kOe. N ext ぅ taking it into account , the quadrupole coupling constant and 
the asymmetry parameter were determined to be l. 512 土 0.004 M.Hz and 0.831 土 0.007 ，
respectively. They are comparable with the previous results by Gabathuler et al. [12] 
In the Gabathuler's experiments, a certain amount of Cr was doped in a Ti02 crystal to 
enhance the signal of 170 in spite of a enrichment of it. The present result is free from 
any perturbations by arti五cially doped impuri ties. 
Since the electric quadr叩ole moments of 吋c， 49Ti, 93Nb and 170 are known [113], the 
electric 五eld gradients at their sites were derived from the experimental values of eqQ / h.
The results of analyses are summarized in table 5 with some experimental parameters. 
Table 3: Experimental results of electric 五eld gradients 
(刈0 19y/m2) at the Sc, Ti , Nb and 0 sites in Ti02(rutile). 
4SSC 49Ti 93Nb 170 
nuclear spin 
Q(fm2) -23.6(2) +24(1 ) -32(2) -2.6土0.3
sample 山p伽m) 5 x 7 x 20 10 x 10 x 2 8 x 8 x 12 
rotation axis (100) (110) (110) (001) 
external :field Ho (kOe) 70 , 94 94 70 70 , 94 
JeqQ/hJ (MHz) 1l.02(1) 14.00(3) 49.83(13) 1. 512土0.004
η 0.983(3) 0.192(8) 0.463(7) 0.831土0.007
JqJ 193(2) 241 (11) 644(40) 240士30
Vyy / /c Vzz/ /c Vzz/ /c Vxx/ /c 
At last , infiuences of the anisotropic chemical shift to the rotation pattern of the NMR 
transitions are discussed. The orbital motion of electrons are perturbed by an external 
五eld and a net magnetization is induced in a substance. This gives rise to the so called 
chemical shifts , i. e. , a NNIR frequency of a nucleus is shifted from that of a bare nucleus 
[95 , 96]. Generally, chemicals shifts are differ from each 0もher for different substances , be-
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宅l
cause they depend on the electronic structures. Moreover, even if in a same substance, it 
is expected that the chemical shifts are different according to which direction an external 
field is put on. Such anisotropic chemical shift coexists with the quadrupole interacｭ
tion. In order to extract a precise quadrupole coupling constant from a dependence of a 
NMR transition on a rotation angle of a crystal, effects of anisotropic chemical shift were 
included in the magnetic term of the interaction Hamiltonian HM as , 
HM - -gJ1NHo (1 ー σ ) 1 , 
where σis the anisotropic chemical shift tensor such as , 
(σXX σXy σxz ¥ 
σ= IσYX σyy σYZ I 
\σZX σZy σzz / 
where Tr( σ ) = O. Assume that σ is di悶aへ伊《
EFG as shown i凶n 五g. 1, we get HM as 
HM = -gμNHolz [1 - (σXX co内 s山 +σyysin2 
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6 EFGs in HCP 恥1etals
The HCP structure is one of the most simple structures of elements which has a non 
vanishing EFG. Considering the crystal symmetry, the asymmetry parameterηis zero not 
only for the substitutional site but also for other highly symmetric interstitial positions 
such as trigonal, tetragonal and octahedral sites. Among the elements , Be, Mg, Sc, Ti , 
Co , Zn , Y, Zr, Tc, Ru , Cd Hf, Re, Os and Tl have this crystal structure [110]. As shown 
in fig.19 , except for Be, Mg and Tl, al the elements with the HCP structure are the 
transition metals. The HCP structure is also adopted by the Lanthanide series with 4f 
electrons. Because of the difficulty to treat 4f orbitals and lack of experimental data, 
only La and Lu, which has either empty 4f shell or ful1y occupied 4f shell respectively, 
are concerned. 
BCC The Crystal Structures of Elements 
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Figure 19: The HCP elements. 
Since there exist many experimental results [1ト [3] for i:mpurities in Zn and Cd, EFGs at 
sp-impurity sites in Zn and Cd are calculated and their systematic variations are discussed 
[4, 78, 79]. Before entering into the impurity problems , EFGs at respective atomic sites 
in pure HCP metals are calculated. 
6.1 HCP Metals 
The purpose to treat these pure systems is two folds. One of them is to examine the 
reliability of present procedure for the EFG calculation. As explained in the section 3, 
we restrict a shape of an atomic potential to もhemu伍n tin type. It might cause a severe 
error to a resulting EFG. By もhe way, Blaha et α1. performed the 五rst principle EFG 
calculations On these systems by the FLAPW method based on the LDA and obtained 
good agreements with experimental EFGs [48]. The FLAPW method needs no shape 
approximation for an atomic potential. Therefore, we can compare our results not only 
with the experiments but also with their calculations to confirm valid咜y of the mu伍n tin 
approximation in the EFG calculation. The other is to obtain some clues to understand 
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Table 4.LatA tice Cocn(sAta) nts of HCP metals 
Element a (A) c (A) , c/ a 
Be 2.2866 3.5833 l.S671 at 220C 
Mg 3.20927 5.21033 1.62352 at 250C 
Sc 3.3090 5.2733 1.S936 at 200C 
Ti 2.950 4.686 1.588 at 250C 
Co 2.5071 4.0686 1.6228 at 200C 
Zn 2.6648 4.9467 1.8563 at 250C 
Y 3.6474 5.7306 1.S711 at 200C 
Zr 3.232 5.147 1. ,593 at 250C 
Tc 2.743 4.400 1.604 
Ru 2.70389 4.28168 1.58353 at 200C 
Cd 2.97887 5.61765 1.88583 at 260C 
La 3.75 6.07 1β2 
Lu 3.5031 5.5509 1.S846 at 200C 
Hf 3.1967 5.0578 1.S822 at 260C 
Re 2.7608 4.4582 1.6148 at 250C 
Os 2.7352 4.3190 1.E?790 at 200C 
Tl 3.456 5.525 1..599 
the systematics for the variation of EFGs of impurities. Though only limited elements 
crystallize into the HCP structure, it seems that a certain systematic trend exists i.ιat 
both ends of the d-series the EFGs have positive sign, and they are negative at middle 
of the d-series. Our interest is to explain this behavior from a view point of elecもronlc
structures of the HCP metals. Of course, it is also a motivation to show the 五rst principle 
EFG calculations for Hf, Re, Os , Tl, La and Lu, for which EFGs have not calculated by 
the FLAPW method. 
Before showing results of EFG calculations , the conditions for the present calculations 
are summarized in brief. It is essentially common with the other calculations in this thesis. 
The electronic structure calculations were based on the LDA with the parameterization 
according to MJW which was explained in section 3. To examine the relativistic effect, 
the calculations were performed both in a non-relativistic (nrl) and in a scalar relativistic 
(sra) version of the KKR method [116 ヲ 117]. The potential and the charge density were 
approximated to the mu伍n tin form. The wave functions in the mu伍n tin spheres were 
expanded respectively into real harmonics up to 1=2, where 1 isthe angu1ar momentum 
defined at the respective atomic sites. The 512 k points in the irreducib1e wedge of the 
1st Brillouin zone were calcu1ated. The energy spectrum in the region down to -1.2 Ry 
re1ative to the Fermi leve1 was calculated for al e1ements except for La. In もhe case of La 
the energy window of -1.6 Ry was emp10yed to include the rather shallow its 5p 1eve1s. 
The LDA procedure was iterated until the differences between the input (Vin) and the 
output (Vout) atomic poもentia1s becomes small enough. We set the to1erance to be 10-3 
in the root mean square difference of them, i.e ・?
I; V~nLn[日 -m12du 三; 10-3 
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Table 5: Theoretical and Experimental EFGs in HCP Metals in 1019 V 1m2. 
Host Theory Theory Experiment 
nrl sra (Blahaet al.) 
Be +1.3 +1.4 -4.2 4 .4 1 土0.04
NIg +3.5 +3.3 +1.6 4.8 
Sc +79 +78 +96 38土2
Ti +243 +242 +207 110土34
Co -22 -24 -19 -30土3
Zn +301 +315 +375 十314士31
Y +243 +265 +279 
Zr +448 +461 +429 372土 18
Tc -89 -153 -147 183土9
Ru -30 -77 ー 123 97土7
Cd +609 +624 十762 +612土5
La +163 +116 148土21
Lu +427 +429 +373士 16
Hf +948 +1004 +732土172
Re -213 -598 -512土 12
Os ー 127 -453 -433土 15
Tl -88 ー 105 226土39
here ηruns through al types of atoms in the unit cell, and V c means the volume of 
the sphere. We employed the experimental lattice constants and clαvalues which are 
sumrnarized in table 4. They are the only given parameters in the present calculations. 
This is the reason w hy the presen t method is called αb initio method. 
The results are shown in table5 and fig.20 with the experime凶al values (see appendix) 
[2 , 3]. In the figure , the sra results were referred as the theoretical predictions. The 
overall agreement with the experimental values is almost perfect. Note that the agreement 
with the FLAPW calculations is also satisfactory as shown in table5. It shows that the 
electronic structure is well described by the mu伍ntin approximation in these HCP metals. 
It is not obvious whether the present EFG calculation procedure is also reliable for the 
other systems e.g. for a covalent system, ionic system, impurity systems and so on. 
As shown in table5 , the relativistic effect is large for Tc, Ru , Re and Os which are 
located at the center of the d series. It is not so pronounced for Co. This maybe because 
ofits small atomﾏc number [116]. 
Here, it is appropriate to point out the systematic variation of the EFGs of HCP metals. 
The following were known from the experimental works. 
• At the beginning of the d-series the EFG is positive, and they increases as the 
number. ofd electrons (Sc• Ti , Y• Zr and La• Lu-• Hf). 
• At the center of the d series the EFG turns to negative, and decreases in absolute 
value as the number of d electrons (Co , Tc• Ru and Re• Os). 
• At the end of the d series the EFG turns to positive large value (Zn and Cd). 
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Table 6: Decompositions of EFGs in HCP Metals calculated by the sra. (in 1019 V 1m2 
unit. ) 
Element qtotαl qlattice qlocαl qPP qdd ムp ムd
Be 1.4 7.1 -5.7 -4.1 0.0 -0.0076 0.0002 
Mg 3.3 0.9 2.9 2.9 0.0 0.0014 ー 0.0008
Sc 78 2 76 87 -10 0.0142 -0.0179 
Ti 242 4 239 139 100 0.0154 0.0985 
Co • -24 -24 -10 -15 -0.0017 -0.0082 
Co • ー 1 -22 21 -0.0038 0.0110 
Zn 315 -18 332 347 -18 0.0456 0.0015 
Y 461 3 458 360 98 0.0186 0.0719 
Tc -154 4 -158 ー 190 32 -0.0068 0.0072 
Ru ー 77 7 -84 -197 112 ー 0.0070 0.0246 
Cd 624 ー 18 642 598 37 0.0457 0.0100 
La 116 1 115 126 ー 12 0.0044 -0.0091 
Lu 429 2 427 449 -24 0.0142 -0.0149 
Hf 1004 4 1000 793 202 0.0180 0.0775 
Re -598 3 -600 -656 56 ー 0.0105 0.0064 
Os -453 9 -462 -704 237 -0.0109 0.0311 
Tl -401 2 -402 -391 ー 11 -0.0174 ー 0.0017
• The variation in EFG through the respective series is more prominent for higher 
period. 
A reasonable explanation for them is given in following discussions. 
First , calculated EFGs are decomposed into the local (qloω1) and the lattice (qlattice) 
contributions. The local contribution is further decomposed into qPP , qddandqsd contribuｭ
tions?I.e.?qlocα 1 = qPP + qdd + qsd. Their detailed definitions have already been given in 
section 5. In short ヲ qPP is the EFG originated from the non-spherical charge density which 
has p symmetry and qdd is from d charge asymmetry. In table 6, these contributions are 
listed, but qsd is neglected because its absolute value is srnaller than 1 x 1019 V 1m2 for al 
calculated elements. The EFG decompositions are also shown in fig. 21. The followings 
are pointed out from the present EFG calculation. 
• The dominant contribution to the total EFG is the qPP contribution, therefore the 
qPP decides the sign and the overall trend of the total EFG. 
• The qdd is also important to explain the experimental EFG , but the contribution is 
smaller than the qPP even for d-valence elements where the asymmetry of individual 
d charge is expected to be large. 
• The lattice contribution is even smaller and it can not be the main cause to conｭ
tribute to the sign change of the total EFG. 
These were basically the same as those already pointed out by Blaha [48]. In the present 
calculations , the same tendencies were also co凶rmed for heavier atoms (La -Tl) which 
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were not calculated by FLAPW. At the same time, it was veri五ed that the present method 
of the EFG calculations have an enough prediction power for almost all of the elements 
in the periodic table. 
In order to get complete knowledge for the origin of the EFG , it is worth to examine 
the non-spherical charge density ムp and ムd. ムp and ムd are de五ned as the population 
differences , 
ムp j(pz 十九) -Pz , 
ムd (dxν + dX2_y2) 一 j(dzz 十 dyz ) - 仏
where Px ,y ,z and dxν ，x2_y2 ，xz ， yz ， z2 are the populations for respective orbitals. As shown 
in section 2, qPP and qdd are proportional もo ムP and ムd with the coe缶cients of (1/ァ3)p
and (1/r3)d' In table6 , calculated non-spherical charge ムP and 6.d are shown for HCP 
elements. In 五g.22 ， qPP ， ムP and qdd ， ムd are plotted. ][t is found that the sign change of 
pへ which determines the sign of qtotal , reflects the sign change of ムp. The variations of ムp through the respective rows in the periodic table are very similar with each other , 
because of the similarity of c/イs of them in the same column. It is also found that the 
behavior of ムp and ムd is ampli五ed with increasing the atomic number to result in similar 
behavior of qPP and qdd. This amplification is reasonable, because of the larger (1/ァ3)
factor for larger atomic number. 
The local density of states (DOS) in the respective atomic spheres are shown to explain 
the origin of ムp. In fig.23 , the local DOS of p-states are shown for HCP metals , about in 
the order of the periodic table. For the transition metals , the shape of the local DOS is 
very similar to each other. Therefore, i t is recognized 七hat the sign change of ムp in the 
respective rows is almost because of the band filling effect. For example, the peak of the 
local DOS of Px ,y seen in 五g.23 is half 五lled in case of Y and the excess of the occupation 
number of Px ,y states gives the positive sign of its EF'G. This peak is fully occupied for 
Zr. This leads to increase in the EFG. The peak of the local DOS of pz is occupied for 
Tc and Ru and the occupation number of pz state exceeds that of Px ,y. This leads to 
negative sign of the EFGs of them. In the case of Cd, Px ,y are populated more than pz 
and it has positive EFG. In the same sense，もhe behavior of EFGs are explained for the 
others. For the transition metal elements, the p-states im their spheres are originated from 
the tail of the d-orbitals at the neighboring spheres , i. e. what is called a hybridization. 
Because of the cylindrical symmetry of the HCP structure, overlap between orbitals in the 
neighboring spheres are larger in the x-y plane than in the z direction. This is the reason 
why the difference can occur in the local DOS between Px ,y and pz ・ A more detailed 
discussion will be given with examples of typical elements in Zn and Cd in the next 
section, since it is more clear. 
As a summary of this section, it is concluded that the key points to understand the 
origin of the EFG are 七he non-spherical p-charge gen駻ated by the hybridization (overlap) 
of the orbitals in the neighboring spheres, and the atomic number dependence of (1/r3) 
expectation value decorates it. 
For the future , calculations for Lanthanoides are hoped. Because, it seems that the 
Lanthanoide series provide us a unique sample もo test our calculations. It is supposed 
that the 4f electrons are highly localized at the atomic site and cause an isotropic atomic 
potential which is not dealt with in the mu伍n tin approximation. Therefore, we can know 
a limi t of our EFG calculaもions through a result for the Lanthanoides. 
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Typical Elements in Zn and Cd 
In the previous section, the behavior of the EFGs in HCP metals were essentially underｭ
stood from the view point of the band filling effect. However, someone may worry about 
the fact that the lattice constant αand c/αare differe凶 to each element [110]. (Of c∞ourse 
this ca叩n not explain the sign change of EFGs , beca凱加use only Zn and Cd have the c/ αイ仇?、S 
bigger tωhan叩 七恥he引id削e伺叫al v刊叫al山lue吋Oぱf 何3L= 1 ω )川Moω悦r陀e… a叫lle仇le陥me叩削仙n凶山ts does not ha ve 山
HCP structure as shown in fig.19. A more clear evidence of a systematic variation is seen 
in the case of EFGs of impurities in a same host. In this section, the EFGs at impurities 
of typical elements in HCP Zn and Cd are calculated systematically. In particular, 4sp 
elements (K , Ca and Cu-Kr) and 5sp elements (Rb , Sr and Ag-Xe) are dealt with 
6.2 
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Figure 24: The systematics of experimental EFGs at sp-impurity sites in 
Zn and Cd. For the bold symbol, the sign of the EFG was experimentally 
deterrnined. 
The systematic trends of the EFGs at typical elements introduced as a dilute impurity 
had been poi.nted out by Haas [4]. As shown in fig.24 , both for Zn and Cd hosts , the 
EFG for the 五rst half of the sp valence series is positive and that for the last half is 
negative. In detail for the case of Cd host , from Cd to In the EFG increases gradually 
and reaches the maximum absolute value at In. Then，もhe EFG deceases and crosses zero 
at about Sb, and the EFG becomes the largest negative value at 1. In turn from 1 to Xe, 
the EFG increases and closes to zero. The same tendency is seen in the case of Cd host. 
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This systematic behavior, in particular the change in the sign of the EFG , can not been 
explained by the Sternheimer model, because in that model the origin of the EFG is the 
lattice contribution which is common in the present cases. 
There are some theoretical studies on this problem. By a simple tight binding approxｭ
imation, Haas suggested that the origin of this systema.tic trend is a gradual change in 
population of the p orbit of impurity, however he did not give values of the EFGs actually 
[4]. Lindgren performed self-consistent molecular-cluster calculations of EFGs of 5sp imｭ
purities in Cd [78], and Schmidt et al. carried out self一 C∞011S
calcu叫la剖も10∞ns by the augmented spherical wave (ASW) rnethod for the same systems [79]. 
Both of them succeeded to reproduce the systematic trend. However, there is some doubt 
about their calculation procedure. In the cluster calculation, the band structure was simuｭ
lated by empirical smearing technique of the discrete levels, and it is not clear whether the 
size of the cluster is large enough or not. In the ASW n1ethod the validity of permission 
of the overlapped region between atomic spheres is uncertain. Besides , to ev子luate EFGs 
Schmidt used expectation values of (1/r3) which were derived from the other calculations 
on atoms. Therefore, we believe it is worth to. calculate EFGs in these systems by ourαb 
initio procedure and to examine the mechanism underlying for the systematic behavior 
of EFGs at impurity sites. 
。 ::~~.6D
HCP Metal 
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Figure 25: The super cel used for the present impurity calculations. 
The calculational procedure is essentially similar to the cases of the pure HCp. metals 
in the previous section. From the systematics of the lattice location of a heavy impurity, 
it is plausible that the probe nuclei sit at the substitutional site in the HCP crystal. 
The super cel method was employed to simulate the i:mpurity system [68 , 69]. In this 
method impu.rity atoms are placed periodically in a crystal. With an assumption that 
interactions between neighboring impurities are negligible, it is permitted to approximate 
the elecもronic structure of the impurity with that of sUlch ordered alloy. In the present 
study, we defined the super cel so that it consisted of three primitive unit cels of the HCP 
structure and one of the host atoms was substituted with the impurity as shown in 五g.25.
As a result , the density of the impurity is about 17 atomic %. Since this concentration 
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Table 7: Theoretical and Experimental EFGs at sp-Impurities in Zn and Cd in 1019 V 1m2 
un咜. 
Zn Host Cd Host 
Probe nucleus Theory Experiment Theory Experiment 
K +145 +83 
Ca +329 +231 
Cu +190 +93 
Zn +291 +314土31 +238 272土27
Ga +402 514土41 +207 440土31
Ge +307 301 土69 +142 179土41
As -331 -513 
Se ー 1376 -2460 
Br -2156 858 ー 1274 688 
Kr -705 836土56 -69 404土28 . 
Rb -145 +205 
Sr +654 +647 
Ag +597 +193土 15 +397 
Cd +638 +697土62 +632 +612土5
In +858 +1277土23 +600 +1015土 17
Sn +624 +1829土73 +343 +890土21
Sb -252 -395 
Te -1360 -1828 
-1488 ー 1923土753 -3480 -1099土553
Xe -974 ー 795 360土38
Cs -865 -364 
Ba +536 +869 
of impurity is rather high , i も is not obvious whether the electronic structure of the dilute 
impurity is described well by the present super cel method. To confirm the validity of the 
present method , it is necessary to try a bigger super cell, which is very time consuming. At 
the present stage, we leave this problem, and go ahead expecting at least that the trends 
of EFGs at impurities will be reproduced. The dependence of EFGs on the dimension of 
the super cel will be discussed in the later section. The LDA calculation was performed 
for this super cel by the KKR method in the sra version. The 216 k sampling points in 
the irreducible wedge of the 1st Brillouin zone were c:alculated. The substitution of the 
atom with the impurity does not reduces the symmetry of the HCP structure. The energy 
window of 1.6 rv 1.8 Ry was employed. The local laも tice expansion around the impurity 
was not considered, because it is supposed to be smal1 for the substitutional impurity. 
The results are shown in table 7 and fig.26 with the experimental data. The overall 
trend of the .experimental EFGs are reproduced by the theoretical predictions rather 
well in spite of the small size of the present super cell. In detail , a discrepancy is seen. 
For 4sp impurities , the agreement is quite well except for the cases of the Br impurity. 
The もheoretical values are almost two times bigger than the experimental values. The 
situation is similar to the case of 1 in Cd. However , the quadrupole moment of Br probe, 
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i.e. the 293 keV exited state of 77Br, is very uncertain [113], and the experimental EFGs 
at 1 probes are scattered in a wide region of about -1000 to -7000 in 1019V 1m2 depending 
which isotope is used as a probe [2]. For these cases , a more precise experiment is strongly 
encouraged to clarify reasons of the discrepancy. The linear increase of the experimental 
EFGs from Ag to Sn is not reproduced，七00. This behavior is quite curious and not seen 
in the case of the Cd host. It is not obvious that the lattice relaxation causes for this 
behavior. The further calculations are needed. 
I\.,y 
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Figure 27: The schematic density of p-states in the HCP structure, and 
the behavior of the EFG with increasing the impurity valency. 
The success in the explanation of the EFGs at impurity sites in Zn and Cd encourages 
a discussion on the electronic structures of the impurities. As shown in the previous 
section , mainly the non-spherical p-charge creates the EFG at the nuclear position ヲ and
the more occupation of Px ,y than pz leads to a positive EFG , and the less occupation 
leads to negative. Itis expected that the successive occupation of the p-band explains the 
systematic behavior in 五g.26. As noticed in the previous section, in the HCP symmetry 
the overlap of pz orbitals between the neighboring atomic spheres is less than that of Px ,y 
orbitals. This leads to narrower pz band than the Px νbands. Considering these facts ぅ the
local density of states of the p-orbitals in the impurity sphere is schematically shown in 
五g.27 exaggerated. At the both ends of the p-band Px ，νcomponents exceed pz component , 
and around the center pz component is major. Now , i も is clear that the EFG shows a 
S-shaped behavior, with increasing the valency of the impurity atom. This simple model 
was 五rst proposed by Haas. 
Now , the DOS of p-states are shown. In fig.28 and 29 , the local DOS of p-states in the 
impurity spheres are respectively shown for Zn and Cd hosts. The form of the DOS has 
very complicated structure and the splitting to the bonding and the anti-bonding states 
is also seen. The difference between pz and Px ,y in the DOS is small, but it is evident that 
at the end of the p-band Px ，νcomponent is larger than pz and at the center pz is larger 
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than Px ,y' To make it clear, in fig. 30 the population of pz and Px ,y orbitals are shown as 
a function of the atomic number of the impurity in Zn and Cd hosts respectively. They 
are calculated by integrating the DOS up to the Fermi level. For al cases , in the first half 
of the period Px ,y is more populated than pz and in the latter half they are interchanged. 
The difference of population numbers between Px νand pz is also shown in 五g.30. This 
is the origin of the S-shaped behavior of the EFGs. It is found that the previous simple 
minded consideration for the local DOS of p-states described the essential point to explain 
the systematic trend. ofthe EFGs. It is because that the previous model calculation by 
Haas succeeded to reproduce the systematic behavior. The present calculation gives a 
more sound basis to the model. 
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Figure 28: The calculated density of p-states at the sp-impurity sphere in Zn. 
The solid lines denote px, py states and the dashed lines denote pz states. 
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7 Transition Metals in Ti02 
Because of variety in its structure, it is di伍cult to 五nd ou t systematics of EFGs in various 
compounds , i.e. with changing number of valence electrons, not only their composition 
but also their spatial con五guration changes generally. The EFG refiects the point symｭ
metry at the nuclear position. Therefore, it is the case where a perspective discussion by 
use of a dilute impurity system is helpful. 
In this section, we focus on transition metal impurities in Ti02 crystal with the Rutile 
structure as a host matrix. As mentioned in section 1, it can provide an EFG with its 
tetragonal crystal symmetry and the EFGs at host Ti and 0 sites were investigated by 
the NMR method and the EFGs at impurities Cd and Ta sites in Ti02 were studied by 
PAC technique [14, 15]. In addition to these data, we measured the EFGs at Sc and 
Nb impurities and at host Ti atom in Ti02 single crystal by the Fourier-Transformed 
NMR (FT-NMR) method as explained in section 5. These experimental daい allow us a 
systematic study of the EFGs in Ti02 ・
Here, it is appropriate to de五ne the common coordinate system before starting calculaｭ
もion on the EFG. The crystal structure had already been illustrated in fig. 8, and also the 
principal coordinate of the EFG had been shown in the same 五gure. In the conventional 
notation, I Vzz I 三|吟YI 三 IVxxI is satisfied. So the order of Vii may be changed for differｭ
ent impurities or different lattice sites. To avoid trouble in employing different coordinates 
for each case う the coordinate 五xed on 七he uni t cel is de五ned throughou t this section as 
shown in fig.8. At the body center of the cell, , Z axis points along the crystallographic c 
axis , Y axis along (110) (towards the oxygen) and X axis along (110). Therefore, q and 
ηmust be calculated as , 
q 
η 
where p 
mαx[竹x ， 吟y ， 巧z]in absolute value, 
(2p+q)/q , 
min[むx ， 吟y ， 乃z]in absolute value. 
We describe the computational details for the EFG calculation at the impurity site. 
The main interest is how to take care of the charge state of the impurity in Ti02 ・ Next ，
the results of the EFG calculation are shown, and the electronic structure of impurities 
in the Ti02 isdiscussed from the calculated density of states (DOS) 
7.1 Details of the Calculation 
The band structure calculations were performed essentially in the same procedure as for 
the sp impurities in Zn and Cd explained in the previous section. The muffin-tin sphere 
radii were 0.2085a and 0.21515a (a is the lattice constant) for the metal and oxygen atoms 
respectively [57]. The 3p states of Sc and Ti atom, the 4p state of Nb atom and the 5p 
state of Ta atom were included in the band-structure calculation. For Cd case, the 4p 
state is not included because it lies at -4 Ry relative to the Fermi level and supposed to 
be con五ned inside the sphere. The other states at lower energies are assumed as the core 
states and treated as an atomic problem. To evaluate integrals over the k-space, we used 
k points in the irTeducible wedge of the Brillouin zone. It seems too small. However, 
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Figure 31: The super cel used in the present EFG calculations for the 
impurity systems. The de五nition of the principal axis of the EFG is also 
glven. 
it was con五rmed in the typical case where the number of k points was varied up to 125 
that the calculation was well converged even in 8 k points. 
To simulate the system with impurities , the super cel shown in fig.31 was employed. 
It consists of two unit cells of Ti02 stacked along the c-axis with the body centered Ti 
atom substituted by the respective impurity atom. 
For the realistic calculation, we have to simulate the charge state of impurities in Ti02 ・
For the case of Nb , the NMR signals of the transitions between magnetic sub-states 
m = tand -t of Nb were observed at about the Larrnor frequency of Nb nucleus , so the 
Nb atom was in the diamagnetic electronic con五guration. The neutral Nb atom has one 
more valence electron than the neutral Ti atom. In the Ti02 matrix which consists of 
Ti4+ ion and two 02- ions , it is reasonable that Ti4+ ltons are substituted with Nb5+ ions , 
and the residual electron is compensated by a certain mechanism. In the dilute impurity 
limit , which is the real experimental situation, the charge neutrality must be kept only 
in the very broad region , so the charge neutrality can be broken when we focus on もhe
same region with the super-cell around the impurity., It means that the super-cell must 
lose one electron, and is charged up to + 1.For the cωe of Sc, Cd and Ta, it is plausible 
that Sc3+, Cd2+ and Ta5+ are realized in Ti02 ・
To make the situation more clear, we now consider the electronic structure of the Ti02 
matrix with impurities. The schematic band-structure of pure Ti02 is shown in 五g.32.
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The Fermi level (勺) of pure Ti02 sits in the band gap. The valence band is mainly from 
the oxygen p-states and the conduction band is mainly from the metal d-states. Nb atom 
and Ta atom has one more valence electron than Ti atom. When such donor impurities 
are introduced in this matrix , donor levels are produced in the band gap (fig.32). Under 
the charge neutral condition the donor levels are populated, and paramagnetic Nb4+ and 
Ta 4+ are realized. For the diamagnetic Nb5+ and TaS+ , the donor level must release an 
electron. 80, to simulate the diamagnetic situation, the εf must be shifted downward 
until the system loses one electron. The donor levels are from metal d-state, so calculated 
EFG is afFected by this manipulation. On the contrary, when the acceptor impurities 
such as 8c and Cd are introduced , the εf must be shifted upward until the system get 
one or two electrons respectively. The acceptor level are mainly from oxygen p-state, so 
calculated EFG is not afFected so much by shifting theεf' However, whether calculated 
EFG is afFected or not depends on the covalency between the impurity atom and the 
oxygen atom. 
In the band-structure calculation, the unit cel of the system must be charge neutral. 
We reproduce the realistic electronic structure of the impurity in the framework of the 
band-structure calculation with the super-cell method as follows: First , the self-consistent 
band-structure calculation is performed for the super-cell. Then , to simulate the realistic 
charge state of the impurity, the calculated εf is shifted. In the case of Ti02 (Nb) , the 
super-cell is charged up to +1 under this manipulation. With thus obtained new 勺?
the charge density distribution is calculated to obtain EFGs at the impurity site in the 
realistic charge state for respective impurities. In this sense, the self-consistency is not 
achieved in the present calculations. 
By the way, more or less the local lattice relaxation caused by the odd impurities is 
expected. In もhe super cel method we can handle rearrangements of atoms around the 
impurity, and we can also estimate the local relaxation by calculating the total energy of 
the system. The present band structure calculation was performed on the assumption of 
the charge neutral of the system and it is impossible to calculate the total energy without 
the charge neutral condition. 80, after the estimation of the lattice relaxation under the 
charge neutral we calculated the EFG with shifting 勺， and made it the theoretical predicｭ
tion. It is not obvious that the relaxation estimated under the charge neutral condition 
is also true for the no charge neutral situation. It was investigated separately how much 
the lattice relaxation influenced to the resulting EFG under the diamagnetic situation. 
More realistic estimation on the local lattice relaxation is a problem for the future. Of 
course, the calculations for the pure Ti02 are free from above discussed problems and 
straigh tforward. 
7.2 Results and Discussions 
First , the D08 of pure Ti02 is shown in 五g. 33 to show the reliability of the present mu伍n
tin calculations. It is the D08 of typical insulator. By the XP8 (X-ray photo emission 
spectroscopy) measurements , Kowalczyk et al. [118] found that the Ti02 had a valence 
band width of 5.4 eV. It was well reproduced by the present calculations which gave the 
band width of about 5 eV. Kowalczyk et al. also reported that the two major features 
in the valence band whose energy separation is 1.9 e¥'l. This structure is also seen in the 
calculated D08 and their separation is about 1.6 eV, which is in perfect agreement with 
もheexperiment. He also measured the energy separation of 15.0 e V between the oxygen 2s 
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peak and the lower peak in the valence band. It is comparable to the present result of 13 
eV. On the other hand, the experimental band gap of 3.0 eV is severely underestimated 
by the calculated band gap of l.4 e V.However it is not so strange, because the LDA only 
predicts the ground state of the system so an error will occur in the exited states. The 
overall structure of the calculated DOS is also similar to the FLAPW calculation [119]. 
It is concluded that the electronic structure of Ti02 is well described by the muffin tin 
approximation. 
Next , the EFGs at the Ti and 0 sites were calculated.. The results are summarized in 
table. 8 The predictions by the FLAPW method are also cited [57]. It is found that the 
both calculations reproduced the experimental EFGs at Ti and 0 sites well. In particular) 
they predicted correctly the experimental situations that the EFG along the crystal c-axis 
(らz) is the maximum (minimum) component for the Ti (0) site in an absolute value. Of 
course, the complete knowledge about the EFG tensor was not obtained experimentally. 
The experimental Vxx and 吟y are arranged in the same order as the theo民tical predicｭ
tions , because there is no way to distinguish 1ケx from v)/y experimentally. According to 
the sign of them, only q < 0 for the 0 site was experimentally determined. For the others , 
it was assumed to be the same with the theoretical prediction. However , from the overall 
agreement in the absolute values and the previous experiences in the calculations of the 
HCP metals , we can believe the theoretical predictions. In other words , it is determined 
that the EFG along the c-axis is negative and the second largest component is along the 
0-Ti-O chain in the basal plane. For the 0 site, it is concluded that the EFG along 
the 0-Ti-O chain is negative and has the largest absolute value. Regarding the ηvalue， 
the agreement of the theoretical ηvalue for the 0 substiもutional site is almost perfect. 
However , for the Ti site the agreement ofηby the present method is worse than that of 
the FLAPW. It is supposed that the error is originated from the mu伍n tin approximaｭ
tion. The rutile structure is rather open structure and its crystal symmetry is rather low , 
therefore a correct treatment of not only non-spherical c:omponents of atomic potentials 
but also interstitial regions must be important. Anyway, it is found that the present 
method can explain the trends of the EFGs in Ti0 2 , however the calculation precision of 
ηlS worse. 
From now on , the results of the EFG calculations at the impurity sites are shown. First , 
it is appropriate to show that the EFG calculations without simulating the charge states 
of the impurities can not reproduce the experimental results , even if the locallattice relaxｭ
ations are considered. The total energy of the system wa:s calculated with replacing the 6 
0勾rgen atoms around the impurity. The isotropic locallattice relaxation was assumed so 
that the local symmetry at the impurity atom was not changed. The calculations of the 
total energy are plotted as a function of a relaxation in 五 g. 34 , 35 , 36 and 37. The relaxｭ
ation is defined as the ratio of the displacement of the oxygen atom against the distance 
between the impurity and the nearest neighboring 0 atorn. The locallattice relaxations of 
about 6% , 7% , 4% and 5% were predicted for Nb , Ta , Sc and Cd impurities , respectively. 
In the same 五gures ， the calculated EFGs and their decoTIo.positions to the pp and dd conｭ
tributions were also shown with the respective experimental EFGs. Aも a glance of もhese
figures , it is f?nd that the EFGs at the Sc site are reproduced well but for the others the 
EFGs are not reproduced at all. In spite of the well reproduction of らz component of 
the Sc site, for the cases of the Nb , Ta and Cd impurities , even the direction of the largest 
component of the EFGs was not predicted correctly. Of course, the sign of the EFG was 
not determined for al cases and it is assumed to be the same with the EFG at host Ti 
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Figure 33: Calculated DOS of pure Ti0 2 ・ Totaland local DOS are shown. 
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Table 8: Experimental and theoretical EFGs in Ti02 in the unit of 1019 
Y/m2. When the signs of EFGs are not known experimen tally, i tis 
assumed to be the same as the theoretical predictions. 
Vxx Vyy Vzz 1ワ Reference 
Sc site 
Experiment -1.64(2) 193(2) ー 191(2) 0.983(3) present 
Theory +50 +146 ー 196 0.490 present 
Ti site 
Experiment 79(3) 147(6) -226(9 ) 0.303(8) [12] 
97(4) 143(6) -240(10) 0.19(1) [13] 
97(5) 144(8) -241(11 ) 0.192(8) present 
Theory +60 +149 -209 0.43 [57] 
+44 +222 ー266 0.67 presenも
Nb site 
Experiment 174(11) 470(29) -644(40) 0.463(7) present ' ,' 
Theory +189 +392 -581 0.349 pτesent 
Cd site 
Experiment 232( 4) 333(4) -565(8) 10.18(1) [14] 
236( 1) 340(1) -576(2) 0.18(1) [15] 
Theory +154 +356 -509 0.39 present 
Ta site 
Experiment 286( 1) 1044(5) ー 1330(6) 0.57(1) [15] 
Theory +391 +786 -1176 0.34 present 
o si民
Experiment +222(26) ー238(27) + 16(2) 0.868(5) [12] 
220(25) -240(28) 20(2) 0 , 831(7) [114] 
Theory +213 -196 -17 0.84 [57] 
+209 -215 +6 0.94 present 
site, i.e. the EFG along the c-axis is negative. However, it is very probable, because the 
discussion on the charge state of the impurities , in which the diamagnetic con:figuration 
for each impurity was demanded from the experimental point of view , suggests that the 
impurities are in very similar electronic structure with Ti , and it is supposed that their 
EFGs are very similar. Therefore, the discrepancy is signi五cant. First , we discuss on the 
donor impurities Nb and Ta. The total EFGs of Nb and Ta depends on the relaxation very 
much. The decomposiもions of the EFGs show that the dd components are as much as the 
pp components , and the dependence of the dd contribution on the relaxation causes to the 
variation of the total EFGs. Itis recognized as followings. Because of the crystal ligand 
:field at the metal position , the density of d-states are splitted into eg and t2g states. The 
last electron which is introduced by the donor impurity occupies the splitted d-band and 
the large anisotropy of the d charge is induced. It is plausible that this weakly bounded 
electron is affected by the rearrangement of the neighboring atoms more than the inner pｭ
orbitals. 80, the pp contribution is not so sensitive to the relaxation, on the other hand dd 
contribution depends very much. Anyway, it is found that the last d-electron contributes 
to the resulting EFGs signi:ficantly. In the real experimental situation the last electron is 
compensated ヲ therefore to reproduce もhe experimental EFGs it is indispensable to simuｭ
late such diamagnetic situation of the donor impurities. In the case of acceptor impurity 
8c, the pp contribution is a main component to the total EFG , because もhe d-band is not 
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occupied. The pp component is main1y from the deep 3p states of Sc, so the dependence 
on the 1attice re1axation is not so pronounced. More over, the acceptor leve1 is rnade from 
the oxygen 2p states , so the EFGs at the Sc site is reproduced whether the εf is shifted 
or not. In other words , the e1ectronic structure of Sc:3+ hお a1ready reproduced and the 
EFGs are a1so reproduced well. On the contrary, in the case of Cd acceptor the signi五cant
dependence of the EFGs on the 1attice re1axation is shown, and the decompositions of the 
total EFGs tels us that the dd contribution is 1arge and causes to the variation of the 
七otal EFGs. This is a consequence of the hybridization between 3d states of Cd and 2p 
states of 0 , i.e. , the rather large amplitude is contained in the acceptor states. In such 
case it is supposed that the simu1ation of the charge state is indispensab1e. 
Now, the results of the EFG calcu1ations with simulating the charge states of the 
impurities are shown. In 五g. 38 and fig. 39 ヲ the calculated EFGs are shown as a function of 
the charge neutrality, where charge neutrality is defined as (chαrge neutrαlity) = (electroη 
number in the sphere) -(αtomic 川mbeり As explained previously, the charg竺 neutrality
of -1 , -1 ヲ+1 and +2 means Nb 5+, Ta5+, Sc3+ and Cd2+. 1も is clearly show'n that the 
calculated EFGs are well reproduced by the theory if the charge neutra1ities are correctly 
taken into account. 
In detai1 う the following must be pointed out. For the donor impurities , as shown in 
五g.38 in the case of Nb in Ti 0ゎ the calcu1ated EFGs depend on the charge neutrality so 
strongly to change the direction of the maximum component of the EFGs. This strong 
dependence of the EFG on the charge neutrality is a natural consequence of the fact that 
the donor leve1 is main1y from the 4d-orbita1s of Nb. In the case of Ti02 (Ta) , the tendency 
was almost the same as shown in 五g. 38. In the case of Sc as a typica1 acceptor in TiOゎ
the dependence of the EFGs on the charge neutrality are shown in 五g.39. The acceptor 
1eve1 main1y consists of the oxygen 2p-state, so shifting the εf does not infl. uence on the 
EFG so much as shown in fig.39. On the other hand , as shown in the 五g. 39 in the case 
of Cd, which is a1so an acceptor impurity, the calculated EFG at Cd site varies with the 
charge neutrality, and when the charge neutrality is equa1 to +2 , the experimenta1 va1ues 
are well reproduced. This suggests the cova1ent bonding between cadmium and oxygen. 
The final theoreもica1 predictions and experimenta1 resu1ts of EFGs in Ti02 are surnmaｭ
rized in tab1e8 and shown in 五g. 40. In these calcu1ations , the local lattice re1axations 
and the charge states of the irnpurities were taken into account. It is also found that the 
agreemen t of ηis not so good in spite of the good reproduction of Vzz and its direction 
re1ative to the unit cel. Besides the unsuitableness of the muffin tin approximation and 
the smallness of the super cell, the inaccurate estimation of the loca1 1attice relaxation 
may cause these disagreements. Here, a discussion on the fina1 resu1ts are given. We 
pay attention to the 1argest component Vzz ・ The characteristic behavior of the Vzz is 
a slgnl五cant increase with increasing the atomic number of the impurity atom. In table 
9, the respective contributions to Vzz are shown. To discuss on the origin of the EFG , 
the popu1ation differences ムp and ムd are a1so sumrnarized in tab1e 9. It is found that 
ムp and ムd are not depend so much on the atomic number of the impurity. So we reach 
to もhe picture in which the charge asymmetry is decided by the local symmetry and it is 
mu1tiplied by' the respective (1/ r・3) factors. 
To verify the discussions unti1 now the density of states of these systems are shown. For 
examp1es of もhe donor irnpurities, DOS of Ti02(Nb) and Ti02(Ta) are shown in fig.4l. 
The tota1 DOS and the local DOS at the each atom. site are shown. The structure of 
DOS is very simi1ar to the schematically sketched one in fig. 32. At the dilute impurity 
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Table 9: V';z and v1z components and charge asymmetry ムp and ムd
for Sc, Ti, Nb , Cd and Ta. 
τv yztoz tαi Ivrz pp z Tv /zdz τviαz tz ce ムp ムd
Sc -203 -215 -32 44 -0.00288 ー 0.01596
Ti ー 311 -256 -57 45 -0.00328 ー 0.02300
Nb -520 -398 ー 168 46 ー 0.00236 ー 0.02439
Cd -494 -349 -183 38 -0.00188 ー 0.00857
Ta ー 1004 -729 -321 46 -0.00231 -0.02275 
limit , the donor level is formed in the band gap. However, because of the smallness of 
the super-cell we can not differ it from the conduction band. The occupied h~，_west states 
of the conduction band is localized on the metal atOTIl and have negligible amplitude on 
the Oxygen atom. This electron is removed by shifting the 勺・ Therefore ， shifting the 
εf affects to the calculated EFG for Nb and Ta in Ti02 ・ On the contrary, for the case 
of Ti02(Sc) holes in the valence band are occupied by shifting the ε f. These states are 
localized on the Oxygen atom as shown in 五g. 42. So, shifting the εf does not affect to 
the calculated EFG so much. On the other hand, the acceptor level seen in the DOS of 
Ti02 in f?.42 have amplitude in the Cd sphere. It means that the bonding between Cd 
and 0 is like a covalent bond. Because this covalency of the bonding between Cd and 0 , 
the calculated EFG at the Cd are affected by shifting the εf' 
Next , the influence of the local lattice relaxation is examined. The dependence of the 
EFGs on the lattice relaxation was originated from the variation of the dd contribution. 
Therefore, only a slight dependence on the relaxation is expected under the diamagnetic 
condition. As shown in 五g. 43 , it is found that only 10 % difference occurs at most. 
Lastly, the dependence on a super cel dimension is discussed. For the EFG of Nb 
in Ti02 , calculations were performed for the 5 kinds of the super cel as shown in 五g.
44. Any lattice relaxation is not taken into account. Only a slight dependence of the 
calculated EFGs against 七he cel dimension is seen when the Nb5+ charge state was taken 
into account , on the other hand the calculations presented the severe errors for some of the 
cells without simulating the Nb5+ state (五g 44). It was already shown that the electrons 
in the d states of Nb produced a signi五cant EFGs. It is reasonable that these shallow 
states influenced by the cel dimension. However, once the donor levels are made to be 
empty, the EFG is determined by quite local arrangement of atoms. So, the EFG was 
reproduced rather well by the smallest super cel in which Ti atoms and impurities are 
placed alternately. 
As a summary of this section, it was shown that the present method reproduced exｭ
perimental EFGs if the realistic charge states of the ilmpurity ions in Ti02 is considered. 
The charge state of the impurity ion is simulated by shifting εf. Considering the charge 
state of the impurity was indispensable in calculating the EFGs at impurity site in ionic 
crystals. 
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8 Lattice Locations of Light Impﾞurities in Ti02 
In the previous calculations of impurities , we neglected t,he possibility for impurities to 
reside at an interstitial site, because it has been empirically shown that a heavy ions 
favors the substitutional site more than the interstitial sites. In section 4, it was found 
experimentally that both of 12N and 190 were implanted two different sites in Ti02 ・
The question is which sites they were implanted in. To answer this question, the EFGs 
of N and 0 impurities resided at the 0 substitutional site, the Ti substitutional site 
and the octahedral like interstitial site are calculated ヲ and they are compared wi th the 
experimental results. For the main fraction of 190 , it was experimentally concluded that 
they were located at the oxygen substitutional site by comparing 7] with that of the 
substitutional site measured by the FT-NMR on 170. However, we frankly go ahead with 
the plan. 
The calculations are performed in the same manner as the cases of tran.ﾟition metal 
impurities in Ti02 ・ Theonly difference is that we must deal with the interstitials , however 
it isturned out to be the same as far as the super cel D1ethod is used. The super cells 
used in the present calculations are shown in fig.45. The most probable interstitial site 
is the octahedrallike interstitial site which is the center of the side face of the tetragonal 
Ti02 unit cel. This interstitial site is surrounded by the 6 oxygen atoms which form a 
distorted ocもahedron.
In these calculations, local lat七ice relaxations are consildered. The total energy of the 
system is calculated with displacing もhe nearest neighboring atoms from their original 
positions , and the minimum of the total energy tels us a theoretical lattice relaxation. 
The calculated EFGs of N and 0 impurities for the respective sites are surnmarized in 
table 10 with the theoretical estimations of the lattice relaxations. The lattice relaxation 
is defined as [; / d, where [;is the displacement of the neighboring atom and d isa distance 
between the impurity atom and the neighboring atom. The EFGs were calculated with 
shifting 勺 to simulate the charge states of the impurities: as explained in section 7. The 
supposed charge state of N and 0 impurities are also shown in table 10. For the interstitial 
siteヲ it was supposed that the impurity atom had a diamagnetic atomic con五guration ， i. e. 
N1+, N1-and 00+ are plausible. 
For the N impurity, the experimental site 1 isproposed to be the substitutional site 
of oxygen , because the theory reproduced the experimental result that the maximum 
component of the EFGs lay in the xy-plane, and the sign of the components laid in the 
xy時plane was opposite each other. The possibility of the T:i substitutional site was rejected 
because the sign of Vzz was not predicted correctly, and the EFGs of the interstitial sites 
were too much. The site 2 was proposed to be the interstitial site with the N1+ charge 
state, because the experimental result that the maximum component of the EFGs lay 
in the xy-plane was well predicted. Also the opposite sign of the EFGs in the xy-plane 
was reproduced. Even more the maximum component of the EFGs was well reproduced 
by the theory. The possibility of the interstitial site with N1-was rejected because the 
calculated EFGs were too large. The results are summarj[zed in 五g. 46. 
For the 0 impurity, the experimental site 1 was con五rmed to be the oxygen substituｭ
tional site, because of their perfect agreement in ザs . Besides , the EFG values were also 
well reproduced as shown in 五g. 47. On the other hand, we could not find out a plausible 
lattice site for site 2. The theory did not predict any site which had slightly larger EFGs 
th組 the site 1 and the similarηwith the oxygen substitutional site. 
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Table 10: Theoretical and Experimental EFGs in Ti02 and the estimations of the lattice 
relaxation. The assumed charge state of the impurities are also shown. EFGs are in 1019 
Vjm 2 • 
Site Charge 8tate relaxation Vxx Vyy Vzz η Ref. 
N impuriもy
Experiment 
81 もe 1 ー62土4 +198土 ]l4 -135土 10 0.37土0.02
8ite 2 -586土73 +1220土85 -633土44 0.038土0.005
Theory 
Ti Sub. N5+ -8% -46 ー 192 +239 0.611 
o Sub. N3- +0.3% +185 -178 -6 0.930 
Oct. Int. N1+ +22% -449 +1304 -855 0.311 
Oct. Int. N1- -696 +2124 ー 1429 0.345 
o impurity ~ ・ Y
Experiment 
+222土26 -238土27 +16土2 0.868土0.005 [12] 
8ite1 220土25 -240土28 20土2 0.831土0.007
81もe2 343土35 390土40 47土5 0.760土0.009
Theory 
o Sub. +213 -196 -17 0.840 [57] 
o Sub. 02ー 土0% +209 -215 +6 0.944 
Ti Sub. 06ー -9% -185 -281 +466 0.206 
Oct. Int. 00+ +20% +4358 -2284 -2074 0.048 
For both cases of N and 0 impurities , however, the agreement of the theoretical preｭ
dictions with the experimental EFGs were stil poor. It was already pointed out that the 
mu伍n tin approximation may cause to these discrepancies. In the case of the interstitials, 
not to conflict the mu伍n tin spheres with each other, it is inevitable to take a rather small 
mu伍n tin radius for the impurity atom. This makes the approximation worse. 80, in parｭ
もicular with the interstitial impurityう the more realistic treatment of atomic potentials is 
strongly encouraged. 
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9 Determination of N uclear Qlladrupole Moments 
The nuclear quadrupole moment is one of the most important clues to investigate the 
nuclear shell structure. In spite of a large effort to determine a nuclear quadrupole moｭ
ment (Q-moment) , experimental precision of a Q-mon1ent is as high as about 10%. this 
di伍culty comes from the fact that an enough electric field gradient is not produced in an 
arti五cial way. Arti五ciall)ら onlya 五eld gradient of about 108 V /m2 at most is available. 
It corresponds to 0.24 x 10-5 Hz in eqQ / h for a Q-rIloment of 1 b, which is unobservｭ
able. Therefore, a 五eld gradient in an atom, molecule or crystal is utilized. Usually, a 
reference isotope, whose Q-moment is decided from a Rabi-type experiment for an atom 
with a calculation of a field gradient in the atom, is used to determine a field gradient. In 
short , we calculate the following with an assumption that a target isotope is in the same 
circumstance of a reference isotope, 
Q = _!_ qQt 町et / h Z V Q T巴げJerenη白
e句qQ吋er巾ence/ 1んb 一
Therefore, a total experimental error for a Q-moment is decided by the error of the 
reference Q-moment. 
Owing to もhe development of the 五rst principles cakulation of solids, recently, Dufek 
et al. [87] determined the Q鴫moment of the most important M?sbauer nucleus 57Fe by 
comparing experimental quadrupole splittings with calculated electric 五eld gradients for 
a large number of different Fe compounds. Their ca.lculations were only for the pure 
systems. If the same approach is possible in the case that a target isotope is introduced 
in a crystal as an impurity, it is a great improvement from an experimental point of view, 
because we are free from a selection of a host crystal. In this section, we try to determine 
the Q-moment of 111Cdヘ幻Si ， 39Ca and 17F. For 111Cd* [90]-[94] and 17F [113 ヲ 120 ヲ 121] 
several inconsistent Q-moments have been reported. The Q-moments of 27Si and 39Ca are 
not known. A comparison the respective Q-moments with the shell model calculations 
will be given in appendix. 
9.1 11lCd* 
The Q-moment of the 247 ke V exited state of 11 Cd (]7r = 5/2+ , T1/2 = 84 ns) are deｭ
termined by comparing its quadrupole coupling constants in HCP metals with calculated 
electric field gradients by the present method. As mentioned in the introduction, three 
different Q-moments were reported, i.e. IQI + 0.77 土 01 . 12 b by Raghavan et al. [93 , 94] , 
Q = +1.5 土 0.4 b by Rosenblum et al. [90] and Q = 0.83 土 0 . 13 b by Herzog et al. [92]. 
The experimental quadrupole coupling constants are available for 14 HCP hosts such 
as Be, Mg, Ti , Co , Zn , Y, Zr, Ru, Cd, Lu, Hf, Re, Os and Tl [2 , 3]. The computational 
procedure is essentially s加せlar to the previous calcula.tions. The super cel in the same 
dimension that was used in the cases of the sp-impurities in Zn and Cd was employed. 
However, for .Co , Ru, Lu, Hf, Re and Os , it was found that the EFGs at their sites were 
rather sensitive to the dimension of the super cell，もherefore the bigger one was used for 
them, i.e. the HCP primitive cel was doubled along the a , b and c directions to obtain 
the super cel which has 8 primitive units of the HCP structure. For such super cells ，もhe
LD A calculations were performed by the KKR method in the scalar relativistic version. 
The 216 k points were calculated for the smaller super cell, on the other hand for the 
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bigger super cell the 64 k points were calculated. The energy window of 1.7 Ry down 
from the Fermi level was calculated. Any locallattice relaxations were not concerned and 
the experimentallattice parameters were used , and the substitutional site was supposed 
for the location of the impurity. 
The results were summarized in table 11 , and the experimental coupling constants are 
plotted against the calculated 五eldgradients in fig.48. Th.ey shows a good liner correlation 
as expected [87]. The dependence of the coupling constant on the 日eld gradient is written 
as 
eqQ/h(MHz) 
1602177 X 10-19q(1019y /m2) x Q(b) 
6.626076 X 10-34 
0.2417988 X q(1019y /m2) x Q(b) ぅ
so the slope of the linear correlation between theoretical EFGs and the experimental 
coupling constants means the Q-moment of 11 Cd*. The least-square analysr.s gives the 
Q of 0.78 /pm 0.04 b. It supports the results by Raghavan and Herzog, and rejects the 
result by Rosenblum. 
Table 11: The experimental coupling constant (MHz) and the theoretical EFGs in HCP 
Metals. 
Host Experimental eqQ / h (MHz) Theoretical EFG (1019 Y /m2) 
Be -16.1 士 0.7 -63 
Mg ー 7.4土 0.1 -39 
Ti +27.8 土 0.2 +161 
Co 0.96 土 0.06 -52 
Zn +133.1 土 0.7 +638 
Y 14.2 土 0.3 +43 
Zr +14.70 土 0.07 +61 
Ru 22.6 土 0.3 ー 165
Cd +124.94 土 0.36 +632 
Lu 14 土 l +183 
Hf +28.0 土 0 .4 +146 
Re -29.70 土 0.14 -269 
Os 33.4 土 0.3 -212 
Tl 7.8 土 0.8 +24 
9.2 Fluorine Isotopes 
The reference of quadrupole moments of Fluorine isotopes is the quadrupole moment 
of the 197 ke:V exited state of 19F (1π= 5/2+). Q(19F) was determined by Sugi江川o et 
al. by the PAD technique [122]. In their experiment , the electric quadrupole coupling 
constant of 19F本 in CIF molecule was measured to be 12 .4土 0.6 MHz and Q was derived 
to be 0.120 b with the error of 20 %. by comparing the estimated EFG of 1.07 x 1016 
esu/cm3 at F site in CIF. The EFG was estimated by the empirical rule of Townes and 
Dailey [123]. Later, Mishra, Duff and Das performed self-consistent field calculations on 
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Figure 48: The experimental coupling constants are plotted against the 
calculated EFGs. The solid line corresponds CJ = +0.78 b. 
Q=0.78(4) b 
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Table 12: Theoretical and experimental EFGs in 1019Y/m2 at Mg and F sites in MgF2 ・
Q ( 17F) =100土20 mb was used. 
Site 
F 
Mg 
ム'U
2TU
??
????ωmωm ??可ne-ne?
??
Vxx 
-298 
昨y
318 
乃z
-21 
η 
0.87 
0.32土0.02
0.83 
0 . 36土0.04
-230pm46 348土70 -111土22
-23 21 2 
-66土6 21 土2 45土4
the electronic structure of CIF molecule and derived the EFG at F site to be 1.591 x 1016 
esu/ cm3 [121]. Q(l9F) = 0.072 土 0.004 b was derived by their EFG calculation. Thus , 
we have two different Q moments for 19Fヘ and it has been an important problem to be 
solved.Besides?from the experimental point of view?some questions are poiqt?d out.For 
example, the experiment by Sugimoto et al. was perforrned on the frozen CIF which was 
deposited on the backing material. This may cause some perturbations on the electronic 
structure of CIF molecule, and the EFG may be different from the EFG of an isolated 
CIF molecule on which the theoretical calculations were performed. So, an experimental 
electric quadrupole coupling constant in a single crystal is more desirable to confirm the 
Q-moment of F isotopes. 
Such experiment utilizing a single crystal as a source of the EFG were performed by 
Minamisono et al. [120]. Minamisono et al. determined a quadrupole coupling constant 
of the ﾟ-emitter 17F (1π= 5/2+ , T1/2 = 66s) in a MgF2 single crystal to be I eqQ / h I = 
8 .4 1 土 0.24 MHz with η= 0.32 土 0.02 by the ﾟ-NMR method. Therefore, we try to 
determine the Q-moments of 17F directly by calculating the EFGs at the F site in MgF2 ・
Then, using the previously known results of the ratios of the coupling constants of fl.uorine 
isotopes , we can derive the Q-moments of the fl.uorine isotopes in series. 
The MgF 2 single crystal has the rutile structure which is the same structure as the Ti02 
[110]. The description of the rutile structure was given in section 4. In the band structure 
calculations , the experimentallattice constants were used, i.e . ， α= 4.623 入ヲ c/α= 0.6602 , 
u = 0.303 [110]. The 2p states of F atom and the 33 states of Mg atom were calculated 
as valence states. As a result , q = 318 X 1019y /m2 and ヮ= 0.871 were obtained. Using 
this EFG , Q(17F) = 110 mb isderived. The known ratio of the quadrupole moments of 
17F and 19F本 is Q(l7F) : Q (l9Fつ= 1 : 1. 24 土 0.06 [120]. Finally, we obtain Q (l9Fつ=
136 mb. This result supports the Q-moment by Sugimoto et α1.. 
Next , reliability of the theoretical EFG at F site is discussed. In table 12, theoretical 
predictions are summarized with the experimental EFGs. In the table, the experimental 
EFGs at Mg site are also summarized. The experimental EFGs at F site were derived by 
using the quadr叩ole moments of Q(17F) = 100 土 20 mb. The theoretical predictions of 
ηat F and Mg [124 , 125] sites do not reproduce the experimental TJ ・ Moreover ， the theory 
did not reproduce that the second largest component of the EFGs at Mg site was along 
the c-axis [124, 125]. From a detailed study on the convergence of the present calculations , 
it was found that the calculated EFGs showed a severe dependence on the choice of the 
respecti ve mu伍n tin radii. The origin of this curious behavior is not understood now. 
Besides , Dufek et α1. performed αb initio EFG calculation at F site in NiF 2 and MnF 2 
recently, and their results supported the smaller Q of 0.072 b [60]. Therefore, it is not 
possible to judge which Q moment is true now. 
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For the future , it is desirable to calculate the EFGs at F site in various f?orides besides 
MgF 2 to solve the problem. Because, the electric quadrupole coupling constants of 19F* 
were measured in various fìωrides [126 ヲ 127]. Comparing the theoretical predictions with 
the experimental results , some insight not only on the Q-moments of F isotopes but also 
on the errors in the EFG calculations may be given. 
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9.3 27Si and 39Ca 
For Si and Ca isotopes , we do not have proper reference isotopes to deterrnine their 
quadrupole moments. For example, the nuclear spin of 29日， which is the stable isotope 
of Si, is 1 = 1/2+ [113]. Therefore, we have no way to measure the EFG by using this 
isotope. In the case of Ca, the quadr叩ole moment of 43Ca (1 = 7/2-) is known [113], 
however its natural abundance is extremely small. Therefore, the NMR measurement on 
its is very di伍cult. In these cases , the present procedure to deterrnine the quadrupole 
moment is one of the most prornising ways. 
Recently, in our laboratory the electric quadr叩ole coupling constants of 幻Si (11r = 
5/2+ , T1/2 = 4.1s) in a A1203 single crystal and 39Ca (1π== 3/2+ , T1 /2 ニ 0.86s) in a CaC03 
single crystals were measured to be 1.93 土 0.12 MHz and 602 土 41 kHz, respectively [128]. 
EFGs not only at Si site in A1203 but also Ca site in CaC03 were not measured. Therefore, 
we must derive the Q-moments by calculating the EFGs. 
The crystal structure of Ab03 and CaC03 isthe Corundum structure in the rhomboｭ
hedral symmetry [110]. Considering the point symmetry at the substitutional site of the 
metal ion, it is found that the maximum component of the EFG is along the c-axis and 
η= O. 27Si and 39Ca were implanted into the respective catchers. Assuming that they 
were implanted at the substitutional site of the metal :ion, the EFGs at the respective 
implantation sites were calculated. In the case of the Si impurity in Ah03 , we must 
take care not only of the local lattice relaxation but also of its charge state in the host 
crystal. The detailed explanation was given in section 7. The theoretical predictions are 
given in table 13. For A1203 host , the electric 五eld gradient at the host Al [129 , 130] site 
and the Cd [131] impurity site were known. .They are also summarized in the table with 
theoretical predictions for them. The agreement of the theoretical prediction of the EFG 
at Al site in Ab03 is perfect , so the calculated EFG at the Ca site in CaC03 may be 
reliable. On the other hand the theory reproduces only 60% of the experimental EFG for 
the Cd site in Ab03 ・ This error is serious from the view point of the determination of 
the quadrupole moment. Here, we suppose optimistically that the error of the calculated 
EFG of Si site in Ah03 is not so large as the case of Cd, because the difference of the 
atornic numbers of Al and Si is only 1. Assurning the error of the theoretical predictions 
to be 土 20 %, the quadrupole moments of 27Si and 39Ca are derived to be 61 土 14 mb 
and 36 土 4 mb , respectively. On the error of the prediction on the EFG is discussed in 
the next section. 
Table 13: Theoretical and experimental EFGs in Ab03 and CaC03 in 1019V /m2 
Host 
A1203 
疋
id--a
u山
ACSCCharge neutrality 
0 
+1 
0 
Lattice relaxation 
0 
+9% 
+6% 
。
qTheoru 
+69 
+650 
+130 
-70 
qExperiment 
+65.5 土1.7 [129 , 130] 
1040 土 170 [131] 
CaC03 
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9.4 Sign of Q(8B) 
One of the recent topics on the investigations of the nuclear structure is the observation 
of the halo structure in neutron-rich nuclei. In spite of the centrifugal and the Coulomb 
potential, it is expected tl川 the proton drip-line nucleus 8B (I7r = 2+ , T1/2 = 0.77s) has 
the proton halo structure because of its rather small one nucleon separation energy of the 
last proton. Minamisono et al. proposed a new approach to investigate the halo structure 
of the nucleus through its quadrupole moment Q and demonstrated that the quite large 
Q(8B) of 68.3 土 2.1 mb was explained by taking the proton halo picture of 8B into account 
[132 ヲ 133] . However, the sign of the qωdr叩ole moment of 8B has not been determined. 
For a complete knowledge on the quadrupole moment of 8B , the determination of the sigh 
of Q(8B) has been urged. 
By the way, the sign of the electric quadrupole coupling constant eqQ / h of 8B in ZrB2 
single crystal had been determined to be positive through the ﾟ-delayed α-ray anisotropy 
measurement combined with the spin manipulation technique in the ﾟ -NMR method 
[134]. Therefore, it is possible to derive the sign of Q-rnome凶 by referring to a theoretical 
prediction on the EFG at B site in Zr B2 ・
Table 14: Theoretical and Experimental EFGs at B sites in various diborides with the 
AIB2 structure in unit of 10
19 V /m2 
Theory Experimental Iql 
KKR FLAPW 
ScB2 65 
TiB2 55 
VB2 49 
CrB2 66 
MnB2 93 
YB2 23 
ZrB2 22 
NbB2 18 
MoB2 35 
TaB2 6 
。δqunU円tuqtυ
円hv
nunu
つム〉
d
1i1
ムつ中
54
53土2
37土2
43土 1
63土 1
115.8士0.5
35土2
12土 1
く7
23土2
<5 
Theoretical predictions of EFGs at B site in variou:s diborides by the FLAPW method 
had been given by Schwarz et al. [65], however, the 匂ns of them were not given in the 
literature explicitly. Therefore, we calculated the EFGs at B site in ZrB2 and the other 
diborides and tried to determine the sign of Q(8B). Many of transition metal diborides 
have the AIB2 structure [110]. The crystal symmetry of the AIB2 structure leads that the 
asymmetry parameter at the B site is equal to O. Silver et al. and Kopp et al. determined 
the electric quadrupole coupling constants of 11 B (I7r = 3/2一) in them by measuring their 
NMR [135]. The EFG at each B site is derived as table 14 by using the Q(l1B) = 40.65 土
0.26 mb [113]. For al of them, the EFGs were calc山山d from the 五rst principles by the 
KKR method. The experimental lattice constants were used in respective compounds. 
The 125 k-points were calculated in the irreducible wedge of the 1st Brillouin zone of the 
HCP structure. The energy window of 1.0 Ry was em.ployed. The raもher shallow p-states 
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of metals were not included in the calculations , but it was con五rmed that their inf?ences 
on the EFGs at B sites were negligible. The present results were summatized in table 14 
with the results by FLAPW and shown in fig. 49. 
As shown in fig. 49 , the experimental EFGs are well reproduced by the KKR predicｭ
tions , and the sign of the EFG at B site in ZrB2 isreliably determined to be positive, which 
was also predicted by the FLAPW [137]. This result leads to the positive Q-moment of 
8B. Also the positive eqQ I hof 12B in Zr B2 and TiB2 [5] leads to the positive Q-momen 
of 1ロ2B.
Discrepancies between the KKR results and もhe FLAPW results are rather large, and 
i t seems that the mu伍n-tin approximation is not suitable for the present cases. In other 
words , a strong covalent nature of these compounds was shown. In these calculations 
only the contributions inside the respective mu伍n-tin spheres were estimated , because it 
was found that the simple estimations of the lattice contributions by an array of point 
charges gave unreliable results. It is not obvious whether the errors of the ωimations of 
the lattice contributions are originated from the strong covalency or not. A more precise 
calculation and analysis beyond the mu伍n-tin approxinlation isencouraged. 
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Figure 49: Theoretical predictions and experimLental EFGs in diborides 
(1019y 1m2). 
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10 Reliability 
In this section, reliability of the present EFG calculation is discussed. The αb initio 
method has no adjustable parameter and gives a solution of the Schrるdingerequation in an 
arbitrary precision. However, to make a problem solvable it stands on some approximation 
in principle [2]. The elements which may give a considerable error to a result is the 
followings. 
• Error from the local density approximation. 
• Error frorn the mu伍n-tin approximation. 
• Error from the super cel rnethod (for impurities) 
• Inaccuracy from the 五nite k sampling points in the Brillouin zone. 
• Inaccuracy from the l truncation. 
• Inaccuracy from the finite energy mesh. 
• Inaccuracy from the radial mesh. 
• Inaccuracy from the truncation of the iteration cycle. 
The last four points is not so serious, i. e ・， less than 1 %引 rnost. Also it is possible to 
con verge a calculation wi thin 1 %ヲ ifsufficient k-points are calculated. However , sornetimes 
it becomes di伍cult to take many k-points according to computational power of a machine. 
In our case, it was difficult to converge calculations in cases of impurity systems , because 
a unit cel contained many atoms due to the super cel calculation. The error may be less 
than 10%. It is desirable to perform calculations on a vector array processor. 
On the first three points, it is almost impossible も o estimate an error quantitatively, 
because they affect a 五nal result through a complicated way. Therefore, we get overall 
information about reliability of calculations by comparing theoretical calculations with 
experimental rneasurernents. For example, calculations of lattice constants of HCP metals 
are performed. In these calculations, the experimental cjαval ues were used and the 
lattice constants were estirnated from the total energy minimum as shown in 五g. 50. As 
summarized in the same figure and table 15, the lattice constant is reproduced within the 
error of about 5% for metallic substances. Because the cjαwas 五xed at the experimental 
value, an error of a prediction of cjαaffects on the prediction of α. Such effects rnaybe 
cause to rather large discrepancies for the cases of Sc, Y and Cd. 
In the case of EFGs , we get information on reliability of EFG calculations frorn the 
resul ts previously presen ted in this thesis. The ratio 1 -qr九eoryj qExperiment is calculated 
for al of them. However, the Rb probe is removed fr01TI the analysis because of its rather 
ambiguous experimental results. It seems appropriate to carry out comparison in these 
three categories, i. e. , 
• EFGs at in pure HCP metals , 
• EFGs at impurity sites in HCP metals , 
• EFGs in ionic Ti02 and A12 03 ・
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Figure 50: Theoretical predictions of lattice constants of HCP metals. 
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Table 15: Theoretical predictions of lattice constants of HCP metals. In the present 
calculations experimental cjαratios were used. 
Element αT白川 (λ) αExperiment (λ) differer悶(%)
Be 2.236 2.2866 2.2 
Mg 3.148 3.20927 1.9 
Sc 3.082 3.3090 6.9 
Ti 2.876 2.950 2.5 
Co 2.452 2.5071 2.2 
Zn 2.665 2.6648 0.0 
Y 3.533 3.6474 3.1 
Zr 3.177 3.232 1.7 
Tc 2.785 2.743 -1.5 
Ru 2.727 2.70389 -0.9 
Cd 3.176 2.97887 -6.6 
The results of the analyses are shown in 五g. 51 う 5 2:， 53. The predictability of "，20% ヲ
"'50% and ",20% are guessed for the pure HCP metals , the impurities in HCP metals and 
the ionic systems, respectively. Considering that any local relaxations were not included 
in the calculations of impurities in HCP metals , for al systems the predictability of ",20% 
is suggested. 
Lastly, dependences on a choice of the muffin tin ra.dius and on a dimension of a super 
cel are mentioned. In section 7, the dependence on the super cel dimension was discussed, 
and it was found that the dependence was within 土 10%. For a metallic system, it was 
not studied. The above discussion on the discrepancies of the calculated EFGs from the 
experimental results also may be an evidence of the insufficient super cell. The KKR 
method can be applied to a calculation on an isolated impuri ty in an otherwise perfect 
crystal [2]. An estimation on e伍ciency for a super cel can be given , if such a calculation 
is carried out. In the series of the present study, it was found that sometimes calculated 
EFGs strongly depended on a choice of the mu伍n tin radius. When a unit cel has 
atoms of different types more than one, ratios of mu妊ìn tin radii between different atoms 
are arbitrary taken. The EFGs at F site in MgF 2 is such a case. The dependence was 
so large that the EFG changed its sign , so the result was not reliable at all. It seems 
that the mu伍n tin approximation is unsuitable for a. rather open structure such as the 
rutile structure. A method beyond the mu伍n tin approximation is strongly encouraged 
[138]-[141] . 
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Figure 51: Deviations of the theoretical predictions from the experimenｭ
tal measurements of the EFGs in the HCP metals. 
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11 Summary 
To investigate the electronic structure of impurities in solids, the ab initio method to 
calculate the EFGs at impurities sites was developed. Besides it , to enforce the sysｭ
tematic study of the EFGs of impurities in the ionic Ti02 single crystal, the FT-NMR 
measurements on 4SSC, 49Ti and 93Nb and the βNMR measurements on 12N and 190 were 
performed. 
The KKR method based on the LSD was applied to calculated the EFG , and the system 
with impurities were simulated by the super cel method. It was proved that the present 
method could predict the EFGs quite well not only in a pure system but also in a system 
with impurities for both of metallic and ionic substances. The predictability of about 20% 
was suggested. 
With this method the EFGs in HCP metals were analyzed precisely, and it was found 
that the overall trend of the EFGs was controlled by the occupation of t b.~ p-orbitals 
and its (1/".3). In the cases of EFGs in Ti02, it was shown that it was indispensable 
to consider the charge states of impurities to reprodluce the experimental EFGs. The 
systematic study of the EFG at the impurity site was performed for the n.rst time both 
for metallic and non metallic systems within もhe same computational framework. 
This method was applied to the determination of the lattice locations of 12N and 190 in 
Ti0 2 ・ For a N impurity, the 0 substitutional site and the octahedral like interstitial site 
were suggested by comparing theoretical predictions with the experimental results. For 
o impurity, it was found that its main fraction was irnplanted into the 0 substitutional 
site, which was experimentally conn.rmed also. However, where the rest was implanted in 
was not predicted. 
This method was also applied to the determinatioIl of the quadrupole moment of the 
247 ke V exited state of 11 Cd, 27Si and 39Ca. This method simplin.es the procedures and 
extends possibility of experiments to determine the quadrupole moment. It is the n.rst 
attempt to apply theαb initio EFG calculations of irnpurity sites for the determination 
of the quadrupole moment. It seems that more effort to gain a high precision in EFG 
calculations is needed to make this approach a standard method to determine a nuclear 
quadrupole moment. A calculation at the single impurity limit for an impurity problem 
is strongly encouraged to check a convergence of the super cel method. Also the ful 
potential calculation as a way beyond the mu伍ntin approximation is expected to improve 
a calculation in particular for an open structure. 
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A Theoretical Predictions of l'~ uclear Quadrupole 
Moments 
In this appendix, some theoretical predictions of nuclear quadrupole moments, which 
are determined in もhe present study, are given. It becomes easy to calculate nuclear 
magnetic dipole moments and electric quadrupole moments by using a widely distributed 
shell model calculation code OXBASH [142]. The results of the OXBASH are given. 
Besides , for 130 and 190 recent Hartree-Fock calculations by Sagawa and Kitagawa [114] 
are given. Their theoretical values were obtained by two methods with the same shell 
model structure factors of PW interaction. Firstly, they used the harmonic oscillator (HO) 
wave functions , while the modi五ed Hartree-Fock (HF) wave functions were adopted in the 
second method with the halo effect (HF(Halo)). The modi五ed HF calculation was carried 
out by solving self-consistently the HF equation for the core wave functions. Then the 
last halo orbit was obtained to reproduce the separation energy by adjusting' the central 
part of the potential. The effective charges of e~f f = 1.3e and e~f f = 0.5e for protons 
and nel 
theoretical Q moments ar閃e summarized in table 16. 
Table 16: Experimental and Theoretical quadrupole moments of 130 and 190. 
Experiment (mb) OXBASH (mb) H.O. (mb) H.F.(Halo) (mb) 
130 1 1. 0土1.3 +17 +15.7 +9.0 
190 3.7土0 .4 -7.1 ・.6.8 -6.0 
27Si 
39Ca 
61土 14
36土4
60 
26 
In the case of 130 , HO calculation gives almost 50% larger value than the present 
experiment. If the halo effect is taken into account，日[F(Halo) calculation is in perfect 
agreement with the experiment. The radial extension (r2)1/2 = 3.3 fm for the 2 p附ons
in the P1/2 orbit calculated by the wave functions in HF(Halo) method is larger than 
(γ2)1/2 = 2.6 fm for the neutrons in the P3/2 orbit. This indicates a thin proton halo effect 
in spite of the rather large separation energy of Sp = 1.5 MeV. In the case of 190 , the 
prediction by the HF(Halo) is not in good agreement with the experiment. In order to 
obtain the experimental value, the effective charge should be eジf (Halo)= 一 (0.73 士 0.07)e ，
which is somewhat larger than the systematic value. It suggests importance of higher 
con五guration mixing in 190 than the ﾟ-stable sd-shell nuclei. 
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B Density Functional Theory 
B.1 Hohenberg-Kohn Theorem 
The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem on which the density functional theory is established is 
explained according to the original paper [20]. 
An N -electron system under an external potential υ(r・) is described with the following 
Hamiltonian H. 
H=T+V+Uヲ
where T is the kinematic energy, V is the potential energy and U is the Coulomb energy 
between electrons, i.e. う
T 
N 
乞ーで
V L V(?) 
u = 
? ?
The N -electron wave function φsatis五es the Schrるdinger equation written as 
Hφ =Eφ . 
In the framework of the quantum theory, the ground state of the system，以 under the 
given external potential υis deduced by the variationa.l principle as 
Hw 
Eo[W] 
(宙|並)
Eow , 
Min(宙 IHI~i) ，
N. 
Once the N-electron wave function 曽 is obtained, the density distribution p and any 
expectation values are obtained from W. 
(A) 
W• W, 
(宙 IAI 宙). 
That is 弘 ρand (A) are the functionals of υ . 
並=並[υl
p = p[v] 
(A) = A[υ] 
In this procedure, we must deal with W which has 3N degrees of freedom and must take 
the variation of the total energy functional by 並.
If we can regard the density distribution p as a basic function in spite of 並， it will 
make the problem easy because p has only 3 degrees of freedom. It is shown thatυlS a 
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functional of p by the reductio αdαbsurdum. If the same p gives two differentυand v' , 
we get the different wave functions 宙 ， 'l1' and the ground state energy E; E' according to 
the two differenも Hamiltonians H, H' associated to 引が respectively. This leads following 
two inequalities. 
E = (並 IHI 'l1)三 ('l1 'IHI 'l1') = E' + J(υ ーが)仇
E' = ('l1 'IH'I 'l1') 三(並 IH'I 並) = E + J(ザー υ)仰
The sum of these two inequalities gives the inconsistent result E + E' 三 E' ート E. Therefore, 
υis a unique functional of p. 80, in turn the N-electron ground state wave function 'l1 
and al ground state properties are functionals of p. 
=υ[p] 
並=宙[p]
(A) = (宙 [ρ]IAI 宙 [p])
A[p] 
Next , the variational principle for Ev[p] is derived. 'Nhen 'l1 and 'l1' are the ground 
states for given υand υ ， respectively, the following inequality is satisfied because of the 
variational principle of Eυ[宙] for 守.
Ev ['l1] :; Ev ['l1'] 
Now , we know that the ground state energy Ev for a given potential υis a functional of 
p. 
Ev = Ev[p] 
Jp山 +F[ 
F可 [p川p] = T[い川p]+ U[p刷付l 
Therefore, the variational principle for Ev[p] for p isderived as 
Ev[p] :; Ev[p']. 
Because of the universality of the functional F[p], if the fu.nctional F[p] is given the ground 
state properties are determined. 
B.2 Kohn-Sham Equations 
Kohn and 8ham developed an approximated way to treat an inhomogeneous electron 
sy批m [19] from the theory of Hohenberg and Kohn. It has already shown that the total 
energy Ev of .ground state under the external fieldυwas the functional of the density p 
and written down as, 
Ev = Ev[p] 
fupdu+jffq)w 
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where G[p] was the universal functional of the density. They wrote G as 
G[p] = Ts[p] + Exc[p], 
where Ts is the kinetic energy of a non-interacting system of electrons. All of the many 
body effects are included into Exc. To make a discussion clear, an effective potential Ve11 
is introduced, and Ev is divided into two terms such as 
Ev[p] = EB[p] + ED[p], 
EB[p] = 乙 +J に11仇
ED[p] = -J に11仰 + J vp叫ん +Exc
Therefore, the variational equation given by Hohenberg and Kohn , i.e. 
8Ev ,.,. 
8p 勺
is divided and the simultaneous equations are derived as 
? ?一一
均一句
??????一一
均一匂
In the one electron approximation, the density is written with もhe one electron wave 
functions ψi as 
p = 工科ψ1
and Ts [p]is written as 
Ts = ーヱ jψ:V1ψi dv
So, the variational equation leads to the Kohn-Sham equations . 
ーマ?仇(ァ)+ Ve11 (γ)仇 (r)
Ve11 (ァ)
p(r) 
Vxc(r) 
ξt 仇(ァ)
[ p(〆)(r) + I 一一-duf+bc(T)
J Ir 一戸|
L l7/Jil2 
6Exc[p] 
8p 
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C KKR圃Green's Function Meth.od 
To solve the one electron Shorらeinger equation and to get the eigenvalues and the Bloch 
functions 仇 is a task for a band structure calculation. The Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker 
(KKR) method is one of the methods of the band s もructure calculation 
In this section, the traditional KKR method [ロ21円]，[伊80ト[伊83司] and も仕he general Gre閃閃e釘n
function method [ロ22司] are reviewed in brief. 
C.l Thaditional KKR 
U sually, the KKR method is formulated based on the H1U伍n tin approximation. U nder 
this approximation, the Schrるdinger equation can be solved exactly. 
The Schr?inger equation in atomic unit is 
(_¥72 + V(ァ))ゆ (r) = Eゆ (γ).
This differential equation is transformed to the integral form with the free space Green's 
function g(r , 7叩
(¥72 + E)g(r , r') = 8(r -r'). 
The simple substitution shows that 
仲) = J g(げ)V(〆)ψ(〆)dυ
With the cel centered representation, 
仲) = J仏 +rm ， Rn+r~)苧(Rn 一川)ψ(Rπ + r~)叫
'f J仇， Rn 一 Rm ベ)υ(ぺ)砂川)叫
Here，ゆ (r) is expanded by the atomic wave functions in the m-th sphere ゅr as 
ψ(r) = 玄 cr姥(日) • 
ゆL satis五es the Shcrらdinger equation in the m-th sphere and written down with 9 ぅ
(_¥72 +υ(r) )何 (r)
何(r)
Substituting these expressions we get 
E何(r)
佐(r)+ Jg(げ)υ(〆)何 (r')dv' 
pr[佐(rm )+ J仇， r~Jυ(r~J姥(ら)dv~]
'f J仇， Rn ー Rm+ ぺ)υ(TUFCM2(ぺ)叫
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The free space Greeぜs function g(r , r') is expanded with the partial waves as 
g(げ) = -iVELjl(♂η)九(η)hP)(VEろ)九(ら)
In the cel centered expression, by using the addi tional theorem of 
?ア
〆'aE
‘、
「U
?、、，，，，
，
??
〆'z
，、‘
、
?、、
f，，，
，
くア
〆'SE
‘、??
?、、
a，，，
e
??
r'at
、
、
守J? ???
????εω π Aせ一一、、BEF
ノ
?J'at
、、?
?、、，，，
ノ
ア
噌i? ?
for m ヂ n ， it is shown that 
g(rm' Rη -Rm+ ぺ) = -iゾELjl(VErm )九(rm)h~l)(♂Ir~+ Rn -Rm)五(ぺ+丸 - Rm) 
L 
= -iVE玄jl(VErm )丘(rm )
L 
x4π L il-I'+I"C山川，~)(♂|丸 - Rml) 
L' ,L" 
x YL', (Rn -Rm)jl'( VE凡)YL'(ァ~)
=乞佐(rm)gu， cþ~ ，(凡)，
LL' 
where, 
grfF ニ -i4πVELi'- " +町山" h f;,) ( VE I in -Rm 1)九川 (Rn -Rm) 
L" 
Finally we get 
写 C;:[佐(rm ) + 1 g(山人)υ(r~)何(山)dv~]
-2ifph)gm，(ぺ)υ(TUFM(ぺ)叫
+1仇?仰いら)符(仏)札
写 C;:勾(E)佐(rm ) = L cþ~(rm) ε ~g;:z， 1品川)υ (r~)佐川)dυ;cz，
Lηヲém L' 
= ~二位(rm ) 乞玄gu，~VD(E)CL'
Lη::fm L' 
This leads to the secular equation of 
乞 [6LL' 6mn Z;:(E) -gLL,Y;;'(E)] C2, = 0, 
L'n 
l.e. , 
det [6LL' 6mη - gu,t2,(E)] = 0 
must be satisfied. 
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C.2 Crystal Green's Function 
The electron density distribution is directly obtained from the Green's function of the 
system. It is shown evidently from the eigen function expansion of the Green's function. 
The eigenfunction 仇 of the Schrるdinger equation Hゆ =Eゆ which associated to the 
eigenvalue Eπand the Green function of the system satisfy 
H仇
(E -H)G(r , r') 
En , 
8(ァ - r'). 
Expanding G(r , r') by 仇 with the expansion coe伍cient s: Gn (〆) as 
G(r , r') I: Gη ( r')仇 (γ)
n 
and multiplying (E -H) , we get 
(E -H)G(r , r') 
8(r -r') 
I: Gη(γ')(E -H)仇(r)
I: Gn(r')(E -Eη)仇(r)
n 
Multiplying ぬ (r) and the volume integration leads to 
Gn(r') 
G(ア?〆)
グ(〆)/(E -En) , therefore, 
て「釘(r') 仇(ァ)
γ E-Eη 
is obtained. With the identity of 
G(r , r') 
」プ~=pιi 一 げ川州6引(刈
Z 十 ZεZ
玄釘(r')仇 (r)
η E+ 化 -En
引(r')仇 (r)午 E-Eη-qm-Eπ)弘(〆)ゆη (r)
is obtained. Therefore, we get the expression of the electron density distribution p as 
p(r , E) 玄 8(E -E九)抗 (r)仇 (r)
n 
-lImG(71T) 
7r 
Consequently, once the Green's function of the crystal is obtained, we get the electron 
density directly from it. 
Next , the crystal Green's function G(r , r') is constr山ted. G(r,r') satis五esthe Schr?inger 
equation of 
(マ2+ E -V(r))G(r ,r') 8(r -r') , 
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and it is found that G is written down as 
G(げ) = g(げ)+ J g(げ)V(r")G(円)dv"
In the case of the free space Green's function , it is expanded as 
where, 
g(r + Rm ,r' + Rη) 
g(r , r') 
JL (γ) 
HL(r) 
8mng(r , r') + 玄 JL (r )g[;DJu(r') , 
LU 
-'l♂L: JL(T<)HL (川
jl(ゾEr)五 (r ), 
hP)(ゾEr)九 (r)
Expanding G(r , r') as the same manner, 
G(r + Rm ぅ r'+ Rn) 
Gr; (r , r') 
ゴL(ァ)
行L(r)
8mηGr;(ァ〆)+ L:JL(r)Gr;DJu(r') 
LU 
-ivEL: JL(川町、)
L 
Pl (ゾEr)五 (r)
Ql(ゾEr)五 (r)
_. " . 
and by direct insertion of this formula to the integral equation the expansion coe伍cients
GTE is determined as 
G22， =grr，+乞grL， ti心Z，L'
L"l 
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D Some N umerical Techniques 
D.l Contour Integration 
Now , the density distribution is calculated from the crystal Green's function. To obtain 
もhe density distribution of electrons , it is needed to integrate the Green's function about 
energy precisely, however, it is difficult because of the c01nplicated structure of the density 
of states. To overcome this difficulty the contour integration technique is often employed 
[143]. First, the Green's function is continuated to the complex energy plane 
G(Tf;z)= 2二の(r) 仇(ア)
nz-E 
乙九 ゆ122T)fL:8(E' -Eη)ー
-jに ImG(け';E')j(z -E')dE' 
_. " 
Here, G(z) is analytical in the whole complex plane except on the real axis. 80 we can 
deform the integration path arbiもrary in the complex plane. 
p(r) = 乞|仇(r) 12 
n 
tp(71E)dE 
-it hGNE)dE 
-jLM(山)dz
-jLM(rr;z) 
The contour integration can be performed precisely, because the complicated structure of 
the DOS is smeared out. At z = E + if , G(z) is 
ImG(r, ri z) ImG(ア， riE + if) 
~ r∞ ImG(E')/ r.1 1 :¥') ~')dE'. π 人∞ (E' -E)2 -f2 
This means the delta function on the real axis is spread into the Lorentzian shape with 
the half width of f (fig. 54). 
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Contour Integration of the Green' s Function 
B 
|1m G(z)1 
z=E+ir 
? ? ? ? ??
ImE 
ReE 
8 (E-En) 
2r 
ImE 
C 
一~E
Figure 54: Contour integration of the Green's Function 
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D.2 Chebyshev Acceleration 
The Chebyshev acceleration is a popular technique used in the relaxation method to solve 
a simultaneous equations [144]. It was applied to solve the present non-linear problem. 
In this scheme, PN+1 is written as a linear combination of the previous outputs, i. e. 
pU+1 = αNPNt + αN-1PUll+ ・・・ +αlP~ut + αoρrt 
It is found that L~l CYi = 1. Here, we write the error as 
5p~+1 = p~ 本Nl PN+1 -P , 
where p* is the exact solution. We must 五nd out {αi} which gives もhe minimum 5PN+1 ・
The matrix f isintroduced by linearization, i. e. , 
6pp+1=f6put. 
The i-th eigenvalue of the matrix f ， 入 i ， and the eigenvector associated to 入 t ， υi ， are 
introduced. the expansion of 5p~n by Vi leads to 
6pp+1 (αNfN +... +α1f + αo)5po 
I: Ci(αN入グ+・・ +α1 入1+α0)υt
?l 
I: PN (入 i)CiVi 
Here, the problem is reduced as 
M凶1m吋鉱山Z|PN(入 )1] , 
under the condi tion P( 1) = 1. The Chebyshev polynornial Tn (x) satis五es this requests. 
Even more, the Che byshev polynomial has the recursion formula of T N + 1 (x)= 2xT N ( x ) -
TN- 1 ・ As a result , the mixing prescription is given as 
P~+l = (1 + ß)(αPNt + (1-α)p~~) -ßPN-1 ・
Here, the mixing parametersαand ﾟ  are introduced. Akai and Dederices [106] examined 
the convergence of this scheme, and found that for al -1 ~ ﾟ  ~ 1 the convergence is 
attained and the accurate knowledge of αis not necessary to get convergence. 
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E Polycrystal Pattern 
In ionic crystals , line spreads of the ﾟ-NQR spectrurn often become up to several 10 % 
in FWHM (ful width at half maximum) as shown in the ﾟ-NQR spectra of 190 in Ti02 
(五g. 12) and 12N in hexagonal BN (五g. 1 in ref. [109]). For a precise discussion , it 
is important to understand the origin of the line width of the spectrum. In particular, 
it is noticed whether the spread is symmetric or asymmetric about the center of the 
peak, when we determine the electric quadrupole coupling constant from such spread 
spectrum. One of factors for the line spread in ionic substances is the EFG from point 
defects. Ionic crystals contain lattice defects such as vacancy, interstitials and impurities 
by nature. Besides , in the case of βNMR experiment , diffracted incident particles ， γ­
rays and neutrons irradiate a catcher, and of course probe nuclei itself are implanted into 
the sample. This makes radiation damages in the catcher. Because of the long range 
nature of the l/? Coulomb potential and the absence of the effective scre弓引g by the 
conduction electron as in metals , such point defects can produce additional EFGs at the 
probe nucleus and a random distribution of the defects causes a spread of the EFGs at 
the probe nuclei. In this section, to verify such effect on the NMR spectrum, the EFG 
produced by a uniform dist山ution of point defects (point charges) is discussed and the 
line spread under the high magnetic 五eld limit is estinlated. 
First , an estimation for the EFGs produced by a point charge. A point charge ηe (C) 
which is placed at a distance ァ (m) produces the Coulomb potential V (V) at the origin 
as , 
V _ ne -
4 71" εOï 
where e and εo are respectively the elementally electric charge and the dielectric constant 
of vacuum and 1/47日o = 8.987552 X 109 rv 9 X 109 (Vrn/C). The second derivative of the 
Coulomb potential gives the EFG at the origin as , 
d2V 2ηe 
q dr・ 2 471"とOï3
28.8 x 1円三 (V/m2) 
We have q rv 300 X 1019 (V /m2) for ァ= 1 (ﾅ) an d n = 1.
The other preliminary knowledge is about a line shape for a powdered sample of an 
axially symmetric (η= 0) crystal. As shown in section 2 ヲ under the high magnetic field 
resonance frequency between the magnetic quantum number of m and m + 1 isgiven as 
3eqQ ( 3 cos 2 B -1 ¥ 
Vm+-+m+1 = νL 一 | 一一一一一 )(2m+1) ぅ4I(2I-1)h¥ 2 ) 
by the 五rst order perturbation calculation. The powdered sample consists of grains each 
of which is a single crystal, resulもing in a uniform distr:ibution of vector q on a unit sphere 
as illustrated in fig. 55. In the respective grains , the resonance frequency is calculated 
by the above' expression. The relative NMR intensity for a region of frequency between 
v and v + dv is written as f(ν)dv with a shape function f(ν) . The shaded area on the 
sphere in fig. 55 contributes to f(ν)dv ， because νdepends only on B which is a slope of 
q relati ve to the external 五eld. The assumption of the uniform distribution of q leads to 
f( ν)dv = (sinB)dt9 , 
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with a proper normalization of f( ν). Assuming 1 = 1 fo:ra brevity, we can get the shape 
function as , 
ん(ν) =小ワ080)
2/ (吋[十一L)+l]) , 
where +, -means that m = 0, -1 respectively and vQ is de五ned as 3eqQ /21(21 -1). 
This shape function ん (ν) is shown in fig. 55 for positive VQ.. The NMR spectrum is 
obtained by superposing f+ and f- ・ Here ， notice that at the Larmor frequency VL , the 
NMR intensity is doubled (for 1 = 1 case) [95], because f+ and fーもransition are occurred 
simultaneously for the same probe nuclei (like the ﾟ-NQR situation). 
Now , we can derive the shape function of the ﾟ-NQR spectrum under the-existence of 
the uniform distribution of point defects. The following points are supposed. 
• There is only one defect in a volume υαaround a probe nucleus , i.e. ， りα/υc Xη=1 
is satisfied with a defect number density ofηand a unit cel volume per one atom 
of Vc ・
• In the volume of Va ヲ a continuous distribution of point defects is assumed, i.e ., a 
lattice structure is ignored in calculating the shape function. 
• For a brevity of volume integrations , Va is approxilnated by a sphere whose volume 
is equal to υα ， z. e ・ぅ 41f /3ï~ ニ υc/n 
Defects on a spherical shell whose radius is ?around the probe produce EFGs which have 
the same magnitude but directions of which are di:ferent. This is a similar situation as a 
powdered sample. 80, it is found that the shape function is constructed by superposing 
the poly crystal patterns with relative weights of each shell surface of 41f T・ 2. A total EFG 
at a probe nucleus is a sum of an intrinsic EFG q in a sample and a perturbation by 
defects EFG ムq(ァ) whose magnitude depends on a distance between the probe and the 
defects. Assuming that q ~ムq and q isparallel to the external magnetic 五eld ， we obtain 
ん山) =十VQ~H士(V:!: :土手一九)+1]) , 
where VQ and ムVQ are 3eqQ /2h and 3eムqQ/2h for 1 = 1, respectively. f土 is illustrated 
in fig. 56. As shown in the figure, the spread by defects on the smaller shell is wider than 
by ones on the bigger shell, because of the ?dependence of the EFG. To obtain a real 
-ﾟNQR e:ffect, it is needed to integrate f by V and ムlノQ.
(NMR eff，叫
The case of 12N in h-BN , which was discussed in [109], is shown in 五g. 57 for example 
In もhis case, it is supposed that defects , each of which has charge of -3e , distribute with 
the density of 0.5 ppm. A frequency modulation of 土 11 kHz and νQ = 81 kHz were 
employed according to the real experimental condition. The obtained spectrum is slightly 
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Figure 55: Powder pattern. 
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Figure 56: Superposition of the powder pattern. 
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asymmetric about VQ' It is found that lノcer巾r ， which was derived by fitting a Gaussian 
to the calculated points , deviates from the vQ by less than 17% of the line width. This 
deviation was taken into account as a systematic error when the quadrupole moment of 
12N was derived. However, taking the charge neutral nature of the crystal, it is expected 
that the opposite charge distributes simultaneously with equal density. In such case, it is 
found that Vcenter is equal to vQ' 
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Figure 57: Simulated ﾟ-NQR spectrum of 12N in h-BN with the defect 
density of 0.5 ppm. A uniform distribution of point charge of -3e is 
assumed. 
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F How to use the KKR Package 
The KKR band structure calculation code has been developed by Prof. Akai since 1979. 
The KKR package is a set of subroutines written in the FORTRAN. It is not so difficult 
to perform some calculations with this package even if one is not so familiar to the 
computational principles and some numerical techniques explained in the text. In this 
section, directions of the KKR package are given. 
F.l Compile 
Usually, a given KKR program package is archived and compressed. Suppose its file name 
to be 'kkr.tar.Z'. First you take 'kkr.tar.Z' to your home directly. Next , you must restore 
it and get the original form. The following commands should be executed. 
home> mkdir kkr 
home> cd kkr 
home/kkr> cp /sornewhere/kkr.tar.Z ./kkr.tar.Z 
horne/kkr> uncornpress kkr.tar.Z 
horne/kkr> tar xvf kkr.tar 
Here, /home/ is your home directory, and the directory /kkr / under your home direcｭ
tory may be made for a convenience. Now , you 五nd the following files in the directory 
/home/kkr /. 
home/kkr/rnakefile 
home/kkr/source/******.f 
horne/kkr/in 
home/kkr/out 
horne/kkr/data 
horne/kkr/kkr.tar 
Here, the 五le 'make五le' is used when the program codes are compiled. The new direcｭ
tories of 'source' , 'in' , 'out' and ヲdata' are produced. Under the directory 'source' you 
五nd al of the source program codes , and ヲin' ， 'out' and 'data' may use to save input files , 
output 五les and data files , respectively. You can delete 'kkr. tar' which is not needed now. 
The package has too many subroutines, so it is convenient to employ the 'make' comｭ
mand. The 'make' command refers to the 'makefilぜ and compile the 五les w hose names 
are wri t ten in the ヲmakefile'. Moreover, the 'make' cOffiTIrrand finds out the changed 五les ，
and compiles only them. 
horne/kkr> make 
Just do it , you get an executable file 'kkr'. To start a calculation, an input file in which 
lattice parameters and some numerical parameters are written is needed. How to write 
the input file is explained in the next sectﾏon. If you want to execute the kkr calculation 
with your input file named as 'input.in' and save a result in a file named as 'output.out' , 
command as the following. 
home/kkr> kkr く in/input.in >out/output.out & 
The last '&' means that this job is carried out as a ba 
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F.2 Subroutines 
The KKR package consists of more than 100 subroutines. Here, to get a survey of the 
KKR package a brief flowchart is given in 五g. 58. A comment on each subroutine is also 
given in table 17. 
Subroutine 
small.f 
readin.f 
krmain.f 
chklat.f 
prmvec.f 
bzmesh.f 
**bzm.f 
genlpt.f 
madlng.f 
gtchst.f 
gsdatp.f 
atmicv.f 
corcnf.f 
drvmesh.f 
phasea.f 
radial.f 
fczero.f 
cstate.f 
conkkr.f 
kkrsea.f 
cinvrs.f 
bzmsum.f 
chrdnc.f 
neutrl.f 
potenv.f 
banden.f 
totalw.f 
erranc.f 
dsenum.f 
hypera.f 
getefg.f 
Table 17: Subroutines in the KKR package. 
C omment 
Some parameters and arrays are defined and krmain is called. 
A given input 五le is read in. 
Main rou tine of the KKR. 
Check mu伍n tin radii and modify thern if they conflict. 
The primitive lattice vector and the reciprocal lattice vector 疵? generated. 
k-points in the Brillouin zone are set up. 
Lattice points in the real and reciprocaJ space are generated. 
The madelung constanも s are calculated. 
The KKR structure constants are calculated. 
Initial potentials are constructed from the atomﾏc calculations. 
The atomﾏc calculation is performed. 
The con五guration of the core states is con五rmed.
The energy con tour is de五ned.
The atomﾏc t-matrix is calculated. 
The radial Schrるdinger equation is solved. 
Single site Green's function. 
The radial Schrるdinger equation is solved for the core states. 
The crystal Green's function is constructed. 
The structure constant are interpolated for each energy point. 
(1 -gt) -1 is calculated 
Integration in k-space. 
The charge density distribution is calculated. 
The charge neutrality is calculated and εf is shifted. 
The Poisson equation is solved. The exchange-correlation potential is calculated. 
The energy eigenvalues are summed up. 
The total energy of the system is calculated. 
The convergence is checked , and new input potential is constructed. 
The results are printed out. 
The hyperfine field is calculated. 
The electric 五eld gradient is calculated. 
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Solve the Poissn equation 
and add the exchangeｭ
correlation potential to 
construct new potential. 
potenv.f 
Fix the core state confi-
ulation. corcnf.f 
Which System ? 
Total energy calculation. 
banden.f totalw.f 
Get HF, Tl T , EFG,… 
dsenum.f hypera.f getefg.f 
Energy integral of the 
Green function and get 
charge and spin densities. 
conkr.f krsea.f 
cinvrs.f bzmsum.f 
gensm.f chrdnc.f rcnv.f 
,,,. 』H
VJ
泊
m古川出向???ρU ???????C
仁
ρunu ??h出
m
hu
∞ 
Radia1 wave functions 
and the atomic phase 
shifts. phasea.f radial.f 
Back scattering. 
chklat.f prmvec.f 
bzmesh.f **もzm.f
Structural constants. 
gtchst.f 
Atomic calculation. 
gsdatp.f atmicv.f 
司一市山戸
H1σω
∞一叶げぬ出
od
〈〈
UFO
一円け
0向け
Foσω
トロ仏三ヨ
Hn
什己完
wnp]
門戸
-oto
ロ・
Configure lattice vectors 
and the reciprocal1attice 
vectors. genlpt.f madlng.f 
HM
吋
1 
、
neutrl.f 
Check neutrality and 
shift Ef. 
Construct starting potenｭ
tia1. potenv.f 
F.3 The Origin of Energy 
In the mu伍n tin approximation, a constant energy is assumed in an interstitial region. 
Energy at the interstitial region is set equal to zero as shown in 五g. 59. A relation between 
parameters which will be explained in the next sectioIl is also shown in the figure. 
。
ReE 
O 
Nucleus 
valence state 
core state 
Figure 59: The origin of energy. 
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F.4 Input File 
The lattice parameters , such as the Bravais type, the lattice constants and atomic numbers 
and so on , are written in an input 五le and it is transfered .to the main program when the 
kkr is executed. As an example, the input 五le used in the calculation of fcc Ni is shown. 
c --ーー一ーーーーーーーーーーーー一一ー-Nickel--ー一ーーーーーーー一ーーーーー一・ーーーー一一一一ーーー一一
go data/ni 
c -ーーーーーーーーーーー一一一一ーーーーーーーーーーーー一ーーーー一ーーーーーーーー一一一一一一ー一一一一一ー一一ー一
c brvtyp a c/a b/a alpha beta ganuna 
fcc 6.60 
c -ー一ーー一一一ー一一一一一一一一
c ecentr ewidth reltyp sdftyp magtyp record 
。 1 nrl mJW' mag 2nd 
c --ーーーーーーーーー一ーー一一ーーーーー一一ーーーー一一ー一一一ーーーーーー一ー一一一ーーーーー一一一一ーーーーー-
c outtyp bzqlty maxitr pmix 
update m 80 0.015 
C 一一一ーーーーーーーー一一一一一ー一ーーーー一
D
ム
? ??????
C 一一一一ー一ーーーーーーーーーーーー一一ー一一ーーーーーーーーー一一一一ー
?Dム・エ???? anclr 
28 
rmt 
o 
field 
o 
c -ー一一ーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーー-
c natm 
1 
c -ーーーー一一一一ーーーーーーー一一一一一ー一一ーーーーー一一ー一一ー一一一一一ーーーーー一ーーーーーー一ーーーーーー
c atm工 cx
O 。 。
D
ム
? ?? ????
c ---ー一ーーーーーーー一ーーーーーーーーーーーー一一一一一一ーーーーー
The lines which begin with the letter 'c' is neglected. Names of the 五elds are also 
commented in the sample input file. The delimiter is spaces ' ,or commaγ. In table 18 , 
what is written in each field is summarized. 
Next , some comments and notices are given. 
• In 'dsp' and 'dos' modes , values of record, outtyp and maxitr are automatically set 
to be 2nd, quit and 1, respectively. 
• You can specify a file name of a potential data by a relative pass name. 
. Ifc/a, b/a ， α ， ß and γare evident from 'brvtyp' ,you can omit to write them. 
• An energy contour to integrate a density of states must be in a region of 'ecentr'土 'ewidth'.
During iteration cycles the εf is modi五ed to satisfy the charge neutral condition, so 
it must be noticed that the contour does not go over the region. It is not possible 
to predict the εj， so ecentr and ewidth are determined by trial and error. 
• The previous potential data is stored with the presently calculated potential data 
into the data file not to lose the data by a trouble. '2nd' means that the calculation 
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Table 18: Parameters written in the input file. 
Field 
go 
五le
brvtyp 
a 
c/a, b/a 
alpha, beta, gamma 
ecentr 
ewidth 
reltyp 
sdftyp 
magtyp 
record 
outtyp 
bzqlty 
maxitr 
pmlx 
ntyp 
type 
anclr 
rmt 
日eld
natm 
atmicx 
atmtyp 
Value 
go 
dsp 
dos 
file ηαme 
fcc , bccヲ hcp ， • 
-1.0,,-,0.5 
0.5 ,,-,2.0 
nrl 
sra 
mjw , vbh, . .• 
mag , nmag 
init 
1st, 2nd 
update 
quit 
。， 1 ， 2 ，. . . 
t ， s ，m，lムu
>1 
0.01 ,,-,0.03 
type nαme 
??a，L
門U
??・命ιvrEL
,Me ???，ι+
し
Meanlng 
perform a band structure calculation. 
display a previous result. 
calculate a density of states. 
五le name in which a potential data .is written. 
which type of the Bravais lattices. 
lattice constant in atomic unit. 
c/ a and b/a ratios of lattice constants. 
α ， ß and γin degrees. 
center of energy for the 'chebyshev interpolation. 
enegy window for the chebyshev interpolation. 
no relativistic treatment. 
scaler relativistic approximation. 
which exchange correlation potential is used. 
magnetic or non-magnetic. 
initially start a calculation. 
continues a previous calculation. 
potential data is updated. 
potential data is not updated. 
The bigger, the 五ner mesh in the Brillouin zone. 
see nfqlty.f 
the maximum number of the iteration loop. 
a parameter used in mixing Vlηand vout 
how many types of atom exist in a unit cell. 
names of the respective types of atom. 
atomic nurnber. 
mu伍n tin radius. 
external magnetic field at each site. 
number of atoms in a unit cell. 
where each atom is. 
which type of the atom at the lattice point. 
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starts with the latest data file, and '1st' means that the calculation starts with the 
2nd latest data file. 
• 'anclr'=O means that a vacancy is put at the lattice' point. 
. Ifmu伍n tin spheres whose radii are given by 'rrnt' conflict each other their radii 
are automatically modi五ed not to so. If 'rmt' = 0, mu伍n tin radii are set so that 
their ratio isequal to the ratio of the atomic radii. 
• The lattice point at which an atom is put is speci五ed with the Cartesian coordinate 
( e.g・， written as 0.5 ぅ 0.5 , 0.5) or with the primitive vector (e.g ・ヲ written as 0.5a, 
0.5b , 0.5c). 
. If some input files are in the same file , they are performed sequentially. 
By the way, size of an array used in the KKR program depends on a s-yi3tem to be 
calculated. According to a system it is necessary to reserve enough area. The size of the 
arrays in the KKR program is declared in the subroutine 'small.f'. The parameters used 
in the 'small.f' are summarized in table 19. 
一一mmmdPA一nnnH
ngmx 
mse 
msr 
lastmx 
nrp訂以
ngpmx 
nkmx 
nwk 
niwk 
Table 19: Parameters used in 'small.f'. 
Meanlng 
maximum number of types of atoms in a unit cel. 
maximum number of atoms in a unit cell. 
maximum number of irreducible blocks of the Green's function. 三 natm(natm-1)
1 >mxl are truncated. 
The chebyshev expansion is performed up to ngmx-th order. 
mesh points on the energy contour. 
radial mesh points. 
reserved area to calculate the CG coe伍cients.
maximum number of lattice points used in the Ewalt's sum. 
maximum number of reciprocal lattice points used in the Ewalt 'ssum. 
maximum number of k-points in the Brillouin zone. 
size of the work area (for real number). 
size of the work area (for integer number). 
If unsuitable parameters are given in the input file or small.f, the program returns error 
messages. Therefore, you can specify what is wrong. 
F.5 Output File 
A result of a calculation is shown on a display or is redirected to save into an output 五le.
As an example, the output for the calculation on Ni is shown, for which the input 五le has 
already been shown. 
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23-Jun-97 
meshr mse ng mxl 
400 35 13 
complex energy mesh 
1( ー 1 . 3000 ， 0.0000) 
4( ー 1.2969 ， 0.0127) 
7( -1 .2697 , 0.0392) 
10( -1 . 1468 , 0.0838) 
13( ー0.8213 ， 0.1254) 
16( ー0.3908 ， 0.1192) 
19( ー0.1213 ， 0.0756) 
22( ー0.0283 ， 0.0379) 
25( ー 0 . 0057 ， 0.0172) 
28( ー0.0011 ， 0.0075)
31( ー0.0002 ， 0.0032) 
34( 0.0000 , 0.0014) 
data read in 
go=go file=data/ni 
3 
2( -1.2998 , 0.0032) 
5( ー 1.2926 ， 0.0196) 
8( ー1. 2451 ， 0 . 0523)
11( ー1. 0633 , 0.1003) 
14( ー0.6747 ， 0.1299) 
17( ー0.2760 ， 0 . 1063)
20( ー0 . 0764 ， 0.0612) 
23( ー0 . 0168 ， 0.0293) 
26( -0.0033 , 0.0130) 
29( ー0 . 0006 ， 0.0056) 
32( -0 . 0001 , 0.0024) 
35( 0.0000 , 0.0010) 
3( -1.2990 , 0.0073) 
6( ー 1.2843 ， 0.0284) 
9( ー1. 2059 , 0.0674) 
12( ー0 . 9538 ， 0.1149) 
15( ー0.5269 ， 0.1276) 
18( -0 . 1865 , 0.0911) 
21( ー0.0470 ， 0.0485) 
24( ー0 . 0098 ， 0.0225) 
27( ー0.0019 ， 0.0099) 
30( ー0.0003 ， 0.0042) 
33( ー0.0001 ， 0.0018) 
brvtyp=fcc a= 6.60000 c/a=O.OOOOO b/a=O.OOOOO alpha= O. beta= O. gωruna= 0 
e冒= 0.000 ez= 1.000 reltyp=nrl sdftyp=mjw magtyp=mag 
record=init outtyp=update bzqlty=m maxitr= 80 pmix=0.02400 ntyp= 1 natm= 1 
file to be accessed=data/ni 
created 
lattice constant 
bravais=fcc a= 6.60000 c/a=1.0000 b/a=1.0000 
alpha= 90.00 beta= 90.00 gamma= 90.00 
type of atom 
type=Ri anclr= 28. rmt=0.35355 field= 0.000 
atoms in unit cell 
atmicp= 0.00000000 0.00000000 0.00000000 atmtyp=Ri 
preta= 0.44780 eta= 0.44780 
nrpt= 141 
nrpt= 169 
last= 243 np= 6 nt= 169 nrpt=141 nk= 110 nd= 1 
itr= 1 rms error = -1.724 
itr= 2 rms error = -2.239 
itr= 3 rms error = -2.657 
itr= 4 
itr= 5 
itr= 6 
itr= 7 
itr= 8 
itr= 9 
itr= 10 
itr= 11 
itr= 11 
nl 
rms error = -2.967 
rms error =司3.645
rms error = -3.695 
rms error = -4.268 
rms error = -5.061 
rms error = -5.356 
rms error = -5.470 
rms error = -6.321 
cpu time= 0.05 sec 
cnf energy 
ーー『ーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーーー画
ls 2.000 -595.8142 
2s 2.000 ー70.7050
2p 6.000 -61.8163 
38 2.000 -7.9863 
3p 6.000 -5.2730 
3d 8.000 -0.7806 
48 2.000 ー0 . 5252
record 1 will be overlaid by input and 
record 2 will be replaced by new output. 
core configuration for Z= 28 
8tate ls 2s 2p 3s 3p 3d 48 4p 4d 58 5p 4f 5d 68 6p 5f 6d 78 
up 1 1 3 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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do~n 1 1 3 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
...怠. _ self-consistent iteration starts ..事..
Jli 
itr= 1 neu= 0.6346 moment= ー0.1778 te= -3011.4102699 err= -0.135 
itr= 2 neu= -0.5453 moment= 0.0426 te= -3011.6353084 err= -1.080 
itr= 3 neu= ー 1.6592 moment= -0.1689 te= -3011.8170398 err= 0.060 
itr= 4 neu= 0.3643 moment= -0.1279 te= ー3011.6356415 err= -0.968 
itr= 5 neu= 0.5579 moment= ー0.0323 te= ー3011.1891523 err= -0.012 
itr= 6 neu= -1.0928 moment= -0.2517 te= ー3011.6486783 err= -1.134 
itr= 7 neu= ー 1 . 1549 moment= 0.0169 te= -3011.6512342 err= -().942 
itr= 8 neu= -0.0839 moment= ー0.2198 te= -3011.6325866 err= -0.964 
itr= 9 neu= 0.4699 moment= ー0.4589 te= -3011. 6393966 err= -0.964 
itr= 10 neu= ー0.1406 moment= ー0.4012 te= ー3011.6343622 err= -1.034 
itr= 11 neu= ー0.4198 moment= ー0 . 5616 te= ー3011.6382921 err= -1.055 
itr= 12 neu= ー0.1871 moment= ー0.5999 te= -3011.6369520 err= -1.197 
itr= 13 neu= 0.0159 moment= ー0.5694 te= -3011.6363347 err= -1.232 
itr= 14 neu= 0.1717 moment= ー0.5829 te= ー3011.6368507 err= -1.289 
itr= 15 neu= 0.0819 moment= ー0.5847 te= -3011.6365158 err= ー Jl . 343
itr= 16 neu= ー0.0415 moment= ー0.5786 te= -3011.6364937 err= -1.308 
itr= 17 neu= ー0.0409 moment= ー0 . 5757 te= -3011.6364755 err= -1.310 ~ ・‘~
itr= 18 neu= 0.0207 moment= ー0.5723 te= -3011.6364125 err= -1.356 
itr= 19 neu= 0.0432 moment= ー0.5699 te= -3011.6364215 err= -1.410 
itr= 20 neu= ー0.0033 moment= ー0.5685 te= -3011.6364182 err= -1.475 
itr= 21 neu= ー0.0336 moment= ー0.5702 te= -3011.6364691 err= -1.630 
itr= 22 neu= ー0.0230 moment= -0.5690 te= -3011.6364654 err= -jl.710 
itr= 23 neu= 0.0033 moment= -0.5686 te= -3011.6364666 err= -Jl.754 
itr= 24 neu= 0.0120 moment= ー0.5692 te= -3011.6364801 err= -1.791 
itr= 25 neu= 0.0019 moment= -0.5696 te= -3011.6364875 err= -1.883 
itr= 26 neu= ー0.0070 moment= ー0.5700 te= 司3011 . 6364946 err= -1.973 
itr= 27 neu= ー0.0056 moment= -0.5700 te= -3011.6364973 err= -2.015 
itr= 28 neu= 0.0007 moment= ー0.5699 te= -3011.6364977 err= -2.079 
itr= 29 neu= 0.0034 moment= ー0 . 5698 te= -3011.6364984 err= -2.128 
itr= 30 neu= 0.0009 moment= -0.5698 te= -3011.6364991 err= -2.164 
itr= 31 neu= ー0.0025 moment= ー0.5697 te= -3011.6365005 err= -2.187 
itr= 32 neu= ー0.0032 moment= ー0 . 5697 te= -3011.6365019 err= -2.238 
itr= 33 neu= ー0.0016 moment= -0.5697 te= -3011.6365032 err= -2.315 
itr= 34 neu= ー0.0001 moment= ー0.5697 te= -3011.6365046 err= -2.370 
itr= 35 neu= ー0.0001 moment= ー0.5697 te= -3011.6365060 err= -2.421 
itr= 36 neu= ー0.0007 moment= ー0 . 5697 te= -3011.6365073 err= -2.483 
itr= 37 neu= ー0.0010 moment= ー0.5697 te= -3011.6365083 err= -2.547 
itr= 38 neu= ー0.0007 moment= ー0.5697 te= -3011.6365090 err= -2.606 
itr= 39 neu= 申0.0002 moment= ー0.5697 te= -3011.6365096 err= -2.662 
itr= 40 neu= ー0.0001 moment= ー0.5697 te= -3011.6365102 err= -2.720 
itr= 41 neu= ー0.0002 moment= ー0.5697 te= -3011.6365107 err= -2.772 
itr= 42 neu= ー0.0004 moment= ー0.5697 te= -3011.6365112 err= -2.820 
itr= 43 neu= ー0.0004 moment= ー0.5697 te= -3011.6365116 err= -2.879 
itr= 44 neu= -0.0002 moment= ー0.5697 te= -3011.6365119 err= -2.946 
itr= 45 neu= ー0.0001 moment= ー0.5697 te= ー3011.6365123 err= -3.005 
itr= 45 cpu time= 41.09 sec 
1 sdftyp=mj~ reltyp=nrl dmpc=0.024 
li 
itr= 45 neu -0.0001 chr ,spn 10.0000 -0.5697 intc , ints 0.7311 0.0230 
rms err= ー3.005 由3 . 015
ef= 0.6863115 0.6756310 def= 32.4366705 0.8699492 
total energy= ー3011 .636512 
8・. type-Jli li (z= 28.0) ・・・
core charge in the muffin-tin sphere =17.9926197 
valence charge in the cell (spin up ) = 0.23393(s) 0.24128I(p) 3.86666(d) 
valence charge in the cell (spin do~n) = 0.23168(s) 0.22498i(p) 4.47773(d) 
total charge= 27.26889 valence charge (up/do~n)= 4.34188 4 ,.93439 
spl.n moment= ー0 . 59251
core level (spin up ) 
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hyperfine field of li 
75.321 kG (core= 63.695 kG valence= 11.627 kG ) 
core contribution 
7.315 kG(ls) 162.654 kG(2s) ー 106 . 274 kG(3s) 
charge density at the nucleus 
14884.1346 (core= 14878.1463 valence= 5.9883 ) 
core contribution 
13447.8312(ls) 1247.9213(2s) 182.3938(3s) 
cpu used 42.26 sec 
4・ E ・，
First ぅ a date，うmeshr' ， 'mse', 'ng' and 'mxl' are written. Showing a mesh on an energy 
contour, the contents of the input 五le is con五rmed . If muffin tin radii are modi五ed ，
the new radii are shown. Next , it is calculated that how many lattice points (nrpt) , 
reciprocal lattice points (ngpt) and k-points (nk) are needed. When 'record=init ', the 
LDA calculation on each atom is performed and an initial potential is constructed. Then , 
con五gurations of core states are listed. The core conf?urations are set up in subroutine 
ヲ corcnf.f ' . It is noticed that the core states must not come into the energy contour to 
avoid double counting of the core electrons. 
After these output of initial conditions , a self consistent iteration is carried out. For 
each iteration loop , charge neutrality, spin moment う total energy and error between input 
and output potentials are shown to observe a convergence behavior. If the error becomes 
under a tolerance which is set up in the subroutine 'srnall.f' , the iteration loop is stopped, 
and a result is printed out. If the number of loops exceeds 'maxitr' , the iteration loop 
also stopped. Lastly, from the obtained electronic structure, the hyper五ne field , the EFG 
and so on are calculated. 
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G Data Compilations of Experimental EFGs 
The experimental EFG values have already been summarized by Yianden [2] , Witthl山l
et al. [3] and Kaufmann et al. [1] in their reviews on electric qωdrupole interactions 
in non-cubic metals. However, some of the nuclear quadrupole moments have been reｭ
vised. Therefore, it is necessary to re-evaluate EFG values according to new quadrupole 
moments. Here, we show how the experimental EFGs employed in this thesis were deｭ
rived from gathering of experimental results and which quadrupole moments were used in 
respective evaluations. Following rules to deal with the experimental data were adopted. 
• The q凶dr叩ole moments in the table of Raghavan were used [113]. 
-If we have some quadrupole moments concerning for an isotope, an averaged 
value of them was used. 
• The electric quadrupole coupling constants in the table of Yianden were used. 
-If we have some coupling constants concernin~~ for a combination of a host and 
a probe, an averaged value of them was used. 
• The electric field gradient can be evaluated by the following relation. 
eqQ I h(MHz) 1602177 X 10-
19q(1019y 1m2) x Q(b) 
6.626076 X 10-34 
0.2417988 X q(1019y 1m2) x Q(b) 
. Ifwe have some experimental EFGs of isotopes , an averaged value was used. 
-It is plausible that the 五nal experimental error for the EFG does not exceed 
to the smallest error of the quadrupole mom.ents of the isotopes. When the 
final error become too small by the averaging operation, it was set equal to the 
smallest error of the quadrupole moments. 
. Ifno error is given to an experimental result , it was not used. 
-Only when we had no other data, it was employed. 
• We did not concern which experimental technique was used. 
• The experiments at low temperature (below 77 K) were differe凶ated from the 
others. 
Now , the experimental electric quadrupole coupling constants , the nuclear electric 
quadrupole moments and the derived electric 五eld gradients are tabulated. If the signs of 
coupling constants, quadrupole moments and EFGs were determined experimentally, they 
are written explicitly. The abbreviations for the experirnental methods are followings , 
Abbreviation Method 
ME Mらssbauer effect 
NMR N uclear magnetic resonance 
NQR Nuclear quadrupole resonance 
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NO 
TDPAD 
SOPAD 
IMPAC 
IPAC 
TDPAC 
Nuclear Orientation 
Time differential perturbed angular distribution 
Stroboscopic observation of perturbed angular distributions 
following n uclear reactions 
Coulomb excitation recoil implantation perturbed angular correlation 
Integral perturbed angular correlation 
Time differential perturbed angular correlation 
~ ー ・，
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Table 20: Compilation of the Experimental EFGs in HCP Metals. 
Host Probe Q (b) eqQ/h (MHz) q (1019y /m2) Temp.(K) Method 
nucleus state 1r 
Be 9Be g.s. +0.05288(38) 0.0564(3) 4.41( 4) 295 NMR 
0.0618(18) 4.83(14) 77 NMR 
Mg 25Mg g.s. 5/2+ +0.1994(20) 0.324(6) 6.72(14) 4.2 NMR 
0.230(ー) 4.77(ー) 293 NMR 
Sc 44SC 68 1+ 0.21(2) l.90( 10) 37.4(40) 293 TDPAC 
45SC g.s. ー0.22(1) 2.02(3) 38.0(20) 293 NMR 
av=38(2) 
Ti 43Ti 3066 0.30(7) 8.0(16) 110(34) 293 TDPAD 
47Ti g.s. 5/2+ +0.303(24) 4 NMR 
49Ti g.s. 7/2+ +0.24(1) 4 NMR 
av=0.25(1) 7.7(-) 127(-) 
Co 59CO g.s 7/2+ +0.35(3) 
+0.41(1) 
av=0.40(1) 2.90(7) 30(1) 4.2 NMR 
60Co g.s. 5+ +0.44(5) ー 3.1(4) ー29(5) ",0 NO 
av=-30(3) 
Zn 65Zn g.s. ー0.023(2)
ー0.03(2)
av=-0.023(2) posltlve negatIve ",0 NO 
67Zn g.s. +0.150(15) 13.620(83) NQR 
12.0( 4) 4.2 NMR 
+12.34(3) 4.2 ME 
av=+ 12.485(30) +344(34) 
439 9/2+ ー 0.51(5) -4l.2(21) +334(37) ",0 NO 
av= 339(33) 
605 9/2+ 0.60(6) 45.5( 4) +314(31) 300 TDPAD 
Zr 90Zr 3589 8+ ー0.51(3) 45.5( 4) 369(22) ",0 TDPAD 
91Zr g.s. 5/2+ ー0.206(10) 18.7(3) 375(19) 4.2 NMR 
av=372(18) 
Tc 99Tc g.s. 9/2+ ー0.129(6) 5.716(ー) 183(9) 293 NMR 
Ru 99Ru 90 3/2+ +0.231(12) 5.4(3) 97(7) 283 TDPAC 
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Table 21: Compilation of the Experimental EFGs in HCP Metals. (Continued) 
Host Probe Q (b) eqQ/h (MHz) q (1019V /m2) Temp.(K) Method 
nucleus state I宵
Cd 105Cd e.s 21/2+ 1.17(1) 173(1) 612( 6) 483 TDPAD 
107Cd 845 0.94(1) 139(1) 612(8) 483 TDPAD 
2679 21/2+ +1.21(6) 180(9) 615(43) 483 TDPAD 
109Cd 463 ー 0.92(ー) 136.6(10) 614( -) 483 TDPAD 
1l1Cd 247 5/2+ +0.77(12) 
+0.80(10) 
+0.83(13) 
av=+0.79(7) +125( 4) 293 TDPAD 
125(1) 293 TDPAD 
126.0(10) 293 TDPAD 
125.0(9) 293 TDPAD 
124.66( 48) 293 TDPAD 
av=+ 124.94(36) +612(5) 
l09Cd g.s. 5/2+ +0.69(7) +89(11) +533(85) ",,0 NO 
115Cd 180 -0.54(5) -50(15) +382(120) ",,0 NO 
av=482(69) 
La 133La 535 1.4(2) 50.2(5) 148(21) 293 TDPAC 
139La g.s. 7/2+ +0.20(1) 7.8(3) 161(10) 2 NMR 
7.25(ー) 150( -) 6 NQR 
Lu 175Lu g.s. 7/2+ +3.49(2) 
3.62(9) 
av=3.50(2) 429( -) 507( -) 1 SH 
176Lu g.s. 7- +4.92(3) 
+4.97(3) 
5.07(7) 
av=+4.96(2) 613(ー) 511(ー) l SH 
127 ー1.47(1) -128(16) +360( 45) ",0 NO 
177Lu g.s. 7/2+ +3.39(2) +307(12) +374(15) ",,0 NO 
970 4.23(67) +381(42) 373(71 ) ",0 NO 
av=+373( 16) 
Hf 175Hf g.s. +2.8( 4) +603(75) +891(169) --0 NO 
176Hf 88 2+ -2.10(2) -435(6) 4.2 ME 
-455(17) 4.2 ME 
av=-437(7) +861( 16) 
178Hf g.s. 2+ -2.02(2) -444(3) +909(11) 4.2 ME 
180Hf 93 2+ -2.00(2) ー354(83) + 732(172) 293 IMPAC 
-434(15) +897(32) 4.2 ME 
1142 8- +4.6(3) +990(60) +890(79) ",,0 NO 
aVl.t. =894(9) 
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Table 22: Compilation of the Experimental EFGs in HCP Metals. (Continued) 
Host Probe Q (b) eqQ/h (MHz) q (1019V /m2) Temp.(K) Method 
nucleus state 17f 
Re 182Re g.s. 2+ + 1.8(2) ー 223(7) -512(59) "-'0 NO 
e.s. 7+ +4.1(3) -502(30) -506(49) "-'0 NO 
183Re g.s. 5/2+ +2.3(2) 
+2.1(2) 
av=+2.2(1) -281(20) -528( 45) ,,-,0 NO 
184Re g.s. 3- +2.8(2) 
-・ γ+3.1(3) 
av二+2.9(2) -340(22) -485( 46) "-'0 NO 
185Re g.s. 5/2+ +2.18(2) 
2.21( 4) 
2.19(2) 
av=2.19(1) 271(23) 4.2 NAR 
269.5(7) 2.0 NAR 
av=269.5(7) 509(3) 
186Re g.8. +0.618(6) 
+0.60(6) 
+0.54(9) 
av=+0.617(6) ー 73(7) -489( 47) "-'0 NO 
187Re g.8. 5/2+ +2.07(2) 
2.09( 4) 
av=+2.07(2) 255.67( 13) 4.2 NAR 
255.2(5) 2.0 NAR 
av=255.6(13) 511(6) 
206 3.04(5) 376(6) 512(12) 293 TDPAC 
188Re g.8. 1- +0.572(6) 
+0.36(16) 
av=+0.572(6) -92 ー 665(73) "-'0 NO 
avl.t. =-510(3) 
08 18608 137 2+ -1.63(4) 
ー1.61(5)
ー1. 18(16)
av=-1.61(3) +179(9) 4.2 ME 
136(13) 4.2 IPAC 
av=+165(7) -424(17) 
19108 g.8. 9/2+ +2.53(16) -278(9) -454(32) ,,-, 0 NO 
19308 g.8. +0.47(6) -96( 15) -845(170) "-'0 NO 
av=-433(15) 
Tl 192Tl 251 8- 0.44(7) 24.0(15) 226(39) "-'0 TDPAD 
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Table 23: Compilation of the Experimental EFGs at Impurities in Zn. 
Host Probe Q (b) eqQ/h (MHz) q (1019V /m2) Temp.(K) Method 
nucleus state Iπ 
Zn Zn see the table of EFGs in HCP Metals. 
66Ga 1464 7- 0.78(4) 97(6) 514(41) 293 TDPAD 
67Ge 734 9/2+ 1.3(3) 86.6(8) 275(64) 633 TDPAD 
""-', 
69Ge 398 9/2+ 1.0(2) 88.24(65) 374 TDPAD 
77.70(23) 576 SOPAD 
av=78.87(22) 326(65) 
71Ge 175 5/2+ 0.23(5) 17(3) 306(86) 633 TDPAD 
av=301(69) 
73As 428 9/2+ 20.2( 4) 653 TDPAD 
77Br 293 ",0.4 83.0(20) 858(ー) 293 TDPAC 
79Kr 147 0.45(3) 87.0(6) 800(54) 293 TDPAC 
83Kr 9 +0.495(10) 103(5) 861( 45) 293 TDPAC 
av=836(56) 
Rb 
llOAg 118 6+ +1.44 +67.2(20) +193(15) "-'0 NO 
111Cd 247 5/2+ av=0.79(7) +132.2(14) 293 TDPAC 
133.9(14) 298 TDPAC 
133.1(10) 293 TDPAC 
av=+133.1(7) +697(62) 
1151n 829 3/2+ -0.60(2) -193(13) + 1330( 100) 293 TDPAC 
1171n 659 3/2+ 0.59(1) 181.7(15) 1274(24) 295 TDPAC 
av=+ 1227(23) 
1l9Sn 24 3/2+ ー 0.083(3) ー 36 . 7(6) +1829(73) 77 ME 
28 5/2+ ー0.685 +245(15) -1479(ー) 293 TDPAC 
1321 278 1+ 0.170(6) 64(32) 1557(780) 293 TDPAC 
1321 49 3+ 0.23(7) 390(110) 7013(2910) 293 1PAC 
av=-1923(753) 
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Table 24: Compilation of the Experimental EF'Gs at Impurities in Cd. 
Hosも Probe Q (b) eqQ/h (MHz) q (1019V /m2) Temp.(K) Method 
nucleus state ]7r 
Cd 67Zn 605 9/2+ 0.60(6) 39.5( 4) 272(27) 310 TDPAD 
66Ga 1230 7- 0.78(4) 83(4) 440(31) 293 TDPAD 
67Ge 734 9/2+ 1.3(3) 56.3(6) 179(41) 383 TDPAD 
7Br 130 "'-'0.4 66.5(20) 688(ー) 293 TDPAC 
79Kr 147 0.45(3) 44.0(8) 404(28) 293 TDPAC 
Rb 
Cd see the table of EFGs in HCP Metals. 
1151n 829 3/2+ ー0.60(2) -146(5) 293 TDPAC 
149(6) 293 TDPAC 
av=-147( 4) +1013( 44) 
1171n 659 3/2+ 0.59(1) 132( -) 293 TDPAC 
146(15) 294 TDPAC 
145.03(21) 290 TDPAC 
av=145.03(21) 1016(17) 
1191n 654 3/2+ 0.60(2) 147(3) 1013( 40) 295 TDPAC 
av=1015(17) 
112Sn 2552 6+ 0.25(2) 
0.29(7) 66(3) 1092(100) 293 TDPAD 
113Sn 731 0.41(1) 104.8(55) 1057(61) 300 TDPAD 
114Sn 3088 7一 0.32(6) 65.7(7) 550 TDPAD 
67.4(7) 480 TDPAD 
av=66.6(5) 861(28) 
115Sn 619 7/2+ 0.26(ー) 47.7(5) 759(ー) 550 TDPAD 
116Sn 2369 5- 0.26(1) 54.7(5) 480 TDPAD 
51.7(9) 550 TDPAD 
av=54.0( 4) 859(33) 
3548 10+ 0 . 50(ー) 105.8( 10) 875(ー) 480 TDPAD 
118Sn 2572 7- 0.32(ー) 56.4(8) 729(ー) 550 TDPAD 
3112 10+ 0 .4 1(ー) 75.3(7) 760(ー) 550 TDPAD 
119Sn 24 3/2+ 0.094( 4) 
ー 0.065(5)
-0.061(-) 
av=-0.083(3) -26.2(15) +1305(88) 77 ME 
aVr.t.=+890(21) 
112Sb e.s. 8一 0.71(7) 5.9(2) 34(4) 500 TDPAD 
28 5/2+ -0.685 +259(26) -1564(ー) 293 TDPAD 
1321 278 1+ 0.170(6) 38(23) 924(560) 293 TDPAD 
49 3+ 0.23(7) 430(140) 7732(3446) 293 1PAC 
av=ー 1099(553)
123Xe 181 1.33(14) 116(2) 361(38) 278 TDPAD 
125Xe e.s. 7/2+ 1.40(15) 122.1(6) 360(37) 552 TDPAD 
av=3.60(38) 
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Table 25: Compilation of the Experimental EFGs a.t Cd Probe in HCP Metals. The 
TDPAC Method is utilized in the respective experiments. 
Host Probe Q (b) eqQlh (MHz) q (1019V 1m2) Temp.(K) Mother 
nucleus state I宵
111Cd 247 5/2+ +0.79(7) 
Be 17.1(7) 293 111Ag 
-16.0(2) 293 ll1Ag 
av=-16.1(7) -84(8) 
52.5(15) 293 11 In 
54.6(5) 293 111In 
55.3(10) 293 111In 
av=54.6( 4) 286(25) 
Mg 7.7(2) 298 ~. '， 111In 
ー7.0(2) 298 111Ag 
av=-7.4(1) -39(3) 
Ti 27.8(2) 296 11 In 
+27.5(5) 293 ll1Ag 
av=+27.8(2) +146(13) 
Co 0.96(6) 5.0(5) 295 111In 
Zn +132.2(14) 293 11lAg 
133.9(14) 298 11 In 
133.1(10) 293 111In 
av=+133.1(7) +697(62) 
Y 14.20(30) 74.3(6.8) 293 111In 
Zr 14.1(2) 293 111In 
14.76(7) 293 111In 
+ 15.4(6) 293 111Ag 
av=+ 14.70(7) +77.0(6.8) 
Ru 22.6(3) 118(11) 293 111In 
Cd see the table of EFGs in HCP Metals. 
Lu 14( 1) 73(8) 293 111In 
Hf +27.2(5) 293 1l1Ag 
28.8(5) 295 111In 
av=+28.0( 4) +147(13) 
Re -29.2(6) 293 111Ag 
29.73(14) 293 111In 
av=-29.70(14) -155(14) 
Os 33.4(3) 175(16) 300 111In 
Tl 7.8(8) 41(6) 293 111In 
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Table 26: Compilation of the Experimental EFGs in Ti02 ・
Probe Q (b) eqQ/h (MHz) η q (1019V /m2) Remark 
nucleus state I官
12N g.s 1+ 0.0098(9) 0.469(5) 0.37(2) 198(18) -ﾟNMR 
site 1 
Vyy / /c
2.888(12) 0.038(5) 1219(112) -ﾟNMR 
site 2 
Vyy / /c
170 g.s. 5/2+ ー 0.026(3) 1.497( 4) 0.868(5) ー238(27) NMR 
Vxx/ /c
Cr doped 
1.512(4) 0.831(7) 240(28) NMR 
Vxx/ /c 
190 巴 s. 5/2+ 0.0037( 4) 0.213(2) 0.836(8) -ﾟNMR 
Vx x / c
substitutioanl site 
Q(190) was derived 
0.350(9) 0.760(9) 390(40) -ﾟNMR 
Vxx//c 
interstitial site 
41SC g.s. 0.178(3) 9.05(8) -ﾟNMR 
45SC g.s. 一0.22(1) 11.02(1) 0.983(3) 207(9) NMR 
Vyy / /c
present 
47Ti g.s. 5/2+ +0.303(24) 16.8(2) 0.19(1) 229(18) NMR 
Vzz//c 
16.14(15) 0.303(8) 220(18) NMR 
Vzz/ /c 
Cr doped 
49Ti g.s. 7/2+ +0.24(1) 13.9(2) 0.19(1) NMR 
Vzz / /c
14.00(3) 0.192(8) NMR 
Vzz / /c
present 
av=14.00(3) av=0.191(6) 241(10) 
13.09(11) 0.303(8) 226( 10) NMR 
Vzz / /c
Cr doped 
av=0.un(5) av=238(9) 
93Nb g.s. 9/2+ ー 0.32(2)
ー0.366(18)
av=-0.34(1) 49.83(13) 0.463(7) 606( 18) NMR 
Vzz / /c
present 
11lCd 247 5/2+ av= +0.79(7) 105(1) 0.18(1) TDPAC 
Poly crystal 
107.1(3) 0.18(1) TDPAC 
Poly crystal 
av=107(3) av=0.18(1) 561(50) 
181Ta 482 5/2+ 2.35(6) not given 0.58( 4) 1330(6) TDPAC 
Poly crystal 
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